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Management by
Objectives

Henry B. Turner
Assistant Secretary for Administration

The new Management by Objectives program—*^MBO—is one of managing for results
organized around three basic elements:

• A clear, concrete statement of objectives that are tangible, achievable and verifiable.

^• A plan to achieve these objectives, including the individual steps required and when
each step will be taken.

^• A method for regularly checking to see if these plans are being followed and, if
not, what corrective action should be tak^en.

The key to *MBO^'s operation is verification. Both objectives and the steps leading to
their achievement must be clearly verifiable. The answer to the question "did we make
it?" should be either "yes" or "no," never "maybe." This is absolutely essential to the
operation of the program.

An objective is an intended result clearly stated in concrete, verifiable terms. Wherever
feasible, it should include quantitative measures of achievement. The date of achieve-
ment and persons responsible are also needed.

An objective should be expressed in terms of direct impact on the public or the
economy. Where this is not possible, presumed impact and the basis for that
presumption should be clearly expressed when the objective is established.

But deciding what the objectives are is only half the battle. One must also develop
plans to achieve those objectives and a method for checking progress. This can be done
in a number of ways. At the Department level we do it through a simple system of
projects and milestones.

A project is simply a plan to achieve all, or some well-defined part, of one of our
objectives. It produces a verifiable end product which clearly relates to the achievement
of that objective. It normally lasts about a year and involves only one objective. (An
objective may last longer than a year and involve more than one project.)

A project consists of one or more individual steps, or milestones, that must be taken in
order to deliver its end product. These also must be verifiable and have definite completion
dates. Every other month, the status of each milestone must be reported to the Secretary.

We call this system the Departmental Project System and use it to track objectives of
significant interest to the President, the Secretary and their top staffs.

Similar systems are used in *NOAA to track objectives of interest to the Administrator
and his staff.

But *MBO involves more than j^ust projects and paperwork. It is also a program of
people-to-people communication.

Our objectives and projects are not imposed by fiat from above. Rather they are
developed at the working level, through personal consultation with the officials who will
be responsible for their achievement. Statements of these objectives are in effect openly
*arrived-at "contracts" between these officials and the Department^'s top management.

The reporting of progress against these projects is more than just on paper. It too
involves personal discussions of accomplishments and problems. Such discussions can
be crucial. They give those responsible for these projects a unique opportunity to advise
top management of problems before they arise, and to get their help in solving them
when they arise.

This process involves all major levels of the Depa^r^tment. For objectives of interest to
the President, i^t also involves the Office of Management and Budget. Face-to-face
meetings between the Secretary and the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget are a regular feature of the program.

This then is *MBO, a straightforward, common sense approach to everyday manage-
ment. It is designed to give the line manager a voice in the direction and goals of his
organization, and to allow him to report on his progress towards those goals in the
simplest manner consistent with the need of top management for information. In th^is
sense, it is his program—not the President's or the Secretary's or anyone else's.

And this makes it a rare specimen indeed.
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CLIMATE: A ^KEY
TO THE WO^R^LD'S

FOOD SUPPLY
BY PATRICK HUGHES

"The poorest ̂ na^t^ions^, a^lready beset by man-made d^isasters, ̂ ha^ve been threatened by
a natura^] one: the possibi^lity of climatic changes in the monsoon be^lt and perhaps
throughout the ̂ wor^ld. The imp^lications for glob^al food and pop^ulation policies are
om^inous.

HENRY ̂ KISSINGER, Address before the UN General Assembly, April 15, 1974



MAN HAS REACHED A CRITICAL CROSSROADS in his
relationship with the environment. It is the juncture of four major
trends: growing world population, rising af^f^luence, increasing food
demands, and — despite increasin^g world grain production—
dwindling grain reserves.

Grains are the world's basic food. World grain reserves have
been declining since 1961, and suffered a much sharper drop in
1973. According to Dr. James *McQuigg of *NOAA's Environmen-
tal Data Service, reserves now have fallen to a level about equal to
the difference between production in highly favorable weather and
that in unfavorable weather situations. In the words of *Addeke *H.
*Boerma, Director General of the United Nations Food and
Agricultural Organization, "The chances of enough decent food for
mil l ions of human beings may depend simply on the whims of one
year^'s weather."

Dr. *McQuigg points out that most of the world's current food-
production system was developed after the *mid-1940's. With some
exceptions, until the mid- and *late^-1960's this was also a period of
global weather patterns highly favorable to food production. In many
mid-latitude countries, the combination of modern technology and
generally favorable weather brought production increases that have
no historical precedent.

Most forecasts of worldwide food production have been based
on the assumption that global weather wil l stay about the same as it
has been in the recent past. But it has already begun to change.

In the *Sahelian zone of Africa south of the Sahara, the
countries of Chad, The Gambia, Mali , Mauritania, Niger, Senegal,
and Upper Volta are enduring a drought that in some areas has
been going on for more than six years now, following some 40
previous years of abundant monsoon rainfall. And the drought is
spreading—eastward into *Ehtiopia and southward into Dahomey,
Egypt, Guinea, Kenya, Nigeria, Somalia, Tanzania, and Zaire.
Many *climatologists have associated this drought and other recent
weather anomalies wi th a global^, cooling trend and changes in
atmospheric circulation which, if prolonged, pose serious threats to
major food-pr^oducing regions of the world.

Annual average temperatures over the Northern Hemisphere
increased rather dramatically from about 1890 through 1940, but
have been falling ever since. The total change has averaged about
one-half degree Centigrade, with the greatest cooling in higher
latitudes. A drop of only one or two degrees Centigrade in the
annual average temperature at higher lat i tudes can shorten the
growing season so that some crops have to be abandoned. There is
reason to believe, for example, that rice was once grown far north
of its present boundary in parts of Asia.

According to British meteorologist Hubert Lamb, the average
growing season in England is already two weeks shorter than it was
before 1950. Since the late *1950's, Iceland's hay crop yield has
dropped about 25 percent, while pack ice in waters around Iceland
and Greenland ports is becoming the hazard to navigation it was
during the 17th and 18th centuries.

At lower latitudes, as in the *Sahel, the amount of precipitation
available during certain phases of the growing season is critical to
food production. The kind of climatic variation now in progress
includes changes in the tracks of precipitation-producing storms
through major grain-producing regions.

In India, for example, before the global warming trend of
1890-1940. severe drought struck about once every four years.
With the warming, however, and more abundant monsoon rains,
drought came only once every 18 years or so, greatly increasing
India '^s grain production. Some *climatologists th ink that if the
current cooling trend continues, drought will occur more frequently
in India—indeed, through much of Asia, the world's hungriest
continent.

Archaeologists have related the decline of a number of ancient
civilizations to climatic changes that brought recurrent drought to
previously fertile crop land. Paradoxically, many of today's com-

Tro^u^bl̂ e^d f̂ ace^s (opposit̂ e page )̂ mirror anguish brought by the S^ähe/
^drou^ght. A^bo^ve, resu l̂ts of ̂ 19^74 ̂ dr^y spell in a midwest cornfield, ^where
ordinarily the stalks would be seven feet hî gh.
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*plex agricultural systems are mo^re sensitive to su^ch climatic
variability than ̂ were simpler, if less-productive, systems of earlier
civili^zations. Some modern varieties of grains, for example, are
highly produ^ctive only if there is abun^dant ̂ w^ater. When ̂ w^ater is
scarce, they produce less than older v^arieties.

From 189^0 through 1^940. man enjoyed the w^armest clim^ate the
world had known for five or six centuries. And even the relatively
colder centuries that preceded the warm spell were much warmer
th^an the average over the past million years of the Earth's history.
This fact, plus the ^relatively brief duration of earlier warm periods,
makes a ^return t^o a cooler climate a realistic expectation in the
long run.

^D^r. Reid *Bryson. ^Director of the University of Wisconsin's
Instit^ute for Environmental ^Studies, thinks th^at the relatively ^warm
period from about 1^890 t^o 1940 was only a brief intermission in the
"Little Ice Age." a period of worldwide expansion of snow cover,
mountain glaciers, and Arctic pack ice which began in the 1^5th
century and became pron^ounced by the early 17th century. There
were three major glacial ̂ advances in the Alps. Norway. Iceland.
Al^aska, and probably elsewhere around 1^6^50, 175^0. and 1850.
separated by slight withdrawals. Average annu^al temperatures in

This s t̂rî kî ng SMS-1 pho^to taken la^st July 30 pro^vides a global vie^w^
of e^xtreme drought co^ndition^s over north and west are^as of A^frica.
^Borne by ^hot, dr̂ y ̂ win^d^s blo^wing off t̂ he Sahara, ̂ dust-fil̂ led air
e^xtends more than 1000mile ŝ ̂ from Da^kar over the Atlantic,
Balloon-shaped dust pattern. Tra^veling westward at 16 miles per
hour, reached Florida on August 5.

England and perhaps worldwide were one to two degrees Centi-
^grade colder than they have been before or since. In the United
States, average Midwestern temperatures in the *1850's were as
much as four degrees Centigrade colder than they are today.

Both the Little Ice Age and our own climatic era are relatively
minor variations superimposed on long-term ̂ f^luct^uations between
cold, glacial and warm, relatively brief, intergla^cial periods of the
ice age in which we are now living. For most of the Earth^'s history
our planet h^ad no permanent ice cover. For more than two million
years now. however, we have had perm^anent ice fields which
alternately expand and contract. The last major glacial period
ended about 10.000 years ago. Some *climatologists think that the
present cooling trend may be the start of a slide into another period
of major glaciation, popularly called an "ice age."

Many other scientists disagree. *J. Murray Mitchell. Jr.. of the
Environmental Data Service, a world authority on climatic change,
comments. "We observe these trends, and we know they are real.
But we can't find the central tenden^cy, we just don't know how
long they will last." Mitchell himsel^f suspects that th^e present
coolin^g t^rend will r^eve^rs^e itself rather soo^n.



Dr. James *McQuigg diŝ cussing the role of weath^er and climate in economic
and social decision making, Japan Meteorological Agency, August 1973.

Civil izat ion a^s we know it developed dur ing the current
interglacial period. If the past is any guide, our relatively balmy
climate will eventually give way to the glacial conditions that have
characterized most of the last two million years. Just when su^ch a
major, long-term cooling might begin, however, and how *rapid^Jy it
would proceed, are not known.

During the last major glaciation, ice sheets penetrated deep
into Europe and North America. According to Lamb, annual mean
temperatures near the glaciers may have been as much as 12
degrees Centigrade lower than they are today. Global precipitation
amounts were also lower, and there wa^s a marked increase in the
size of subtropical arid zones and deserts.

Scores of "ice ages" have come and gone. Based on past
performance, it probably would take at lea^st a few thousand years
for a full-fledged glacial expansion, although c^onsiderable ^f^luctua-
tions of ice and snow cover are possible over a period of a few
hundred years. In either event, there would be plenty of time to
prepare.

In summary, the current cooling trend may be but a temporary
climatic variation, it may lead to another "Little Ice Age." or it
may, indeed, signal the death of the pre^sent interglacial period. We
do not know. We may never know.

Whatever the case, a study of the past reveals that the Earth's
climate is highly variable—indeed, that variability is one of its
fundamental characteristics. It is this variability and the diff iculty
of its prediction, rather than any re la t ively long-term cooling
trend, that poses the immediate threat to precariously low food
reserves.

A serious drought in the United States, for example, would be
disastrous for global food supplies. Whe^at is the world's leading
agricultural crop, and the United States, the world's biggest
exporter, supplies some 30 mil l ion tons of the 70 millions tons
normally available on the world market.

On September 24, 1973, Secretary of State Kissinger proposed
to the UN General Assembly "that a World Food Conference be
organized under United Nations *auspieces in 1974 to discuss ways
to maintain adequate food supplies, and to harness the efforts of all
nations to meet the hunger and malnut r i t ion resulting from natural
*diasasters.^" This conference, cited by the UN as "the most
important political meeting on the global food situation ever held,"

wil l be convened in Rome on November 5-16, 1974.
In preparing for the Conference, the State Department asked

*NOAA to evaluate the relationship of weather and climatic change
to worldwide grain production. The *studv was conducted by a
*NOAA task team headed by Dr. *McQuigg and its findings were
forwarded to the State Department in Early May.

Because man's life-support and economic systems are becom-
ing increas ingly sensi t ive to large-scale cl imatic var ia t ion, the
Environmental Data Service recently established a *NOAA Center
for Climatic and Environmental Assessment. *CCEA provides
tailored consul tant services and products to Feder^al agencies
dealing with the impact of climatic and other environmental factors
upon social and economic programs and policies.

Specifically, the Center models and assesses cl imate and
climatic variation, as well as other natural environmental phenom-
ena and their variations, and evaluates their probable impact upon
n^ation^al and international problems such as the energy crisis and
world food supplies. Food-supply objective include modeling and
assessing large-scale climatic changes and evaluating their effect on
grain production in major crop regions of the world.

With America's abundant surpluses of past years gone, the
world's peoples now live from year to year as far as food supplies
are concerned. For the foreseeable fu tu re , one of the keys to
coping with or improving th i s precarious s i t ua t i on wi l l be our
abil i ty to anticipate, plan for, and adapt to the climatic variabil i ty
that has so long characterized the planet on which we live. D
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A New Approach:

HELPING FARMERS
OUTWIT THE WEATHER
BY EDWIN P. *WEIGEL

In the Nuclear Science Center of Auburn
University in the quiet, tree-shaded town of
Auburn, Alabama is one of *NOAA's most
precocious offspring.

It's called the Environmental Studies
Service Center. And it was one year old
last July.

Headed by youthful Dr. Ray *E. Jensen
and D. *R. ^"Shorty" Davis—Director and
Assistant Director, respectively—the Cen-
ter is smal^l in staff but large in talent and
ambition.

With only a handful of people, the Center
has set for itself the goal of providing the
most technologically advanced weather serv-
ice to agriculture in the world. Its territory
covers three states—Alabama, Georgia and
Florida.

Jensen and Davis don't state their goal in
quite such lofty terms when asked about it^,^
but the conclusion seems inescapable when
they begin to talk.

What they have in mind is to eliminate
much of the guesswork in weather-related
decisions in agriculture by "putting num-
bers" on choices farmers now make largely
by guess and by gosh.

Among other things, their plans involve
use of cloud and temperature measurements
from satellites, fed to electronic computers,
to arrive at the best decisions possible for
such tasks as preparing the soi^l, planting,
irrigating, spraying, dusting and har^vesting.

Already they are using numerical models
of crop growth—"plants grown in com-
puters"—to provide weather-related advice
to cotton farmers and peanut growers. By
feeding a model in a computer the current
observations of rainfall, temperature, hu-
midity and amount of sunlight, they arrive,
for example, at a decision regarding the
probability of an outbreak of fungus known
as ^peanut leaf spot. During prolonged hot,
moist weather, the probability becomes in-
creasingly great. Timely dust ing with a
fungicide takes care of it. And the peanuts
grow plump and tasty.

The Center issues "Peanut Leaf Spot
Advisorie^s" twice daily during the growing

8

Billions in savings are envisioned by using
satellites and computers to advise on the
best options possible for maximizing yields
and minimizing los^ses.

season by teletype transmissions on the
NO A A Weather Wire. These are relayed to
farmers by radio, TV and newspapers.
Fungus advisories are also issued for other
such unlovely ailments as Apple Scab,
Pecan Scab, Potato Blight, Peach Brown
Rot, and Tobacco Blue Mold—for which
similar crop-saving remedies are applied.

In addition, the Center issues advisories
for ^я wide variety of other weather-related
decisions farmers must make. One is to
prepare them for the likelihood of fruit^- and
vegetable-killing frost, against which they
must light heaters and apply other artificial
means of keeping the temperature above
freezing. A related type warns of the first
hard freeze in autumn, so farmers wil l re-
member to drain irrigation pi^pes and water-
cooled systems of farm machinery to avoid
costly damage to equipment.

Livestock raisers and *poultrymen are
warned about days when heat and humidity
will cause prostration and death among
animals confined in barns, pens or vehicles,
and among chickens crowded in brooders,
laying houses or coops en route to market. A
lit t le extra ventilation and a l itt le less crowd-
ing adds up to thousands of dollars in pre-
ventable casualties.

When cotton is harvested on warm, moist
days it may mold, rot and discolor. Fore-
warned, growers can schedule the harvest
for a time when the air is relatively dry. A
similar advisory is valuable for protecting
the cheesecloth used in tents and canopies
under which some crops are grown in the
South. It is expensive stuffand can be used
for two crop seasons if handled with care.
Between seasons it's baled and kept under
cover. Cloth baled with relative humidity

above 50 percent generally rots. The Center
helps farmers pick a dryer time.

There are advisories against winds that
may damage tender young vegetables at the
transplant stage, about the chances for
lightning strikes on tobacco barns and how
to prevent them, about the best times to
apply fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation
water so the least amount will do the most
good.

Advice on planting times is a vital aid,
particularly for cotton. Too early and the
seeds may not germinate, requiring a costly
replant; too late and the yield may be
reduced, because cotton needs a long grow-
ing season. ^Knowledge of just when soil
temperature w i l l be at a safe level for
germination means a bigger payoff to the
farmer.

Advice on when to ask crop dusters to
apply pesticides takes into account not only
a day when rain is unl ikely to wash the
stuff off prematurely, but also a day when
strong winds won't carry it over to a
neighbor's crops or property. A special
case is the aerially delivered bait used to
poison ̂ f^ire ants—a ferocious species that
produces large and painful blisters. Timing
is critical. The poison must be applied when
the ants are foraging. This occurs only
when the soil is warm and moist. Applied
during a spell of dry, cloudless days—good
flying weather—it does little to ki l l the ants,
but becomes merely one more environmen-
tal pollutant. The Center helps decide when
is best.

In our energy-conscious society, adviso-
ries that warn of heavy rains which w i l l
wash away recently applied fertilizers and
pesticides offer a double savings. By avert-
ing the need for a second application, costly
fuel is saved t h a t would be needed to
spread it, and a costly waste is averted of
the fossil fuels and electricity needed to

A^ssistant Director *D. f̂ t. Da^vis an^d Directo r̂ ̂ Ray
Ĵ ensen e x̂amine a t̂eletype transmî ssion of an
^agricultural ^weather a^dvisory.
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manufacture the chemicals in the first place.
The list goes on and on. Ray Jensen and

his staff are almost messianic in their con-
victi^on of the global benefits to accrue from
highly sophisti^cated weather advice to farm-
ers. In a paper that he and Ass is tant
Director Davis prepared for delivery this
year, they pointed out that an estimate by
*J. *C. Thompson of California State Univer-
sity in 1^972 indicated there were at least 3.5
billion dollars in preventable weather-re-
lated losses to ^U.S. agriculture annually.
This was 4^3 percent of total weather losses
of ̂ 8.^2 billion, and 6.4 percent of the total
agricultural production that year of ^5^4.^7^
billion dollars.

With such a glittering reward to U.S.
agriculture—undoubtedly the most effi^cient
in the world—it's not hard to see why they
believe the benefits on a worldwide basis
are stunning, and a task of paramount
importance.

Lest it be thought that their specialized
chore of providing weather advice to agri-
culture is entirely new. it should be pointed
out that there has been an Agricultur^al
Weather Service within the National
Weather Service since 19^59. What Jensen
and his staff hope to do is to modernize the
work of that branch so that the most
advanced techniques of two broad fields—
meteorology and agriculture—are brought to
bear on the problem of maximizing yields
and minimizing losses.

A brief review is useful for perspective.
The Agricultural Weather Service was

authorized by Congress in 1959 to make
specialized weather information available to
farmers—principally cotton farmers—of the
Mississippi Delta. It was an immediate
success. Surveys after the ^f^irst year indi-
cated a *40-dollar return for every Federal
dollar spent. As a result. Congress author-
ized similar programs in other areas.

The programs have two parts: ̂ forecasts for
farmers issued by weather offices, and ad-
visories on application of those forecasts ^by
farm-trained meteorologists such as Jensen
^and Davis.

Objectives in all of them are to provide aid
for weather-related decisions which will max-
imize yields, cut costs, avoid waste, and pro-
vide research leading to still-greater farm ef-
ficiency. Data for the more-specialized work
is gathered at a network of weather-
observing stations associated usually with
Agricultural Experiment Stations. Weather
advisories resulting from these efforts
reach farmers through university or Federal
farm specialists and thro^u^gh ̂ a teletype circuit
which ties in radio and television stations ^and
newspapers.

This system is still a going concern, and
very popular. It has already produced out-
standing results for certain crops.

A good example is the ozone advisory for
shade-grown tobacco in northern Florida
and southern Georgia. It was pioneered by
Shorty Davis when he was Agricultural
Meteorologist for *NOAA at the University
of Florida Agricultural Research Center at
*Quincy. in cooperation with *C.E. Dean.
Professor of Agronomy at the University of
Florida.

^When ̂ to dust o^r spra^y crops^? The sate l̂̂ lite an^d computer will help narro^w the time frame.

Chickens are big business, as this assembly-line in a modern poultry house shows. Farmers moving
birds to market nee^d latest ̂ weather data.
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^Wha^t do farmers of co^tton, beef and peanut̂ s have
in common? All have highly weather-dependent
operations. Extreme heat can kill liv^estock, cause
crop dî seases. *NOAA 's numerical models at
Auburn are helping solve problem.

Development of the ozone advisory was
a classic blending of agricultural and meteor-
ological research. It has almost all of the
elements that the Center hopes to apply in
efforts with other crops, plus a demonstra-
ble payoff illustrated by dollar ̂ f^igures from
the growers themselves. Because of this,
and because of the intr iguing detective work
engaged in by the researchers, it is worth
e x a m i n i n g in de t a i l . Here in somewhat
abbreviated form, is how Shorty Davis
describes it:

"To begin with, ozone is a relatively rare
form of oxygen w h i c h has three atoms
joined together ins tead of two. It has a
sharp, pungent smell, and is often noticed
as an aftermath of severe electrical storms.

Not unti l recently has its effect on plants
been realized. This was made clear in the
*19^60^'s in investigations of damage to to-
bacco in the Southeast.

"The kind of tobacco where ozone dam-
age is most c r i t ica l is known as shade-
grown tobacco. I t ' s grown under a canopy
of cheesecloth. This tobacco is used f^or the
outs ide wrappings of cigars. Its marke t
value is about 10 times that used in ciga-
rettes, and runs on the order of 1^3 million
dollars a year in this area.

"For many years, shade-grown tobacco
farmers had been plagued by a problem
known as weather ^fleck—tiny holes in the
leaves which made them unfit for cigars.

(Cigars with holes at the sides won't draw
proper ly . ) But the farmers d i d n ' t know
what caused i t .

"In 196^2. Dr. Dean identif ied the ̂ culprit
as ozone. When 1 came to the ^Experiment
Station in 1963 the problem was acute, so I
joined forces with Dr. Dean. We put in ari
ozone meter and set up a complete weather
station at *Quincy and began making careful
weather measurements.

"Every time we observed an increase in
^ozone. Dr. Dean would check the tobacco.
We found that ̂ f^leck on the leaves corre-
lated very well .

"So I then began to try to identif^y the
weather condit ions l inked to increases in
ozone. 1 found a number of them: One was

*^NOAA Magazine October 1974 1 1



Me t̂eorologis t̂ Don D r̂e^w (top) e^xamine^s cotton
plant develop^ment at Auburn's Agricultural
E x̂periment Station. Abo^ve, Jerry H ûghes (̂le f̂t̂ )̂
and Shorty Davis scan printout o f̂ instrument
recording presence of ̂ water on shrub. Sensors on
p l̂ant sen^d e l̂ectrica l̂ signal to ^station. At rig ĥt̂ , ̂ Ray
Jensen (̂left) and Jerry Davis examine s^pe^cial
instrument developed at the Center to measure
precise temperatures from surface to height of
se^veral fe^et. Sensors are sha^ded by *metallicî zed
hemispheres made from halved *pingpong balls. ^л- ..^r ». *^_^-

in connection w i t h passage of cold front^s^
that had ei ther squall lines or well-devel-
oped thunderstorms associated w i t h them.

"I also noticed that after a cold-front
pa^ssage in late w i n t e r , spring, and early
summer, the ozone w^ould continue to in-
crease u n t i l about the th i rd day. w h e n the
mound of high-pressure air ^was centered
over the area. It w o u l d peak out about that
third day. This increase was traced to the
f^act that air masses ly ing up in the Arct ic
for a number of d^ays be^came ozone-^rich.
This is stratospheric ozone w h i c h bleeds
down to the surface. It p^ersists u n t i l the air
reaches th i s far south. That has proved to
be a major source of the ozone that causes
problems wi th crops.

"In connection w i t h ozone increases
linked to thunderstorms, I further found
that the ozone was not necessarily localized
around lightning strikes, as had previously
been thought, but was more related to the
he ight of the thunderstorm—being most
marked with a really well-developed storm
reaching up to the ozone-rich stratosphere,
to an alt i tude of ^50.000 feet (1^5 kilometers)
or more.

"I^'m quite confident what was happening
was *entrainment of ozone from the strato-
sphere into the thunderstorms and thence to
the surface in the strong *downdrafts charac-
teristic of these powerful storms. I have rec-
ords to support this .

"The greatest of all ozone increases I

observed were in connect ion w i t h well-
developed squall l ines, often running well
ahead of a cold front, and I believe this is
f u r t h e r ev idence of the *entrainment of
ozone captured by towering *thunderheads.
w i t h a mass ive concentration where the
*downdraft is deflected horizontally at the
surface.

"There is one other i n s t a n c e where
ozone is increased, w i t h o u t fa i l . That is
wi th a stagnating air mass carrying heavy
concentrations of pollutant^s—either natural
ones, such as those emitted by pine trees
and other conifers of the Southeast, or
*manmade, such as those from automobiles
and stack exhausts, acted upon by sunlight.
This condit ion goes w i t h the blue haze
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THE STAFF AT *ESSC: BROAD AND DEEP
A key factor in the planning of the En-
vironmental Studies Service Center was to
select people who could meld the most-
advanced thinking in agriculture,
meteorology, satellite technology, and
computer programming.

The current staff at Auburn is larger than
envisioned for future such units, partly be-
cause this one is a prototype. Of the nine
persons listed, two positions are *reimbur-
*sible ones funded by the Department of
Transportation; one is an intern, and one is
a training slot for a similar center else-
where. Neve^r^theless, the range of skills
represents the *clustered-talent plan de-
scribed in the article. To illustrate:

Director Ray Jensen was born and
raised on a South Dakota farm. He served
in the Air Weather Service from 1948 to
1954. In 1960, he earned a bachelor's de-
gree in math and physics and in 1971 a
Ph.D. in soils. He joined the National
Weather Service in 1956; has served as a
general weather forecaster, agricultural
weather forecaster, *climatologist and, until
his recent post, as chief of data acquisition
at Southern Region headquarters.

Assistant Director *Den^zil Davis, known
to everyone as "Shorty," served in the Air
Force as a navigator and meteorologist in
the *1940's. He has a bachelor's degree in
math and did graduate work in geography.
He also has been a college professor and
retail merchandiser. He joined the
Weather Service in 1957 and has been an
aviation briefer, general forecaster, and
river forecaster as well as agricultural
meteorologist. His last previous assign-
ment was *Meteorologist-in-Charge of the
Tallahassee, Florida, Weather Service Of-
fice.

Meteorologist Clarence *M. Sakamoto
served in the Air Force as a forecaster in
the late *1950's. He has bachelor's degrees
in both soil science and meteorology, and
master's and doctoral degrees in agricul-
tural meteorology and climatology, with a
minor in statistics. He worked as a re-
search assistant at Rutgers and Iowa
State in the early *^bO's. He joined the
Weather Service as an agricultural

S^taff members at *NOAA 's Environmental Studies Service Center. From left: Shirley ^M^umme^n,
^Ray Jensen ,̂ *D.̂ R. Da^vis, Donald Dre^w, Clarence Sa^kamoto, B^arbara *Brannan, *̂ Elwynn Taylor,
Jerry Davî s. ̂ Not shown .̂ Jerry H^ughe ŝ.

meteorologist in New Jersey in 1965. His
last previous post was *climatologist for
^Nevada, 1968-73.

Meteorologist Jerry Davis (no kin to
Shorty Davis) served as an Air Force
forecaster in the early *1960's. He has a
bachelor's degree in mathematics, a
master's in meteorology, and a doctoral in
geography (climatology). He joined the
Weather Service in 1968. Before coming
to *ESSC, he worked at the National
Meteorological Center as a chart analyst
and forecaster, then as *climatologist for
Ohio.

^Meteorologist *Elwyn Taylor graduated
from Utah State in 1966 with a major in
botany and a minor in meteorology. He
completed doctoral studies and served as
an atmospheric physicist in the U.S. Army
before coming to Auburn. He has a strong
background in satellite meteorology and
plant physiology.

Meteorologist Donald Drew, at age 23,
is the youngest professional staffer. A na-
tive of New Jersey, he earned a bachelor's

and a master's degree in meteorology and
climatology from *Rutger's University. He
joined *ESSC after graduation last spring.

Computer Programmer *Shirely *Mum-
*mert is a 1970 honor graduate of the Uni-
versity of Maryland. She served as a man-
agement intern and computer programmer
with the Bureau of Customs, Treasury De-
partment, and as a computer programmer
processing financial data at Auburn Uni-
versity before joining *ESSC last April.

Electronic technician *Jerrell Hughes
served four years in the Air Force as a
communications specialist, five years in
the Navy as an electronic technician, 1*1/^2^
years with *Philco Corporation, and four
years with the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion before joining the Weather Service in
1964. He is a graduate of Norman College,
Georgia.

Secretary Barbara *Brannan is an honor
graduate of Middle Georgia College, with
an associate degree in secretarial science.
She worked for Auburn University before
joining *ESSC in June, 1973.

visible on a hot summer day. The hotter the
day, the greater the ozone concentration.

"The next step was to combine what I
found with what the agronomists found
While I had been working out ozone-pre^dic-
tion methods they were working on dam-
age-prevention methods. And they found
several.

"Plant breeders noticed a difference in
susceptibility between tobacco species, va-
rieties, and even individual plants. So the
breeders set to work to develop resistant
types, which they did.

"The agronomists also noted that tobacco
leaves at a certain stage of development
were more susceptible to fleck than others.
This happened to be the leaves just about

right for harvesting. So we concluded that if
we could forecast the occurrence of ozone,
farmers could save those leaves by harvest-
ing them before the ozone arrived, which is
what we educated them to do. (Tobacco
leaves are not harvested all at once^, but
successively throughout the growing sea-
son, from the bottom up.)

"The agronomists further noted that a
plant that was wilting on a day with high
ozone would not fleck. It turned out the
tiny openings in the leaves were closed and
thus blocked entry of the ozone. Solution:
Tell the farmers to let the plants wilt on
those days. Don't irrigate. It doesn't hurt
the plants. In fact it actually improves
quality. It gives a heavier, tougher leaf—a

desirable feature for a cigar wrapper. Apply
water when the ozone is gone.

"With these instructions, which tobacco
farmers now follow religiously, the industry
was able to show a very dramatic saving. In
the first year of the ozone advisories^, which
was 1967, the South Georgia, North Florida
Shade Tobacco Growers Association re-
ported weather ̂ f^leck losses of only a few
tens of thousands of collars^, compared to a
million dollars the year before. This low
level of loss has been mainta ined ever
since."

There's good reason to believe other
plants, too, are susceptible to ozone dam-
age, including some with important nutri-
tional characteristics, such as spinach, *to-
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*matoes and potatoes. Working on ozone
advisories for these, with agr^onomists^' ef-
forts to match, is on the list of the Center^'s
ideas to explore.

About the only chore left to perfect the
tobacco ozone advisory, says Jensen, is t^o^
computerize it. And that, too, will be done.

Use of computers will be one of the chief
differences between the way the multi-per-
son Center at Aub^urn operates and the way
the one-man agricultural weather units op-
erate.

Jensen says the Environmental Studies
Service Center was designed to be a proto-
type for similar centers elsewhere and that
the concept has already proved valid. His
reasoning is detailed^; his outlook, en thu-
siastic.

"Before, the one Weather Service man
located at an Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion couldn't do much in the way of re-
search. He was spread too th in . Unless he
was a human dynamo like Shorty Davis all
he could do was put out his advisories
wi thou t trying to improve them much, or to
develop new ones. And when he was ill , or
on leave, there was no back^up.

^"N^ow with our four Ph.D.'s ^on hand.

plus other people w i t h r ich and var ied
backgrounds, we not only can cover all the
tasks performe^d before, but add new one^s.

"And that's our job—to move on to new
areas. Right now ̂ our programs are set up to
exploit two areas—crop modeling in com-
puters and satellite technology as it c^an be
related to agriculture.

"The reason we're interested in crop
modeling is that it 's the best way to deal
with the complex re la t ionships between
weather and crops. It 's a very new ^f^ield.
Only in the past two or three years have
there been developed any models that
seemed to simulate the real thing at all.

"The model f^or growing cotton is the most
adv^anced crop m^odel in the world. And
we're working with that . Other mo^dels are
being devel^oped for corn, soybeans and
peanuts. We don't develop them^: just use
them.

"A computerized crop model describes in
mathematical terms just how a plant oper-
ates, and you can run through a whole
season in just a few minutes. It simulates
the taking up of water and carbon dioxide
to make food, the partitioning of carbohy-
drates between roots and fruit , as *appropri-

*Meteorologist Jerry Davis gives compu^ter wea^ther
data; it gives ̂ back probability of outbrea^k of
peanut ̂ leaf spot in the Southeastern Unite^d States.

Advisories are issued ̂ t̂ wice daily by teletype for dî stribution to Alaba^ma, Georgia and Florida via *NOAA ̂Weather Wire, thenc^e to waiting farmers by
commercial radio, television and newspapers.
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ate with time, just about everything that can
happen to a plant, including being ir^r^igated,
fertilized, attacked by disease, and so on.
All of these variables can be cranked into
the model, to determine their effect on the
real thing.

"With the cotton model the output is
uncanny. You can see the plant growing
*. *. *. putting out leaves and branching *. *. *.*
see the flowers appear *. *. *. turn into bolls
*. *. *. and you can count the number of bolls
*. *. *. and then see how many will open.

"And of course among the most impor-
tant inputs to these models are weather
inputs: temperature, precipitation^, amount
of sunlight. We'll be experimenting with
them to see if we can refine and expand our
contribution.

"We^'re working on three modeling proj-
ects right now, which ^I'm targeting for
operational testing by next spring. One is a
soil-temperature model, with which we can
predict soil tem^perature a month ahead with
an error of less than one degree. We have
that one well along, but are still trying to
improve it. Soil temperature is the most
critical factor of all in crop production. It's
critical to selection of planting time.

^"Second, we're experimenting with
weather parameters in the cotton model,
since it's the most sophisticated.

"And third, we're beginning work on a
soil-water-balance model. You have to have
this to run a good crop model, and it's one
of the weakest parts right now. It 's also
useful to tell how much water is in the soil
or changes that are taking place in the
amount , for advice to farmers who can
irrigate.

"When you take into account the long-
run worry about the world food supply—
How adequate is it? When will food short-
ages become calamitous?—it's clear that
only by using tools such as these models
can we do the best job possible of meeting
the challenge.

"Then there's satellite technology. We've
hardly even begun to use this for agriculture
but it could be extremely important.

"Satellites can give us measurements of
the amount of sunlight, the temperatures,
and precipitation on an area basis—the kind
of information that would require an enor-
mous array of instruments if it were ob-
tained on the surface. Satellite data may not
be as precise as surface measurements, but
we can take care of that problem. As it is
now, if I set up a weather station for
temperatures and other measurements at
one locality, it's no help at all for a crop 50
miles away. The satellite could cover both,
and much more.

"Another important use of sa te l l i tes
would be to map temperatures on cold
nights over peninsular Florida. This would
require pictures at a frequency of one every
30 minutes or less, such as the *GOES-type
satellite provides. With these, we believe
we could measure temperatures wi th an
error of no more than two degrees. The
important thing here is we could identify
cold pockets and warm pockets, which
would allow us to give selective advice to
citrus growers and others. We could say.

'Up in this area, you have no problem, so
relax,' and in another area we could say.
'You do have a problem; get ready to light
your heaters.'

"This could be extremely important in
energy saving. As it is now, when growers
expect a cold night, they all light up, rather
than take a chance. And a lot of it is
unnecessary. Selective advice would also
help us guarantee that nobody got sur-
prised, and lost his crop.

"We believe, too, that satellite pictures
will help us sharpen the delineation of
rainfall areas. This will improve the inputs
to our soil-moisture models, making them
more precise."

Jensen and Davis are extremely emphatic
about the need for better measurements of
solar radiation—the amount of sunlight
striking the earth—in preparation of adviso-
ries to farmers. They say these measure^-^
ments are woefully inadequate now and that
satellite data will help immeasurably.

"Without good solar-radiation measure-
ments," says Jensen, "you can't measure the
rate of photosynthesis, which is the proces^s^
by which plants make carbohydrates out of
carbon dioxide and water with the aid of sun^-^
light. Solar radiation is the energizing force
which determines how much food is being
made. It 's vital to our crop models.

"It's important, too. in determining the
drying rate of hay, baking of the soil, lots of
other things."

They envision a system whereby they
would get this data from a stream of photos
from *NOAA's GOES satellites, and are
convinced their priority should be a high
one because of the expected boost to the
nation's food production.

Potential benefits to flow from centers
such as the one at Auburn are echoed and
underscored by *R. Dennis Rouse, Dean of
Agriculture and Agricul tural Experiment
Stations at Auburn.

The Dean is one spokesman for a planned
coordinating committee of 9 or 10 persons, at
least 3 from each state, to lend to the Center
their agricultural expertise in choosing the
best areas for concentrated effort. Speaking
for Alabama, he said:

"Looking at the food needs of the nation,
and the potent ia l from t h i s region, we
believe the Environmental Studies Service
Center can help Alabama match some of the
big agricultural states in output . We expect
our output to double in 10 years.

"For years we had a cotton economy, as
high as 90 percent before 1940. Now about
70 percent of our agricultural income is
from poultry and other livestock, and 30
percent is from crops. Only half of that 30
percent is from cotton, with the balance
about equally divided between soybean^s^
and peanuts.

"Our climate and soil are such that we
have a tremendous potential for food pro-
duction. As we move more and more into
highly mechanized agriculture—which is our
intent—the sophistication of our weather
advice must rise accordingly.

"A good example is in the handling of
poultry. Although many people don^'t real-
ize it. we are third in poultry production in

the nation now. behind Arkansas and Geor-
gia. Alabama and Georgia are producing
between 17 million and 18 million broilers a
week. Arkansas a thousand or two above
that.

"That's a lot of chickens, and the poten-
tial for losses in hauling the birds to market
is h i g h l y weather dependent . Losses
amounted to 100,000 birds on a single hot
humid day in one Alabama county alone.

"If the *poultryman knows it's going to be
a hot day. he can reduce the number of
birds from 12 in a crate to 10. and avoid
losses. But that 's expensive, involving a lot
more trucks, when you're hauling millions
of chickens.

^"So accurate forecasts of heat and hu-
midity help the *poultryman make the one
best decision to keep his costs and losses at
a minimum."

The Center is issuing such advisories
regularly now, and is studying ways to
improve and sharpen them. State poultry-
men's associations are offering enthusiastic
encouragement.

*Agribusinessmen such as these are keenly
aware of the large and growing need for
putting mean^ingful numbers on weather-
related decisions. Around the nation and
around the world, the trend is toward larger
farms and more-centralized operations. And
the corollary is that the fewer people in
control will make better decisions, leading
to more food and ̂ f^iber at less cost.

Since weather is the principal variable,
its importance can't be overestimated. That's
why, when Ray Jensen is asked what he sees
as the ultimate Agricultural Weather Service.
he's like the man who just happens to have a
deck of cards when somebody suggests a
friendly game. His response:

"You know, what we're doing is not just
for the *Tri-State area here. If we get these
things going *. *. *. the physiological plant
mo^dels and the satellite input and all ...
why. with a little tinkering, they would be
exportable to other areas. We can begin
thinking about national and global applica-
tions.

"I just happen to have worked up already
a plan for a National Center for Applied
Agricultural Meteorology *. *. *. something
like the National ^Meteorological Center at
Suitland.

"As I see it, this National Center would
have the big computers to run the crop
models and update them daily if needed.
Weather forecasts would be cranked in to
make the crop predictions, and then these
would be farmed out to two or three-man
advisory centers each serving two to four
states. These outlying centers would then
re^f^ine the National Center's predictions to
fit their particular areas and distribute them
locally.

"I don't think it would be very difficult
at all, once you had the models. And the
benefits: Well, I t h i n k we could come
darned close to meeting the sort of unoffi-
cial motto for this place, for every agricul-
tural enterprise in the country, which is:

"Our job is to get the right information in
the right form to the right farm at the right
time." G
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A Florida brainstorm session envisions

Parachutes^, Windmills and Rivers in the Sea

BY LOUISE A. *PURRETT

Un^derwater parachutes an^d windmi l l s to
reap the po^wer of the ocean currents ̂ are
not a vis ionary 's dr^eam, but a practic^al
possibility, acc^ordin^g t^o a team of experts
assembled by ^Dr. H^arris *B. Stewart. J r . .
director of the Atlantic Océanographie and
Meteorological Laboratories in ^Miami. In a
workshop organized by Dr. Stewart, scien-
t is ts and engineers from th roughout the
Uni ted States met to ponder ways to har-
ness the section of the Gulf Stream known
as the Florida Current. Their unanim^ous
conclusion: it can be done.

"Over the years," says Dr. Stewart,
"numerous persons have notice^d the swift
movement of the Florid^a C^urrent *. *. *. ̂ and
have speculated on its potential as a source
for *useable energy." As long as there were
adequate supplies of fossil fuels on land,
there seemed l i t t l e reason to try exploit ing
the cur ren t , he cont inues . But w i t h the
^recent fuel shorta^ges, ^and concern about
the environment , ^"suddenly the idea of a
fuel-free and non-po l lu t ing energy source
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seemed more attractive than it had as l i t t l e
as ̂ f^ive years before."

Dr. Stewart , Dr. John *Apel. ^another
scientist with the *NOAA Miami laborato-
ries, and Dr. William *S. von *Arx of Woods
Hole Océanographie Ins t i t u t ion first sug-
gested the poss ib i l i ty of harnessing the
current last year. The three had completed
an océanographie s tudy of the c u r r e n t ,
measuring its velocity, tracing its move-
ments , and assessing its potential as an
energy source.

The Florida Current , said Dr. *Apel.
"carries more than ^50 times the total flow
of all the freshwater rivers of the world
right past Miami's front door." If as l i t t l e
as ^four percent of th i s energy could be
trapped, the researchers estimated that it
would be possible to extract between 1.000
and ^2.000 megawat ts o^f power—about
equivalent to a nuclear power plant.

Whether th i s enormous resource could
actually be harnessed—economically—was
a question for other kinds of experts. "We
knew the sort of people we would need to
do the evaluation that was required." re-
calls Dr. Stewart. "We wanted ocean engi-
neers, heavy marine equipment specialists.

tu rb ine design engineers , corrosion ^and
fouling experts, and energy economists."

This year, at Dr. Stewart's invitat ion^, a
group of such specialists f i n a l l y met for
three days on Singer I s l a n d , off Palm
Beach, Florida to consider the engineering
and economic feasibil i ty of the *oceanogra-
*phers' scheme. John *D. Mac Arthur , who
was in t r igued by the possibi l i t ies of the
Florida Current as a fuel-free, non-polluting
source of power, provided the funds for the
workshop and donated the use of his hotel
on the isl^and.

In the i r report, recently pub l i shed , the
workshop participants conclude that there
^are. in Dr. Stewart^ 's words, "no in su r -
mountable engineering obstacles to trapping
the kinetic energy of the Florida Current. It
can be done."

The part icipants estimated that the en-
ergy resource available in the kinet ic energy
of the Florida Current is equivalent to that
of about 2^5 one-thousand-meg^awatt power
pl^ants. But the amount of energy that could
be extracted from the current in practical
systems might not exceed the output of two
such plants. That amount of energy might
not be wor th the i n v e s t m e n t of t i m e .

money, and hum^an resources that wil l be
needed to harnes^s the current. But the
workshop part icipants note tha t there are
sizable k ine t i c energy resources in other
ocean and river currents around the world,
and that much of the research and develop-
ment invested in the Florida Current could
also be applied to extraction of other types
of ocean energy, such as ocean winds .
Even the temperature difference between
the relatively warm ocean surface and the
colder bottom waters could be exploited.
There are devices, expl^ains Dr. *Apel. that
produce an electric current when their ter-
mina l s are exposed to d i f f e ren t tempera-
tures.

The part icip^ants in the Mac Ar thur work-
shop considered a n u m b e r of ways of
harness ing the Florida Cur ren t : t u rb ines
similar to those now used in many power
plants : vert ical , egg-beater-like p^ropellers:
open propellers tha t resemble w i n d m i l l s :
rotors w i t h cupped blades: and a new
technique proposed by one of the workshop
particip^ants. Garry *Steelman. an Iowa in-
ventor. Mr. *Steelman's technique utilizes a
str ing of parachutes arranged in an under-
water el l ipse, somewhat l ike a conveyor
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belt. The parachutes on top open up in the
current, are dragged along by the ̂ f^low, then
collapse to be carried back to the starting
point.

To decide which of these systems is most
workable and solve the practical problems
of setting up an energy extraction system,
the group recommends a year-long study.
The Current itself—its oceanography, me-
teorology, and ecological niche—must be
better understood. The amount of energy
available, and the environmental effects of
extracting it, must also be evaluated. Engi-
neers should de t e rmine the amoun t s of
stress that waves or hurricanes may impose
on an underwater structure.

Whatever system is selected to convert
the energy of the moving water to usable
power wi l l have to be anchored somehow in
the current. Methods of keeping the system
in place, such as an anchor and t e t h e r
combination, w i l l have to be evaluated, as
well as methods of insta l l ing and servicing
the apparatus.

F i n a l l y , the energy c^ol lec ted mus t be
transferred to shore and delivered to cus-
tomers in a useful form and at a reas^onable
price. One possibil i ty is to use the current 's

energy to compress air, which could then
be piped to shore to drive the turbines in a
power plant. Or, the energy collected from
the current could be used on the site to
extract hydrogen f^r^om *se^awater. Hyd^rogen
is a h i g h l y efficient, cle^an fuel th^a t could b^e^
bottled and shippe^d to po^wer p lants around
th^e c^ount ry where it coul^d be bu^rned to
g^enerate e lec t r ic i ty .

If the ^results of the year-long study are
encouraging, design of an experimental sys-
tem, laboratory tests, and ocean test of a
pilot model could begin . The f ina l step
would be a small, ̂ 5- to 20- megawatt proto-
type power plant .

The particip^ants in the Mac Arthur work-
sh^op estimated that the cost of constru^ction
of a full-scale plant and the retail prices for
energy from the flowing Florida Current
would probably be competitive with costs
projected for other energy sources in the
1980's*.

Tapping the energy in ocean currents
could not satisfy all the na t ion ' s power
needs. Dr. Stewart conclu^des, "but it can
supplement other sources to help meet the
demand in those areas where relatively fast
currents are found close to shore."
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a down-to-earth approach to lofty problems BY JOAN *VA^NDIVER FRISCH

EVEN THOUGH THE AT^MOSPHERE
is Spaceship Earth's oxygen tank, there are
additional less well-known protective and
useful roles it also plays: it shields us from
the harmful extreme ultraviolet radiation
from the sun, and provides us with an
electr ical ly charged layer which reflects
radio waves back to earth, making global-
range communications at high frequencies
in the 3 to 300 megahertz range possible.

This layer, the ionosphere^, is the region
of the atmosphere between about 40 miles
(60 kilometers) and 2^50 miles (400 kilome-
ters) above the earth's surface where atoms
and molecules of the atmosphere are ion-
ized (or given a positive electrical charge by
the removal of negatively charged electrons^4^

by radiation from the sun.
The structure and resulting effectiveness

of this layer in reflecting radio waves de-
pends, in part, on its chemistry. A better
unders tanding of t h i s chemis t ry wil l be
provided by a new laboratory device, a
flow-drift tube, developed by scientists at
*NOAA's Environmental Research Labora-
tories in Boulder, Colorado.

Because it combines the best features of
two previously used ins t rumenta l tech-
niques, the new ̂ f^low-drift tube apparatus is
able to examine, over a broad range of
temperatures, many of the chemical reac-
tions that occur in the ionosphere between
ions and neutral *(un-ionized) molecules.
The device can study in the laboratory the
chemistry that occurs at altitudes that are
too high for balloon probing and that can
only be reached by sounding rockets or
satellites. In fact, the first of a new series
of satellites, called the Atmospheric Explor-
ers, was launched less than a year ago. A
better understanding of the ionospheric
chemical reactions will play an important
role in analyzing, interpreting, and utilizing
the data returned by these satellites.

"Chemical reactions between the ions
and molecules actually play a large role in
controlling the density of electrons in the
upper part of the ionosphere, and it is these
electrons that are partially responsible for
reflecting radio waves back to the earth,
making long-distance radio communication
possible," explains Dr. Daniel *L. *Albrit-

*Fast
P^ump

ton, a physicist with the *Aeronomy Labora-
tory, one of the Environmental Research
Laboratories.

^"With the new apparatus, we can investi-
gate how the rates of these ion-molecule
reactions depend on the temperature of the
ionosphere. This temperature dependence is
important because the ionosphere has not
only its daily and seasonal temperature
changes, but also experiences changes due
to the variation in solar activity like sun-
spots and flares, which substantially in-
crease the solar energy received by the
earth's atmosphere.

"Measurements of the temperature de-
pendence of these controlling ion-molecule
reactions is needed over the ionospheric
temperature range in order to ̂ understand
the details of the seasonal and sporadic
changes in ionospheric electron densities,
on which radio communications sensitively
depend."

The study of ion-molecule reactions in
gases did not become an active area of
research until about 1950. Since then, this
re^search field has experienced a very *accel-
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^crated growth, which, to a large extent, has
been a consequence of the development of
a variety of new experimental techniques
that have greatly extended the capabilities
to measure the rates of these reactions.

One of the most productive of these
techniques has been the flowing afterglow
apparatus developed about ten years ago by
*Drs. A. *L. *Schmeltekopf, F. *C. *Fehsen-
*feld, and E. *E. Ferguson, at what is now
*NOAA's *Aeronomy Laboratory. Using this
flowing gas apparatus, these scientists have
studied hundreds of ion-molecule reactions,
and their efforts were the breakthrough in the
initial understanding of the chemical reac-
tions of the ionosphere. The key feature of
the flowing afterglow technique has been its
chemical versatility, that is, its ability to ex-
amine a wide variety of ions reacting with
many different kinds of atoms and molecules.
The ̂ f^lowing afterglow apparatus can make
measurements over the temperature range
^-300 to 1150 degrees Fahrenheit (-80 to 900
degrees Kelvin).

However, the temperatures in the ionos-
phere can be higher than these, and, during
periods of unusua l solar ac t iv i ty , much
higher. There are other types of experimen-
tal techniques that can study ion-molecule
reactions at relatively high energies, which
correspond approximately to high tempera-
tures. For example, ion beam techniques
have considerable chemical versatility, but
can make measurements only at relatively
high energies. Drift tubes, in which the
energy of the ions is increased by weak
electric fields, can cover the ionosphere's
temperature range, but this technique has
rather limited chemical versatility. There-
fore, there has existed an *ionospherically
interesting energy gap between the ex-
tremes of low and high energies in which it
has been difficult to make measurements on
a wide variety of ions and molecules.

The new experimental device—a flow-
drift tube—bridges this gap by combining
the chemical versatility of a conventional
flowing afterglow with the energy variability
of a conventional drift tube, allowing meas-
urement of the energy dependence of both
positive and negative ion-molecule reactions
that were not previously possible.

Although the gas bottles, pumps, gas flow
control valves, and the supporting elec-
tronic equipment fill an entire laboratory
room, the heart of the new flow-drift appa-
ratus consists chiefly of a shiny stainless-
steel, horizontal cylinder approximately 3
inches (8 centimeters) in diameter and 4 feet
(125 centimeters) long. The gas flow con-
trollers and the large pumps mainta in a
steady flow of helium, the ion-transporting
gas, down the tube.

"The func t ions of the upst ream and
downstream parts of the tube are differ-
ent," explains Dr. M. *McFarland, a chem-
ist with the *Aeronomy Laboratory, who
recently completed his graduate work by

assembling and using the flow-drift tube.
"In the upstream part of the device, the
desired ions are created from a selected
parent gas such as oxygen or nitrogen, in
the same versatile manner as has been done
in the conventional ^f^lowing afterglow for
many years^, by either impact from high
speed electrons or by carefully chosen
chemical reactions, both involving the ions'
parent gas. The helium gas flow transports
the ions into the downstream part of the
flow-drift tube, where the ion-molecule re-
actions actually take place."

"This region is constructed like a con-
ventional drift-tube: that is. a weak, uni-
form electric field exists down this part of
the flow tube. The purpose of the electric
field is to increase the speed of the ions by
as much as 10 times, so that when they
collide with atmospheric gas molecules that
have been added to the downstream section
for this purpose, the collision will be up to
100 times the energy that the ions possess
at room tempera tures . By va ry ing the
strength of the electric field, the *NOAA
scientists can study how the reaction of the
colliding ion and neutral molecule changes
with energy."

The new ions that are created by the
reactions are identified and detected in a
mass spectrometer located at the end of the
flow-drift tube. The laboratory has a small
computer that is used to process the data
from the apparatus.

One ion that is of particular importance is
the atomic (one atom) oxygen ion. The
sun^'s extreme ultraviolet radiation strikes
the oxygen atoms in the upper ionosphere,
creating from them atomic oxygen ions and
electrons in great numbers.

This *ionization process cannot be easily
reversed; that is, when an electron happens
to collide with an atomic oxygen ion, the
two do not effectively recombine to form an
original oxygen a tom. As a resul t , the
electrons, on which much of radio commu-
nication depends, are lost only very slowly
by recombination with atomic oxygen ions.

However, there is an alternate way in
which electrons are lost. Ion-molecule reac-
tions can convert the atomic (one atom)
oxygen ions, into some type of diatomic
(two atom) ions, which can recombine with
electrons much more rapidly. In this man-
ner chemical reactions can change the elec-
tron density of the ionosphere because they
convert atomic ions, which only slowly
consume electrons, into diatomic ions,
which can swiftly devour electrons.

At normal ionospheric temperatures, the
converting reactions are slow and do not
convert many atomic to diatomic ions.
Because of this behavior, the Environmen-
tal Research Laboratories scientist says
there are relatively few diatomic ions to
consume the electrons. This is one of the
fortunate reasons why our planet supports
an ionosphere with enough electrons to
allow the radio communicat ions we do
have.

The *NOAA scientists have found that
the rate of these converting reactions de-
pends sensitively on the ionospheric tem-
perature. In particular, at high tempera-
tures, these reactions are from 10 to 100
times faster, implying that the electrons are
lost by recombination much faster at the
higher temperatures, thereby influencing ra-
dio communications. ^D

Dr. Da^niel *L. *Albritl^o^n, a ph^ysici^st with the Environmental Resear^ch L^ab^or^atories' *A^eronomy
La^borat^or^y i^n Boulder .^checks the e^lectri^cal connections on the flo^w-drif^t t^ube a^p^paratu^s, a
device which can e^xa^mine, ^over ^a br^oad ran^ge ^of temperat^ures, ̂ many *o^j ̂ t^he chemical reacti^o^n^s^
that o^ccur in the ionosphere ̂ betw^een ions and neutral molecules.
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Cabbage^, kings^, oceans, and a great deal more

If you have more money than you have ideas*. *. *.*
^X you're intellectually bankrupt.
*^й^-^А

You can't justify anything just on the basis of
*^f^f^c\ ecology.

*^x *\ Unless you use the environment, you have
no incentive, no reason to protect it.

Many people don't realize what economics
means. Even the economists sometimes forget.
They think it has something to do with money.

If we could pipe people, it would be far cheaper.

I wish that *NOAA wasn't called by that
complicated name. I wish it was just

called the Air-Sea Agency.

Note^d scientist, invent^or, and author Dr.
*Athelst^an *Spilhaus was appointed special
consultant on oceanic and atmospheric pro-
grams to Dr. Robert *M. W h i t e in January
this year. His assignment is a broad one—
to conduct studies, carry out special assign-
ments, and give counsel on *NOAA activi-
ties in ocean-atmosphere monitor ing. Sea
G r a n t , oceanic research, f i s h e r i e s , and
coastal zone management.

Dr. *Spilhaus is known as the ^"Father of
Sea Grant" owing to his concept for the
name and a c t i v i t y that later came to be
*NOAA's National Sea Grant program. He
has been a Fellow at the *Woodrow Wilson
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Center for Scholars of the
Smithsonian I n s t i t u t i ^ o n , President of the

American Associati^on for the Advancement
of Science. President of the Franklin Insti-
tute (Philadelphia). *an^H Dean of the Insti-
tute of Technology. Univers i ty of Minne-
sota. He is the inventor of the bathyther-
mograph, a basic i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y - k n o w n
océanographie instrument, and the *Spilhaus
Space Clock, and is a prolific auth^or of
both popular and scientific articles.

Known to friends, colleagues and st^u-
dents as *"Spilly", he was born in Cape
Town, Union of South Africa, and received
a *B.Sc. from the Universi ty of Cape Town
in 1931. He obtained an M.S. from the
Massachusetts I n s t i t u t e of Technology in
1933, a *D.Sc. from the Univers i ty of Cape

Town in 1948, and has received ten honor-
^ary degrees from universit ies in the United
States and England. He became a natural-
ized U.S. citizen in 1946.

Dr. *Spilhaus began his publ ic service
with the U.S. Army Air Force. 1943-46,
dur ing which t ime he contr ibuted to the
development of meteorological e ^ q u i p m ^ e n t
inc luding radar and radio upper wind find-
ing instrumentation, work f^or which he ^w^as
^awarded the Legion of ^Merit in 1946. He
was Scientific Di^rector ^of Weapons ^Effe^cts
of two Nevada Nucle^ar Tests in 19^51. and
has received Presi^dential ^appointments f^rom
Pres iden t s ^ E i s e n h o w e r . K e n n e d y , a n d
Johnson. He was a member of *Ihe Nat ion^al
Scien^ce Board from 196^6^-197^2.

Dr. *Spilhaus was interviewed by Ann Cook and Roland Paine for this article.
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*Q. You have an extraordinar^y back-
ground—^scienti^st, engineer^, a person who
puts ideas to work—and I think the people of
*NOAA would be very interested in knowing
about your assignment here.

A. Well, my assignment here in *NOAA
is to be a consultant and advisor to Dr.
White. He has given me the freedom so
that I can give him my ideas and he can
take them or reject them. And that's a very
important freedom. I don^'t have to worry
and he doesn't want me to worry whether
my ideas or suggestions are necessarily
acceptable, because the v a l i d i t y , or the
importance, or the originality of a recom-
mendation does not depend on its ̂ accepta-
bili ty. Somebody can have the best idea in
the world and the administrator might t h ink
it's the best idea in the world from the point
of view of pure science—of air and sea—
but there are such things as the budgetary
process, which gives *NOAA its money.
There are such things as pressing public
needs for *NOAA services. And the best
idea in the world might not fit these two
constraint^s . That's the very diff icult job
that the adminis t ra tors of a government
department have and I^'m very well aware
of it. But I want to keep out of that. I want
to keep free and give ideas whether they
are acceptable or not.

*Q. With respect to so^me of the particular
functions of *NOAA that I know you've been
involved in: You are the father of Sea Grant.
You've followed the pro^gram ver^y closely
since its inception and I'd be interested in
knowin^g what you think of its progress, what
it^s problems and its possibilities are at this
point.

A. Well, Sea Grant is a small but impor-
tant part of *NOAA's total activities. I t h i n ^ k ^
it's been extremely successful. I *remembei
that when Sea Grant started we got ver^y^
l i t t le money to start it off. That was when *j^i^
was in the National Science Foundation,
and Bob Abel was worried about the very
small ini t ia l start, and ̂ I said, "Don't worry.
If you have l i t t le money, it means you've
got to have more ideas." ̂ I^'ve a lways
thought that the idea-to-hardware ratio, or
the idea-to-support ratio, is the t h i n g to
maximize. If you have more money than
you have ideas, which sometimes happens
in government, you're in t e l l ec tua l ly b^ank-
rupt.

*Q. And how about ^Sea Gran^t ^growth?
A. I t h i n k Sea Grant has grown at a

reasonable pace. We could use more money
now. For example. Sea Grant has not done
enough in ocean engineering. And of ̂ course
any engineering takes a lot of money. So
here I th ink we could use more. But by and
large I am very happy about the Sea Grant
program.

*Q. Ocean en^gineerin^g?

A. I t h i n k , for example, of ^cities in the
sea.

*Q. Some ^years ago^, while you were at
Minnesota, *. *. *.

A. Well, I've been su^ggesting cities in the
sea for a long t ime, but now government

and indus t ry are so big and spl i t that it
takes someone who^'s not involved in spe-
cific projects to put t h e m toge ther , to
*synergize them. Now, in moving out to sea,
what do we have to do? We have one group
that wants to put nuclear power plants in
the sea. I happen to t h i n k that 's a very
good place for them. And we have cities
like New York and Los Angeles that are
terribly troubled by their airport problems.
Los Angeles is going to extend its airport
into the sea. Hawaii is going to extend its
airport out onto the reefs. So airports are
moving to sea. We have problems of deep-
water ports, really serious problems.

We are far behind, as nations go, in the
provision of deep-water ports. The largest
ships in the world cannot get into any port
in the United States. So we must move
ports out to sea. We have concern about
po l lu t ion and oil spi l l s . Wel l , these are
much more easily controlled if we have
oi lers o f f load ing and loading of f shore ,
where we could control it wi th a "pollution
brigade" t ha t would be jus t l ike a fire
brigade. Just like put t ing out a fire, they'd
contain pollution and clean it up. If you put
all these things together, you can jus t i fy the
expense of the p la t fo rm, w h e t h e r it be
floating or anchored or whatever. And you
essentially have a city at sea, if we'd just
put the things together.

*Q. You mean you can justify offshore
ports on the basis of ecology?

A. Oh, no. You can't jus t i fy any th ing
just on t^he basis of ecology. That's what
people have been trying to do too much.
We've been on an ecological kick. Now, I
can say t h a t , because I con t r ibu ted to
environmental awareness way back when I
wrote the original paper that the National
Academy prepared. I was chairman of their
Pol lu t ion C o m m i t t e e . When the report
came out, they wanted to call it a report on
"Pollution." I said I won't do that ; it 's
negative. We called it "Waste Management
and Control," because if you manage your
wastes and control them, you can't have
any pollution. If you use your wastes—and
t h i s is one of the impor tant th ings that
*aquaculturists are doing, trying to use sew-
age as food for p lan ts and so food for

shellfish (oysters and so forth), so that we
build up an ecological system using our own
wastes ^and producing things we need. You
can't look only at ecology; you must look at
economy, too. In fact, I coined a word,
which has become quite widely used: *ecoli-
*brium, which is a balance between ecology
and economy. I would say that *NOAA,
being in the Department of Commerce, is a
sort of EPA, but not an Env i ronmenta l
Protection Agency—*NOAA is an Environ-
mental Promotion Agency. Unless you use
the environment, you have no incentive, no
reason to protect it.

*Q. Many of ^the ocean engineerin^g projects
that you have discu^ssed involve what we now
think of as the coastal zone. Now we have
legislation and an Office of Coastal Zone
Mana^gemen^t—how do you look upon the^se
developments?

A. Well, coastal zone management is a
new phrase for an old problem, and I th ink
i t ' s a good t h i n g tha t they coined the
phrase, because you know the way we
proceed we often have to coin a word for
something to focus public attention on it.
Coastal management is a wonderful step in
this direction. But Sea Grant and coastal
zone management are in the same business.
Sea Grant was originally to integrate efforts
of indus t ry , universit ies, state governments,
and federal government in the proper use of
the sea for benefits to people, and the
proper use of the sea involves the protec-
tion of the sea and its resources. Coastal

zone management is just exactly that , too.
Coastal zone management is the manage-
ment of that particularly difficult zone on
the earth where sea and land and air meet.
One of the most impor t an t uses of the
coastal zone is for people's recreation,
actual ly . We are just beginning to realize
how people crowd onto our coasts. Our
east and west coasts are very crowded.
And so you *suddently get the realization
that whereas formerly we cluttered up the
coast wi th industr ies and harbors and so
forth, we now should move those out to sea
and leave the seashore for people's recrea-
t ion ; tha t ' s where the balance bet^ween
economy and ecology comes in. And this is
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management: you could call it coastal eco-
nomics. Many people don't reali^ze what
e^conomics means. Even the economists
sometimes forget. They th ink it has some-
thing to d^o wi th money. Actually the deri-
vation of the word economics comes from
"eco." home, ̂ an^d i t r e a l l y means the
stewardship of resources in an estate or a
zone, like the coastal zone, for productiv-
ity. And pr^odu^ctivi ty covers the mu l t i p l e
uses tha t benef i t people. I t ' s just tha t
simple *. *. *. ^hut very dif^f^icult to carry ou^'^
pr^operly.

*Q. On^e of ̂ th^e projected uses of the coastal
zone i^s as a place to obtain energy re-
sources *. *. *.

A. Well , we've gone through a t h ing
c a l l e d the energy cr i s i s . To cal l i t the
energy crisis drew pu^bl ic attenti^on to it. I t ' s
not a crisis and it's not over. Many of us
saw it ^coming for years and years and
years. Many of us know it wil l be wi th us
from here on o u t . Once I coined t h i s
phrase, ^"energy: the fund^amental currency
of civi l izat ion." With enough ene^rgy per
head of population, all the pr^oblems in the
middle—cleaning up. providing food, recy-
clin^g materials, finding *subsitutes for m^ate-
rials or resources that we run out of—all of
these can be accomplished if we have
enough energy, and if we don't have too
many people. The terrible dilemma of some
of the developing countries, of course, is that
their people increase exceeds the rate of in-
crease of their total productivi ty, and that
means that, per capita, everybody gets less
on the average. We must guard against that .
So then obviously we must search not only
for energy in the seas but for many other
resources that we^'re running short of. Good
engineering means searching for them so that
we do not ruin the store house that we are
taking them from. We take the renewable

P^ho^to: *De^epsea Ventures. Inc.

catch off ish: we take oil out of the sea with-
out polluting the sea and ruining the fish
catch or rui^ning the recreational value of sea;
we take manganese nodules, perhaps, from
the sea. and we ma^ke sure that that is done in
what is now modern, good engineering:
cleanly and economically producing things
that people need.

*Q. I ^think you've used the ̂ exampl^e, too, of

a l u m i n u m , which takes a con^siderable
amount of ener^gy to produce from bauxite,
but once you've made an aluminum car^. it's
relatively easy to recycle *. *. *.

A. Yes, that 's correct. Once a luminum' s
won, you can recycle it; i t 's a pure metal.
We'll be recycling a luminum the way plati-
num has been recycled for years and years,
becau^se it was so expensive—and gold,
gold is never thrown away; it 's recycled.
Now other resources are becoming l ike
p la t inum and gold, and we recycle them.
And I th ink that we are going to go into a
new kind of energy economics where we
may have to decide: is it energy-economical
to wear a nylon shirt or would it be more
energy-economical, even if not money-eco-
nomical, to wear a cotton shirt? And ac-
tua l ly we don't know, because it 's not as
easy as saying, well, nylon is a high energy-
consumptive business, it uses petroleum as
its base of the m a t e r i a l , and therefore
obviously cotton, which grows *. *. . t h e free
energy of sunshine is cheaper. I t 's not that
simple, because cotton is a labor-intensive
business, and in our country every laborer
( t h a n k heaven) has a good standard of
living, and he uses a great deal of energy.
So you've got to count up all the energy
that the labor uses, and it's not an easy
equation to make. We have been pro^f^ligate.
Energy-wise, we know well that airplanes
are the most costly way of traveling. Pipe-
lines—if we could pipe people, it would be
far cheaper; rail is next cheapest; and ship
is next cheapest. But the funny thing is that
rail and ship travel has gone down, and
airplane travel has gone up.

*Q. Moving far ther out to sea off ̂ the
continental shelf, *NOAA and other agencies
are in^volved in what largely is basic research
now along the mid-Atlantic ridge, for exam-
ple. What kind of level do ^you see for this
kind of deep ocean research in terms of its
pro^spective utility to mankind?

A. Well, I think that deep ocean research
is terribly important. Everything is relevant
to the mission. When you talk about "mis-
sion-oriented research." it's research that
has an ̂ o^b^vio^n^s application which you can
see right at the end of your nose. And then
you neglect the research which is far out.
That's what we've got to guard against in
*NOAA. Obviously the coastal zone is im-
mediately important . . . we can see that in
front of our nose. And of course we put
emphasis on it. But. let us not forget that
we must lay the basis for the future when
we move out into the deep oceans. We
must have that research going on.

*Q. To rever^t to en^ergy—^what do you see
in the future for direct use of somewhat
primitive thing^s ^such as windmill^s, placed
against say, solar power?

A. Well. I think this is just a progression.
Before the invent ion of heat engines, the
power was s^olar power. Solar power has
been with us for a long, long time. It was
stored in wood. And wind power was used,
and water power was used. Both, of course,
are solar power. Water is evaporated by the
sun and dumped on high places and then
run^s down and you get water power. *Noth-

ing new about these th ings . Then heat
engines were invented. They were invented
after there was a fair amount of coal. So,
coal replaced wood *. *. *. we had wood
burning locomotives in the United States
and then coal burning locomotives. And then
came the discovery of oil. And oil was so
convenient as a portable fuel that it sup-
planted the other, and we forgot our coal.
And now we're coming back to coal and
that is absolutely proper. We must in the
United States gasify and l iquefy coal and
buy time for the development of nuclear
energy. And we should certainly use sun-
shine in new and sophisticated ways. And
we can i n v e n t be t t e r w i n d m i l l s . You
m u s t n ' t t h i n k of a house tha t ' s p u r e l y
heated by sunshine or purely powered by a
w i n d m i l l . I t h ink what we ' l l find is that
these windmills and solar devices will be
tied in with our electric networks. They will
take part of the load off the electric net-
works, but when the sun doesn't shine or
the wind doesn't blow, you st i l l have a
source of energy. So you have a diversified
source of energy instead of a single source.

*Q. I didn't know that about liquefying and
gasifying coal. Is anyone doin^g that?

A. Well, it all sounds new because no-
body reads history anymore but the first gas
was not natural gas. The ̂ first gas in Europe
that lit the gas l ights in the streets was coal
gas. It was called coal gas because it was
made from coal t h a t was bu rned w i t h
insuff icient oxygen, giving off a burnable
gas and leaving coke which was also useful.

*Q. Does this minimi^ze the pollution that
comes from use of coal?

A. I'd say certainly; if we find ways to
gasify coal and take sulfur out of it in the
process, you've got a cle^aner fuel than if
you burn the coal itself wi th the sulfur in it.
The reason that we will liquefy coal is that
we need to have a subst i tute for portable
gasoline.

*Q. To come back closer to the water, one
of your assignments in advising Dr. White
involves ̂ f^isheries, which certainly have ^many
problems—have you gotten into this area
enough to have any thoughts about where
*NOAA and fisheries might be?
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A. Well, I^'ve been thinking of ̂ f^isheries in
sort of an offbeat way. I certainly wouldn't
comment on the immediate fishery prob-
lems because I think we have people who
are right in the business and know much
more about the day by day and year by
year problems than I do. But I do think
about the future. The problem with ^f^isherie^s^
worldwide is that we must not move world-
wide in fisheries the way we have moved in
agriculture. Let me explain what I mean.
We are terribly proud of our United States
agriculture. And I am proud of it. How-
ever, when we produce the steaks with
*feedlot cattle, we expend in energy eco-
nomics about ten to twelve calories per
calorie that we eat. And when we grow
wheat on an intensive basis, considering the
energies needed for the tractors, for all
machinery and the fertilizers in farm use
today, we may spend almost as many or
more calories in growing wheat than we get
out of it. When we give wheat away to
another country, we're giving away petro-
leum. Can we continue to afford to do that?
And should we encourage other nations to
use our energy intensive methods which use
so many calories per calorie produced? In
our charitable desire to transfer technology
to other countries, I'm not so sure that in
the long run we're doing all them a favor
because I'm not so sure the whole world
can afford the energy expendi tures per
calorie that we can afford in our country.

*Q. Do ^you have an^y idea^s for harve^sting
the fish ^with lo^wer energy?

A. Well, there is a wonderful idea for
harvesting fish. Let's take harvesting *krill
for instance; as an engineer I am not sure I
can devise a machine to collect the *krill in
the southern oceans around Antarctica as
efficiently as a whale does and convert it to
protein—we are interested in breeding
whales, not killing them.

*Q. I under^stand that th^e Russian^s have
developed a method for fishing *krill.

A. That may be, but at the same time
they're still whaling. Why develop a ma-
chine when we have a whale that does it
very nicely? If we could breed en^o^u^g^h^
whales to collect the *krill, then later we
might be able to take renewable catch each
year. One must always weigh the relative
meri ts of biological engineering versus
physical machinery engineering. If you've
got an efficient natural machine to gather
things why develop a mechanical device?

I t ' s like the fellow that invented the
*lawnmower. He added a thing to catch the
grass and then he said, what do I do with
these clippings? So he went into his labora-
tory and developed a way of get t ing a
drinkable ̂ f^luid out of grass clippings, leav-
ing a sludge. And then he put a motor on
the mower, and then because he couldn't go
over uneven ground he put kind of feet on
it and he took his thing out of his laboratory
and it had li t t le taps that the drinkable ^f^luid
came out of and it exuded the sludge as
fertilizer onto the ground. Then he put a
sensor on it so it went around automatically
and he didn't have to guide it. It sensed
where the grass was longest and it gr^azed
all around. He had reinvented the cow!

We've got to guard against the misuse or
overuse ̂ of technology.

*Q. Can you ^say anything about specific
problem^s or areas you are ̂ working on?

A. Well, one little example: I have long
had an interest in geodesy. 1 recently took
part in an in te rna t iona l symposium of
*geodesists in Columbus, Ohio. Geodesy in
NO A A is a very basic and important part.
Why? Well if you talk about developing the
resources of the sea you'd better do step-
wise what man did on land for a long time.
He measured the earth, he surveyed the
land, he had to find ways of getting back to
a point. If he saw a source of some mineral
resource on the land he had a map and he
could get back to that. We've got to map
the sea in the same way. And we^'ve got to
emphasize the mapping of the sea first on
the continental slopes, which are easier, but
also the deep oceans. We've just got to
carry the surveying of the land out to sea
*. *. *. deeper and deeper and cover the
whole world ocean.

Of course geodesy invo lves a lot of
erudite problems, mathematical problems of
the *geoid and so forth, and these seem to
some people to be very abstruse and re-
moved from reality, but they are actually
absolutely basic to the understanding of the
earth.

The whole question of our datum from
which we measure everything is sea level.
But the sea isn ' t level . And th i s is a
beautiful thing for NO A A because involved
in the true level of the sea are tides, the
mel t ing of glaciers due to tempera ture
changes, the wind and the storm surges.
Both sea and air are involved in this datum
that we must have for our surveying. Few
people, I think, realize the importance of
this and yet it is a basic function that brings
many pieces of NO A A work together. Sea
and air. I wish that *NOAA wasn't called
by that complicated name. I wish it was
just called the Air Sea Agency. That's what
*NOAA is about—Air and Sea. There are
so many in te res t ing things going on in
*NOAA, and I'm interested in all of them.
I'm just trying to find my way; I'm a new
boy and I get involved in one and then
another.

*Q. One area that started out with some
emphasis a fe^w years ago and has leveled of^f^
i^s the manned undersea work.

A. Yes, that is a program that I have
been working with quite a bit. I think that
basically in concept *NOAA's manned un-
dersea operations—I would prefer if they
were just called "undersea operations" be-
cause I think you should have the flexibility
of using a man or not using a man, and
again this comes historically out of space.
At first for the *IGY we were going to put
up an instrument, little Vanguard, which
incidentally was a most successful instru-
ment, even though it went up after Sputnik.
It got t remendous resul ts . For manned
*spaceflight—at ̂ f^irst I was quite critical as
this Frankenstein that we'd started in 195^5^
developed into NASA and a great manned
program. I was very s tup id ly cr i t ical . I
said, "Gosh, we^'re spending so m u c h
money on these redundant systems to take

a man into space. What we could do wi th
that money if we just sent instruments up—
couldn't we get more?" Well, 1 was wrong,
and I don't want to be wrong again. The
manned space operation, for all it cost, was
worth every penny of it, because we
wouldn't have gotten any science in space
without it. Besides, it was a thing that sort
of lifted the human spirit all over the world
when we needed a l i f t ing of the human
spirit. So I think that we must keep up the
effort on Man Under the Sea at as good a
level as possible to continually develop the
ability of man to work undersea. And the
ability of man to work undersea is comple-
mentary to using instruments which may for
certain jobs replace man undersea. You can
develop an instrument to replace man best
if you can put down the instrument and
simultaneously get "ground truth" with a
man^'s eyeball there. Then later on you can
just use the instrument. We must have the
ability for man to go anywhere he can. So
I'm very keen on the undersea technology,
manned and unmanned. They go together,
each helping the other.

*Q. In one of your articles you said the air
and the sea were there for us to use to
disperse pollutants. Do you think that deep
ocean pollution at present is as critical as
some people say?

A. Deep ocean pollution, no. Deep ocean
pollution is not a problem: it is a symptom
in search of a disease. Coastal pollution is
serious and important, but deep ocean pol-
lution now is something we must watch so
that it does not become a serious problem.

*Q. By ^watch do you mean take steps to
keep it from going further?

A. Not necessarily. One proper use o^f air
and water is to dirty it—but not too much.
You can dirty air and water: every use we
make of air and water dirties it. In our
bodies when we breathe in air—when we
exhale it, it's less breathable for the next
guy. Water cools our own bodies and
carries off poisons; same things that indus-
try does with air and water. But the impor-
tant thing in this *"ecolibrium" position is
that you don't put a burden into the air or
water that is more than nature, or nature
hel^ped by engineering, can clean up. So we
must th ink of using and re-using air and
water. Now, when you said, are we pollut-
ing the deep ocean too much, I don't know,
but I don't think so yet. 1 th ink we might
be able to pollute the deep ocean a l i t t le
more and still use it, but when 1 said we
have to watch it, we have to assess what is
the burden of specific things we can put
into the deep ocean. What is the burden
that is tolerable, and so forth. And these
are the difficult things to assess. This is
*NOAA's business. In order to use the
ocean, we must know how to protect it. But
we mustn ' t over-protect it to prevent its
use.

After all, we are in the Commerce De-
partment, and the Commerce Department's
business is business, and *NOAA's part ^of
this business is to impr^ove an^d increase th^e^
uses we make of the sea and air while at
the same time prese^rving ^their qual i t i^e^s f^or
future use—a gre^at ^ch^alleng^e.
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*PHOSFLUORESCENT JELLYFISH are
pretty, and some of these beautifully eerie
animals, ^which emit pale blue light, may
turn out to be useful as ^well—and just
because they can turn on. One of them,
known as Ae^quorea ae^quorea—it has no
popular name—contains a chemical called
*aequorin which causes it to light up. *Ae-
*quorin emits light in the presence of cal-
cium ions, and has been shown to be an
effective reagent for *determing the amount
of calcium present in very small volumes—
even in single cells. The amount of light
emitted can be measured with sensitive
photoelectric cells and is proportional to the
amount of ionic calcium present.

Because of its extreme sensitivit^y, it can
be used to measure minuscule changes in
calcium concentrations in a person's body
fluids or cells. Such changes frequently are
early signals of cellular destruction in the
body, and point to the onset of diseases
such as *metastatic carcinoma, bone *dyspla-
*sia, cardia *dysrhythmias, parathyroid disor-
der, and others.

Sea Grant investigators Samuel *Felton
and Kenneth *Izutsu of the University of
Washington, who developed a procedure for
measuring calcium ions with *aequorin, have
also established a relatively simple proce-
dure for extracting the substance from the
jellyfish. It is a procedure which can handle
large numbers of the jellyfish that are very
abundant in *Puget Sound at certain times of
the year. Because it may have wide applica-
tion in studying the role of calcium in
regulating the functions of living cells, *Fel-
*ton and *Izutsu are working on the possibil-
ity of having *aequorin test-marketed by
chemical retailers who handle specialty
items for medical researchers.

Finding useful marine products in unusual
places is the occupation of several chemi-
cal, pharmacological, and biological investi-
gators who receive research funds through
*NOAA^'s National Sea Grant Program. The
search for and study of drugs and chemical
reagents in the sea, though only a small part
of the National Sea Grant Program, is
fascinating and important, and ranges over
a number of subjects. Sometimes the work
results in chemical compounds and tech-
niques whose applicability is quickly appar-
ent, as in the case of *aequorin. Sometimes
it provides an answer that is basic rather
than applied, but not less important—for
example, a new *ehcmical linkage in a
complex organic molecule whose value is a
model for synthesis of related compounds
having desirable medicinal or *psysiological
properties. But all of the work is based
upon the ability of marine organisms to
fabricate unique substances whose chemical
breadth has been inadequately explored.

In landlocked Oklahoma, which is distin-
guished by being the only inland non-Great
Lakes state to have a Sea Grant, Professors
*L. *S. *Ciereszko, P. N. *Kaul, F. *J. Schmi^lz,
and A. *J. *Weinheimer are working as a
biochemical-organic chemical-pharmacologi-
cal team to isolate and identify marine
*biochemicals that have strong anticancer
properties or useful effects on cardiovascu-
lar systems of mammals. It is this latter

Jelly^f^i^sh. Contains chemical *aequorin used to
detect minuscule changes in calcium concen-
trations in body fluids or cells.

Spon^ge^s. Compounds isolated f^r^om sponge
which inhibited g^r^owth of cancers.

Salamander. Source of *tetro^doto^xin used as a
palliative in terminal cases of cancer.

Clam^s. Extracts of antiviral and antibacterial
substance were shown to inhibit growth of
cancer (ex^perimental).

property which could allow development of
new drugs for treating some illnesses of the
heart. They and their students collect ma-
rine plants and animals for study by skin-
diving on the tropical coral reefs of the
Bahamas, Bermuda, Jamaica, Florida and
*Eniwetok in the Marshall Islands of the
Pacific. The Atomic Energy Commission
through the University of Hawaii operates
the *Eniwetok Marine Biological Laboratory
and allows American scientists to work
there during the summer months.

The organisms of most interest to the
Oklahoma team now are animals in the
phylum *Coelenterata, which includes cor-
als, sea whips and sea fans *(gorgonias),
anemones, and other groups low on the
evolutionary ladder. The group is also
studying two species of sponges, because
extracts made from these sponges lower
blood pressure and improve the muscle tone
of the heart muscle. Natural compounds
having these properties, or synthetic com-
pounds closely related to them chemically,
offer promise for use in the treatment of
high blood pressure and heart disease. It
was from a sponge, *Cr^ytothet^hea crypta,
that a noted chemist, the late Prof. Werner
Bergmann of Yale, and his associates iso-
lated novel compounds which inhibited the
growth of tumors. A synthetic compound,
*D-arabinosylcytosine, was modeled after
these natural *antitumor agents and has been
used clinically for the treatment of tumors.

At the University of Oklahoma prior to
its Sea Grant, Dr. *Weinheimer and his
student Robert *Spraggins made the note-
worthy discovery that one organic sub-
stance which comes from a Jamaican *gor-
*gonian, *^Plexa^ura *homomalla, in up to 2
percent yield on a dry weight basis, was
closely related to the potent human hor-
mones, *prostaglandins. They occur in mam-
mals, however, in only tiny amounts. Al-
though no *onw knows the reason for their
presence in sea whips, the *gorgonians rep-
resent a new source of relatively large
amounts of *prostaglandins for clinical test-
ing and for staring materials in creating new
drugs in industrial laboratories.

Because *prostaglandins have been impli-
cated as essential intermediaries in basic
biochemical processes, they may prove to
be one of the most important medications in
a class with penicillin and the *steriods.
They are involved at the cellular level in
regulating many functions, including gastric
acid secretion, contraction and relaxation of
smooth muscles, in^f^lammation and vascular
permeability, body temperature, food in-
take, and blood platelet aggregation. The
Upjohn Company, for example, markets
two naturally occurring *prostaglandins for
inducing labor and for terminating preg^-^
nancy.

Paradoxical as it may seem^, some toxins,
venoms, and poisons can act as beneficial
drugs in proper dosage. Because of this,
certain poisonous and *venemous marine
organisms offer potential as *souces of *phar-
*maceuticals or as models for synthesis of
drugs.

A highly unusual and potentially useful
substance of this nature was discovered in a
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^D^r. Stev^en *Zelenski collec t̂s *ch^rom^atograph^y^
^fractions o^f a spon^ge e^xt^ract as part of the Sea
Grant prog r̂am at the Universî ty of Oklahoma.

*coelenterate, *Pal^yt^h^oa, in a serendipitous
an^d unpleasant fashion. After an ordinary
day of work in their chemical laboratory.
Prof. *Ciereszko and three of his students
each at his o^wn home in the evening,
experienced very severe chills from which
there was no relief. After a few hours the
chills were replaced by fever, also lasting a
few hours. All four experienced a "light"
feeling in the spine and a tightness in the
chest. The undergraduate student involved,
Wi l l i am *Reeburgh, now a professor of
oceanography at the University of Alaska,
was out of school for two days with an
extremely sore and painful chest.

On comparing experiences, the professor
speculated that the cause was the light and
powdery biologic material *Reeburgh had
been transferring to an apparatus for extrac-
tion. His assignment in an advanced under-
graduate biochemical laboratory was to iso-
late the waxes from the material, a Jamai-
can *zoanthid. which had been preserved by
drying. AH four had inhaled some of this
powdered material as it dusted into the
atmosphere of the lab. Later it was shown
that the animal with which *Reeburgh was
working fabricates the most powerful *non-
*proteinaceous toxin yet known in nature.

Professor *Kaul believes, ho^wever, that it

Unî versity of Oklahoma Sea ̂ Grant researcher^s ^work a^t a variety of tasks designed to e^xtract u^s^eful
chemicals from marine life. Clockwise from upper left: Sharon Smith records the effects of a coral
e^xtract on the heart of a laboratory animal; Dr. K^eith *Hollenbeak performs a ̂ separation on a liquid
Chromato^graph; Dr. James *Matson e^xtracts a *cardioactî ve spon^ge; and Dr. Tom *Kanns *f̂ ree^ze-dries
samples for anticancer testing.

may turn out to be a useful medical tool
because it can induce heart attacks in
mammalians in extraordinarily low dosage
and can produce a profound coronary
spasm in the perfused guinea pig heart in a
dose of *1(^P*" gram. (It would take 350,000,-
000,000.000,000 of those doses to e^qual one
ounce.) Professor *Kaul believes that it was
responsible for *Reeburgh^'s very sore chest
by causing a continual heart spasm, but that
it could be valuable in studying causes and
treatment for heart trouble not caused by
hardening of the arteries. At any rate its
chemistry, which is still unknown, may be
very important because it is able to affect
biologic systems at such low concentration
that it is likely operating at a very funda-
mental biochemical level.

It is unlikely that commercial supplies of
marine drugs wi l l come from na tu ra l
sour^ces, because synthetic products will in
most cases prove to be more economical
after the chemical struct^ures are estab-
lished. The d^iscovery of useful natural
marine substances, however, provides im-
portant stimuli to scientists engaged in drug
research. When unusual and novel organic
structures are found, artificial analogues 01
modifications of them are likely to have
*ps^ysiological or antimicrobial properties

suitable for medical use.
New *bioactive substances from the sea,

or compounds modeled after them, may
also find use as herbicides, insecticides,
*bacteriocides, and fungicides. They can also
be very useful in fundamental studies of
*psysiological and biochemical processes.
For example, the phenomenon of *hypersen-
*sitivity to proteins and drugs after previous
exposure—a problem for people requiring
renewal doses of some medications—was
discovered during studies on lower marine
organisms. Other important biochemical
phenomena may be discovered and under-
stood by continued study of lower animals,
many of which belong to groups occurring
exclusively or primarily in the sea. Among
the useful results of such biochem^ical re-
search around the world have been the
following:

—A potent *neurotoxin was isolated *froma

segmented marine worm. It was also found
to be a powerful insecticide. Because it is
chemically unstable, a stable modification
was synthesized and is marketed in Japan
as the insecticide *Padan. The production of
*Padan in 1972 was ex^pected to reach 1,500
tons because it is *expecially successful
against the rice borer.

—*Tetrodotoxin, one of the most unusual



Se^a Gran^t ^scientists at t̂ he *Osborn Laboratories of
Marine Sciences ̂wor̂ k wî th ̂ various sea animals in
t̂ heir search for dr̂ ug^s from the sea. From the top:
Dr. ̂ Ross *F. *Nigrelli works with the Bahamian sea
Cucumber, *Actinopyga *Agassî ze, ̂ from which he
e^xtracted the highly active substance, *Holothurin;
Dr. George *D. *Ruggieri, *S.J., ob^serves
*repres^en *tatives of ̂ various *^echinoderms (sea urchins
and brittle stars) prior to e^xtraction and testing for
biological activity; and Dr. Martin *F. *Stempiem,
Jr., extract^s antibiotics from marine sponges.

organic molecules known, occurs in certain
puffer ̂ f^ish, *sunfish, *porcupine^f^ish and sala-
manders and has been studied since the late
*1800's, but only recently was its structure
determined. This unusual substance is used
in Japan as a palliative in terminal cases of
cancer because it blocks conduction in
nerves.

—The presence of antiviral and antibac-
terial substances has been demonstrated in
a wide variety of molluscs. Extracts of a
common edible clam was shown to inhibit
the growth of tumors. The structure, useful-
ness and safety of the active principle as a
drug for humans have not been ascertained,
however.

—*Cephalosporin *C, an antibiotic active
against penicillin-resistant germs and widely
used in medicine—is a metabolic product of
a fungus which was isolated from the sea
off the coast of Sardinia.

—*Kainic acid from the marine red alga,
*Di^genea ̂ si^mpl^e^x, is used widely in Japan
against parasitic round worms, ship worms,
and tape worms.

A project closely related to the search for
useful marine organic substances which af-
fect biological systems is the work of Pro-
fessor Henry *Rapoport at Univers i ty of
California at Berkeley and Professor *Yu-
*zuru *Shimizu at the University of Rhode
Island, both with the help of *NOAA Sea
Grants. Prof. *Rapoport wants to develop a
rapid chemical field test for the presence of
toxic shellfish that cause paralytic shellfish
poisoning in humans. His group is applying
many sophisticated scienti^f^ic techniques to
determine the chemical structures of the
poisonous substances that originate in the
food of shellfish, the plankton. The poison-
ous *plankters are *dinoflagellates, the micro-
organisms responsible for the ^"red tides"
which occur periodically in our coastal
waters and cause shellfish beds in an area
to be closed. A rapid and reliable chemical
test for the presence of toxic animals could
allow *uncontaminated beds to remain open
and thereby save the fishermen hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

It was *Rapoport and his associates who
determined the chemical structure of one of
the paralytic shellfish poisons, *saxitoxin.
This compound is 100,000 *tims more ac-
tive than known conventional anesthetics,
and may offer a chemical model on which
new local *anesthestics and drugs active on
the heart or central nervous system can be
based*.

In his present studies *Rapoport uses as
raw material batches of toxic single-celled
*dinoflagellates which are grown in pure
culture by Professor Francis *Haxo at the

*Scripps Institution of Oceanography. They
are grown in specially lighted and heat-
control led rooms on whose wal ls are
shelves lined with flask after ^f^lask of the
*phytoplanktonic cultures which require, like
most plants, mainly water, l ight, and air for
growth. But they grow slowly and the
procedures for producing sufficient quan-
tities of material for the chemists are tedi-
ous.

For his chemical procedures at the Uni-
versity of Rhode Island, Dr. *Shimizu uses
clams that were collected during the period
of 1972 when there were red tides along the
coast of New England. During that period
all Ne^w England states prohibited the dig-
ging and transportation of clams, *quahogs,
mussels, and scallops. The Food and Drug
Administration ordered a recall of soft-shell
and hard-shell crabs distributed by compa-
nies in Maine, Massachusetts, and New
Hampshire. *Schimizu is working to deter-
mine the chemical structure of the toxic
component and compare it with toxins of
other *dinoflagellates such as *saxitoxin in
order that there will be a firm scientific
basis on which to devise antidotes, *detoxi-
*cation, and preventive measures.

At the New York *Aguarium's *Osborn
Laboratories Sea Grant researchers George
*Ruggeiri, Merlin *Stempien, and Ross *Ni-
*grelli are isolating antibiotics from sponges.
Some are as effective against certain types
of bacteria as convent ional a n t i b i o t i c s .
Those natural antibiotics and synthetic ana-
logues *modelkd after them are being tested
for possible clinical use.

At the Medical University of South Car-
olina *Wilber Walter, with the aid of a Sea
Grant, is attempting to identify the compo-
nent of a ̂ f^leshy marine invertebrate. *Ania^r-
*oiiciii^f^n ̂ stellati^m^i, commonly known as sea
pork, that is able to inhibit growth of one
type of tumor and to kill a type of cancer
cell which causes leukemia. Sea porks are
in the phylum *Tunicatz which on the *evo-
*luntionary tree lies between the animals
with backbones and those without. When
they are inadvertently harvested in shrimp
nets they are considered trash—but if their
medicinal use can be demonstrated and a
new and impor tant drug perfected from
them, then a new source of income for the
fishery will be created.

From first iden t i f i ca t ion of an exotic
compound in a marine animal to successful
use in a way that helps man is a long and
dif f icul t road. Sufficient supplies of the
animal must be obtained for research pur-
poses. The characteristics of the compound
must be established, and conditions under
which it might be toxic determined. The
tor tuous process of const ruct ing in the
laboratory a synthetic compound that has
the useful properties of the natural com-
pound, while avoiding the negative proper-
ties, must be undertaken. For the scientist,
there are many blind alleys. But when, once
in a while, success is achieved and a useful
new drug, a medicine or a diagnostic tool,
is produced, then the effort has all been
worth while. It is successes such as these
that Sea Grant is seeking through its sup-
port of marine pharmaceutical research. D
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*NOAA Profile

*NOIC Chemical Engineer Makes Her Mark By

WORKING
FOR CLEAN

WATERS
In what is st i l l essentially a man's world,

Barbara *Pijanowski has made her mark as a
chemical engineer. ^Many of her colleagues
acknowledge her as an expert in her ̂ f^ield, a
status to which some of her male colleagues
still aspire.

But Ms. *Pijanowski (pronounced *Pee-
*yan-of-ski) knows that equality of effort and
ability is still not something to *^Ъе taken for
granted and is not unaware of the fact that
a colleague recently referred to her in a
written communication as ^"a female chemi-
cal engineer."

This "female chemical engineer" also
happens to be the only chemical engineer,
or chemist for that matter, in her organiza-
tion, *NOAA's National Océanographie In-
strumentation Center at the Washington,
*D.C. Navy Yard.

The *32-year-year-old scientist is deeply
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involved in testing and evaluating chemical
and biological instruments required to de-
termine the extent of pollution in the na-
tion's coastal waters and estuaries.

"I started in this area about three years
ago, when there wasn't much interest," she
said. "We began by working with simple
instruments that measure dissolved oxygen
in water."

In January 1973, she began evaluating
more complex packages of sensors, called
water quality systems, which measure salin-
ity, electrical conductivity, dissolved oxy-
gen, and pH (which has to do with the
acidity of water), parameters which enable
scientists to determine, to some extent^, the
degree of pollution existing in water.

In recognition of the importance of her
work, *NOIC has now established a labora-
tory for the use of its water quality team,

consisting of Ms. *Pijanowski and two elec-
tronic technician assistants. *NOIC^'s head-
quarters has about ^50 personnel, of whom
40 are scientists and technicians.

Last October, Ms. *Pijanowski spent a
week in an underwater habitat off Grand
Bahama Island with two other divers, Dr.
Tony Llewellyn, a professor of engineering
at the Univers i ty of South Florida, and
Mike Sheen, a diver from *PRINUL, an
underwater habitat off Puerto Rico. Led by
Ms. *Pijanowski, the three spent the week
observing and testing four water qua l i ty
measuring systems to evaluate their per-
formance under typical field condi t ions .
*NOAA's Office of Manned Undersea Sci-
ence and Technology financed the tests at
the Perry Hydro-Lab, located in 50 feet of
water app rox ima te ly 1 . ^ 2 mi l e s of f Bell
Channel In le t , *Lucaya, Grand Bahama *Is-

*Barbara *Pijano^w^skî , peerin^g in t̂o ^window of en^viron^men t̂al chamber (^abo^ve^) ̂ an^d ̂ concentratin^g on paper^wor^k^
(̂op^pos îte page )̂̂ , pursues profession on land and under water.

land. The lab is supported on a non-profit
basis by the Perry Founda t ion and the
Bahamas Undersea Research F^oundat ion.

Testing the ins t ruments in an underwater
hab i ta t posed a challenge for Ms. *Pija-
*nowski. She was not trained for scuba (self-
contained underwater breathing apparatus)
div ing and that was essential, especially for
the project leader.

So she took a scuba d i v i n g course in
*Rockvi l le , M d . , and then spent a lmost
every weekend of the summer of '73 amass-
ing the 15 hours of d i v i n g requi red to
quali^fy as a novice scuba diver for *NOAA.

"It was an experience I didn ' t especially
enjoy," she recalled, "because the only
local places deep enough to practice in were
q u a r r i e s . The water was cold and the
muddy bottom was strewn with old cars,
tires, and beer cans."
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She qualified in September, just in time
for her trip to the habitat later that month.
In *Freeport^, she met her two companions
for the first t ime.

"I was somewhat apprehensive about
l iv ing in a small habitat at the bottom of the
sea alone with strangers," she admitted. "I
was afraid we migh t not be congen ia l ,
thrown together ^for an entire week in such
small quarters, but every th ing turned out
well. Actua l ly , we were so busy no one had
time to t h ink about personalities."

The one-room habitat is 16 feet long and
8 feet in diameter and was b u i l t to ac^com-
modate three or four persons. The habitat
was filled with equipment , so space was at
a p r e m i u m . The water q u a l i t y systems
rested on a frame on the sandy ̂ f^loor outside
and as tests were run on them data was
taken inside the habitat.

The three spent considerable time out-
side, about four to six hours a day. examin-
ing the instruments and swimming in the
coral reefs among the colorful ̂ f^lora and
fish, wi th air tanks strapped to their backs.

"The life d^own there is fascin^ating," said
^Ms. *Pij^anowski. "Swimming among color-
ful coral reefs and the various types of f i sh ,
many of them with highly distinctive colors,
is so peaceful t h a t it can give you a
beaut i ful feeling of euphoria. We saw no
sharks while there, but we did see barra^-^
cuda, which we had been told were not
dangerous. They were curious, but they
seemed to recognize us as harmless. They
stayed close by, but caused no problems."

The habitat has eight small p^ortholes ^and
a four-foot viewing wind^ow. Atop the struc-
ture is a light and, when it w^as turned on, the
marine life it attracted kept the *aquana^uts



^Varie t̂y ̂ marks Barbara *Pijanow^ski's career. Above,
she ̂ dî sc^us^se^s fine ̂ points of a *sa/inometer^; top
rî ght, ̂ with film crew, she await^s tî me to go
*underseas in Bahamas. ̂ Near right, she a^djust̂ s chart
on cont̂ ro l̂ system of en^vironmental cham^ber; far
right, places ̂water ̂qua l̂ity sensor pack^age into
controlie^d-t̂ emperature salinî ty ba t̂h.

glue^d to ^the window for hou^rs.
The three slept in two bunks suspended

from a wall and on a mat on the floor.
Since a radio watch was maint^ained each
n igh t w i t h surface personnel, they took
turns sleeping on the floor so that whoever
had watch could be near the radio.

Aside from some difficult ies with equip-
ment (the air condi t ioning f^ailed the last
day), there were few problems. ^''One of the
men got infected ears." ^she recalled, ^"and
they sent down some medicine. When that
didn' t work, the island's diving docto^r m^ade
^a habitat call."

"The only ^other problem." said Ms.
*Pijanowski. "was my long hai r . *^Kvery time
I r^etu^rne^d to th^e habitat from o^utside. 1 had
a real t ime-^consumin^g job combing it out."

Ms. *Pijanowski had wanted to be a
chemical engineer since she was 12 or 13
years old, "even before 1 knew what it

meant." she said, laughing. "I t h ink some-
one must have told me at one time that I
was the type of person who would make a
good chemical engineer, but then added:
'but you're a woman, so that's probably
too difficult . ' And being stubborn, I de-
cided that was for me." (Chemical engi-
neering deals with the industrial application
of chemistry in areas such as oil refining
and sewage and water treatment.)

So, determined to be a chemical engineer,
she enrolled in *Drexel Inst i tute of Technol-
ogy (now *Drexel University) in Philadelphia.
She was graduated in 1965 with a Bachelor
of Science degree in Chemical Engineering,
the only woman in the engineering class.
Later, she attended Catholic University in
Washington. *D.C., which awarded her a
Master's Degree of Science and Engineer-
ing in Ocean Engineering. She spent the
summer of 1967 taking a laboratory course

in ocean engineer ing, sponsored by the
National Science Foundation at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii.

Between her undergraduate and graduate
studies Ms. *Pijanowski's spirit of adventure
led her to Ethiopia with the Peace Corps.
In 1965-66 she taught physics in a second-
ary school in Addis Ababa, the capital.

"I had finished school for a whi le . I
didn't have any money, and 1 liked the idea
of being able to travel and to help people,"
she says.

Ms. *Pijanowski returned to the United
States somewhat frustrated, although she
looks back on her stay in Ethiopia as one of
the highlights of her life. She *explaines:

"I taught physics in a secondary school
in grades comparable to our ninth to twelfth
grades, and the students ranged in age from
13 through 22. Frankly. I d idn ' t do too
well, because I wasn't a teacher, and I had
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Barbara works on test equipment outside *Hydrolab habitat off *Freeport, in program ̂which aids *NOAA is e^val̂ uating ̂ fitnes^s of gear for marine us^e.

dif^f^iculty in communicating basic ideas.
"It wasn't because the students d idn ' t

speak English," she added. "English is
taught in Ethiopian schools beginning with
about the second grade, along wi th the
native language, *Amharic. But it is taught
by Indians, who speak British English with
Indian accents. I spoke American English
with a Philadelphia accent, and there's a big
difference."

She also felt that the curriculum in Ethio-
pian schools was not suited for the students
in that it did not prepare them for life in a
developing nation. "Going to Ethiopia was
like stepping back in time 500 years," she
explained. "The courses in physics were
quite similar to those in the United States,
but not applicable to life in much of Ethio-
pia. What good did it do to teach them how
electric trains run or electric doorbells oper-
ate, when most Ethiopians had only a single
light bulb hanging in the center of their huts
or no electricity at all?"

But life in a strange land s t i l l had its
at tract ions for a young girl fresh out of
college. During school vacations, she trav-
eled about the country which was ruled by a
descendant ^of King ^Solomon and the Queen
of *Sheba. "^My proudest remembrance of
Ethiopia is my lion bite scar, the result of a
disagreement with a friend's pet cub."

After her return to the ^United States,

Ms. *Pijanowski went to work for the Naval
Océanographie Office in S u i t l a n d , Md . ,
where she was employed as a physical
*oceanographer. She left after nine months,
"because I was anxious to get into ocean-
ography, but all I did there was process
data."

It was then that she completed her edu-
cation at Catholic Univers i ty and the Uni-
versity of Hawaii and went to work in 1967
for *NOIC, then part of the Naval Océano-
graphie Office, as a chemica l engineer .
When *NOAA was formed in 1970, *NOIC
was transferred to the new organi^zation, but
remained physically in its same location.

When pollution control became a major
issue, Ms. *Pijanowski was provided with a
small staff and placed in charge of a project
to test and evaluate chemical instrumenta-
tion. As the only scientist in *NOIC quali-
fied to do so, she quickly became the focus
for work in this area.

"We acquire commercially available, off
the shelf, chemical and biological ins t ru-
mentation and test and evaluate it for the
scientific community," she explained.

"Ini t ia l ly , the water qual i ty systems were
tested in the laboratory, but we felt that
field tests were necessary for a true evalua-
tion of the instruments." The Hydro-Lab
expedition was part of the field-testing pro-
gram.

An educational television film has been
produced, showing Ms. *Pijanowski at work
in the habitat with her two colleagues and
in her laboratory. It is one in a series of
instructional films involving various aspects
of career development. The series will be
shown in U.S. and Canadian schools each
year for about seven years, to an estimated
audience of 35 million school children. Ruth
*Pollak, of the Nor thern Virginia Educa-
tional Television Association, which is pro-
ducing the fi lms, termed Ms. *Pijanowski
"an excellent model" for the film because
"it introduces one of the more contempo-
rary careers, involves ecology, and suggests
that careers in engineering and oceanogra-
phy are as open to women as t^o men."

While th i s premise may be subject to
some argument, Barbara *Pijanowski feels it
is true, provided (and she stresses this)
women make up their minds "they can do
as well as men and really believe it and
stick to it."

The *"stick-to-it" part also has to be
emphasized, she said, because "women
have to work as hard or harder in fields
such as engineering and oceanography."
essentially "male dominated areas," if they
want to succeed.

"It doesn ' t h u r t to have a s tubborn
streak," she commented, and Ms. *Pija-
*nowski is the ̂ f^irst to admit she has that .
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A century-old relationship continues to grow

*NOA A and the
City of Seattle

BY CARL A. *POSEY
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THE FIRST SEAGULL, in *Haida Indian
myth, was the son of a chief, transformed
into a bird when a raven too weary to carry
him farther dropped the young man on a
reef. The *Haida story ends with the trans-
formation. But one wonders where the
youn^g man-become-first seagull went from
there. Where did he go to learn how to be a
^seagull? How did he evolve from mere
changeling into the canny clam-cracking
creature we encounter almo^st everywhere
air meets water?

*NOAA, whose works are nearly as famil-
iar as gulls along *Puget sound, and which
has an abstract gull-form as its symbol, has
also been faced with the choices and learn-
ing processes which go with sudden trans-
formations. The four years since *NOAA's
formation have been spent somewhat as the
metamorphosed chief^'s son must have spent
his, giving form and substance to the large,
shadowy shape of things as they would be
for a unique creature of ocean and atmos-
phere. For *NOAA, this process has been
particularly intense in and around Seattle.

The relationship between what is now
*NOAA and Seattle goes back a century or
more, when men and ships followed the
chaos of national expansion with the order
of surveys and charts, and ^f^isheries scien^-^
tists began looking at that other western
gold, the kind that lives in the sea.

Over the years, *NOAA developed in the
northwest something like a frontier town,
with the action—in this instance research
and surveys—followed by the families of
supporting services which are an organiza-
tion^'s city halls, fire departments, and em-
ployment agencies. In Seattle, this part of
*NOAA is called the Northwest Administra-
tive Services Office, which provides admin-
istrative, procurement, and personnel serv-
ices, hosts representatives from *NOAA^'s
general counsel's office and an extension of
the agency's finance division back east, and
generally fills the gaps which occur when an
organization has a large operation far from
its headquarters.

Dale *C^-Gough. recently appointed di-
rector of the Northwest Administrative Serv-
ices Office, described the Commerce De-
partment agency and its Seattle presence
this way. "The greatest concentration of
*NOAA people outside of the Washington,
*D.C. area is in Seattle. Our office serves
about ̂ 1,500 *NOAA people along the Pacific

coast, a^bout 800 of them in the Seattle area,
and about half of this number employed
aboard *NOAA ships. With our salaries, the
contracts we let, the goods we buy, we
constitute about a *$30-million-a-year re-
search business here."

*NOAA, now dispersed in seven locations
around the city is working through the
Northwest Administrative Services Office
to consolidate its various facilities into a
single site which would provide a unique
and needed research center for the Pacific
northwest.

It has been a tradition that Seattle be
the hub from which expeditions radiate out
into Alaskan waters and the eastern North
Paci^f^ic, and a place to which vessels and
people retreat before the harsh *northland
winter. But those critical processes which
guide the evaluation of insti tutions have
begun to change this.

In the case of *NOAA, the strongest of
these forces has been the growing general
concern for environmental quality, and the
growing realization that very little is known
about man's true impacts and interactions
with the "natural" world. This general
concern, and the dearth of comprehensive
information, have encouraged an agency
like *NOAA to begin asking the questions
from which new missions grow. The result
has been a sharper look at how man and
environment change one another.

Probably nowhere else in America does
environment^al concern spin the plot more
absolutely than it does in this northwestern
corner of the nation. This is the community
that cleaned up Lake Washington. This is
the community which has begun to examine
its accommodations with the life and waters
of *Puget Sound, and to wonder what the
impact wil l be of the ocean leg of the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System, or TAPS,
which may have its southern terminus in
the Sound.

But there are environment-minded cities
all across the United States. What makes
Seattle different?

Mainly, that *Seattlites and their city look
^ahe^a^d to environmental impact, not back to
the wreckage of their unique and lively
estuary, or urban sky. Because they antici-
pate, they may never have to ponder ecol-
ogical ruins in their green, watery world.

*NOAA, then, has begun to look back
toward Seattle and *Puget Sound, and the

Seattle experience has begun to broaden the
agency's range of products and services.

Dr. Robert *E. Burns, who directs the
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
here, notes that these changes flow in part
from the times being right, and from the
important opportunities offered by *Puget
Sound.

"I can remember proposals for *estuarine
and environmental studies drafted nearly a
decade ago," he says, "that just didn't get
anywhere at all. Back then we were con-
cerned with the oceans and major expedi-
tions, because the United States had very
little in the way of a coherent national
oceans program.

"Well, this ten years' experience proba-
bly means we can do a better job than we
could have then. There is national experi-
ence in approaching marine environmental
problems. We've got more *oceanographers
now and more people are familiar wi th
hydrodynamics and physics and chemistry.
And we have a capital facility we didn^'t
have then."

The laboratory, one of *NOAA's Envi-
ronmental Research Laboratories, was for-
merly a deep-water operation, concentrating
on major expeditions and the geophysical
and geological side of the oceans. Now it is
shifting its interests to include chemical and
biological oceanography, and concentrating
on problems that are more marine environ-
mental than "hard" science. Part of the
impetus here comes from concern about oil
spills in the Sound.

"By oil spills," Burns explains, "we
don't mean only the spectacular breakup of
a supertanker in the Strait of Juan de *Fuca.
The uncertainty of determining where and
when such an event would occur, and how
much oil it would release, is too great to
permit such systematic research. Initially
we are mainly concerned with the effects of
^chron^i^c oil spills—usually small ones—from
refineries and other fixed sites. Then we are
looking at some of the physical and biologi-
cal factors which influence the paths this oil
would take into the *Puget Sound ecosys-
tem, and how tides and currents interact
with winds to move the stuff around."

Although the laboratory continues to run
some wide-ranging projects—a cur ren t
deep-ocean mining environmental study in
the equatorial Pacific is a case in point—the
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(̂Above) ̂To ̂many, *̂ NOAA in Seat̂ tle means
*NOAA in fis^heries. Donald *̂ R. Johnson,
regional fisheries director, is mainly
concerne^d ^with the harvesting seg^ment of the
fishing ind^ustry, and the manag^ement and
conciliation of regional and international
fisheries.

The Northwest Fisheries Center conducts
r^esearch aimed at solving fisheries prob l̂ems,
including the interaction of hy^drocarbons and
other pollutants and marine organisms. (Left)
Here, Dr. *Usha *Veranasi of the Center's
Environmental Conser^vation Division feeds
spin-labeled hydrocarbons to captive fish,
which are subsequently *de-spined by *Tracey
*^K. Collier (abo^ve). The e^ffects of the

emphasis is increasingly upon the coa^stal
lands and waters closer to home.

"The o p p o r t u n i t y in *Puget Sound is
unique." Burn^s says. "Right no^w, there are
a few local spots with problems, but, by
and large, the Sound is still golden. It is the
last opportunity south of Alaska for the
United States to look at an *estuarine area
that hasn't been extensively changed and to
keep the Sound from going the way of the
estuaries that have been developed."

A byproduct of th i s changing point of
view, according to Dr. Stanley *R. Murphy,
who directs the University of Washington's
^Marine Resources Division and coordinates
the Unive r s i ty ' s portion of the *NOAA-
*administered Sea Grant program, is a rest-
oration of classical oceanography's interdis-
ciplinary quality.

"Oceanography began," he says, "as

physicists, chemists, biologists, and geolo-
gists working separately, deciding they'd
better get together because you can't under-
^stand one type of marine environmental
information without understanding other re-
lated ones. It may be that the most impor-
tant thing going on here at present is our
present tendency to look at the marine
e n v i r o n m e n t in a broader and broader
sense."

Sea Grant provides federal funds for
selected programs in the marine sciences
and related fields, mainly at universities like
Washington where the marine sciences have
traditionally had strong *stupport. At pres-
ent , the approximately $1.35 mi l l i on in
federal Sea Grant money, which is matched
by univers i ty , state, and indus t ry funds ,
makes up about 10 percent of the overall
University of Washington effort in marine

sciences. In a sense, the Sea Grant funds
make projects that are close to happening,
happen. Of course, the Marine Resources
Division goes beyond Sea Grant as well,
including a National Science Foundation-
funded study of Arctic ice dynamics.

"We're an interface group^," M u r p h y
notes. "If we can find a place in the
university where there is established exper-
tise for taking on a particular problem^, then
we encourage them to get involved in Sea
Grant. If there isn' t this kind of expertise,
we see how it can be added on. And if
there is a total vacuum, and the need is
great, we take it on ourselves, although we
are concerned more wi th program manage-
ment and information services than wi th
research."

One of the gras^s-roots efforts that began
in the northwest is *NOAA's Marine *Advi-

*At the nearby Fisheries Technology
Laboratory, which shares the Northwest
Fisheries Cent^er facilî ties, research chemist
Alice *S. Hall (far le^f^t, above) ̂ uses an atomic
absorption *spectrophotometer ̂ to quanti^fy
mercury residues in fish tissu^e. Dr. ̂Virginia *F.
Stout (far left, below) purifies fish oil e^x^tract to
determine the concentration of the insecticî de



^hydrocarbons on cell mem^br^anes in the fish
spina l̂ cor^ds ar^e m^easured by Dr. W. *T.
*^Roubal (abo^ve, rig^ht). ^Related efforts in t̂ he
Division include analyses for petroleum
hydrocarbons, being made here by * f̂̂ ìobe^n C.
Clar̂ k (right), and *electroph^ysiolog/cal studies
of cer^tain organisms lî ke the crab being
moni^tored by Douglas *D. Weber (far right).

*sory Service, which evolved out of earlier
efforts of the fisheries service and local Sea
Grant and survey people to get the techni-
cal word out to the people who need it
most—fishermen, marine resource man-
agers, and others who use or get a l iv ing
from the sea.

The coastal zone management develop-
ment grant of some $400,000 wh ich is
coming to the state from *NOAA will also
have its effect on how Sea Grant activities
are conducted here. Coastal zone grants are
used init ial ly to help states prepare plans
for managing the coastal ^zone, and then to
put the plans into action. In Washington,
the plan has evolved from the state^'s Shore-
line Management Act and will be adminis-
tered by the state's Department of Ecology.
Sea Grant support here is helping local
people respond to the requirements of the

management plan, and will probably pro-
vide research funds for some related proj-
ects as the plan is translated into a land-
managing reality for the citizens of Wash-
ington.

Such descr ip t ions as there are of the
state's coastal waters and *Puget Sound
have come from the *NOAA element that is
perhaps more familiar to *Seattlites than any
other: the ch^a r t -mak ing , t ide -moni to r ing
National Ocean Survey. With origins rooted
in the early days of the nation, this part of
*NOAA is a kind of scientific legend of
itself, for the young, expanding nation was
followed by ships and pa t i en t , technical
men, doing the hydrographie work that
turns unknown seas into shipping lanes and
harbors.

In one sense, Seattle remains a base for
the wide-ranging surveys and fisheries stud-

*ies conducted by *NOAA ships from the
Pacific Marine Center, a ship and equip-
ment base on the east shore of Lake Union.
From here, the ships fan out on their long
missions. This w^orking season has seen the
*OCEANOGRAPHER, largest in the *NOAA
fleet, working out of *Daker, Senegal, in the
Global Atmospheric Research Program's
Atl^antic Tropical Experiment. R A I N I E R and
*FAIRWEATHER began t h e i r season off
Washington, then moved to Alaska later in
the summer, and the *Совв has been in-
volved in f i sher ies gear research. Once
u n d e r w a y , the s h i p s are t y p i c a l l y q u i t e
i n d e p e n d e n t . They work in areas where
there is no way to *resupply them eas i ly ,
^ a n d t h e y m u s t occupy t h e i r w o r k i n g
grounds for months at a t ime.

Rear A d m i r a l Herbert *R. *Lipp^old, Jr. ,
the *NOAA of^ficer in command of the Lake

^:

*dieldrin, and *microbiologist Jane A. Meyers
(̂left) holds test tube of *bacteriophages or

^bacteria/ viruses for the Laboratory's *C.
*botulinum e^xperiments. (Above left) Dr. *Melvin
*W. *Eklund, the research *microbiologist who
directs the C *botulinum pro ĵect, is shown with
^pr^ep^ar^a^tio^n o^f *clostridium *botulinum spo^res to
be used for inoc^ulation o^f processed fish flesh

to ensure safe^ty of the process. The
Laboratory is also concerned with making
fish-protein-enriched foods people lî ke to ea^t,
like this topping whipped by by Dr. Herman
*S. *Groninger, Jr. (above), and these food
pellets for pen-reared salmon, being prepared
by research chemist John Spinelli (far right).
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^NATIONAL MA^RI^NE FISHE^RIES SERVICE
*AQUAC^U^LTÜRAL ̂ EXPERI^ME^NT STATIO^N

Salmon in the Northwest Fisheries Center's
aquaculture e^xperiment across *Pu^get Sound
at Manc^hester seem to like the ̂ pellets of^fered
by *NOAA Ensign Kurt Gores (top left), as
does this wild (but *unbashful) mother duck
getting a handout from fisheries biologist Ea r̂l
*F. Prentice (top) who is in^vestigating the spot
shrimp in these indoor pens as a
supplementary crop for s^almon farms.
Because pen-reared animals are more prone
to disease than their wild cousins, a salmon
and shrimp disease investigation is also
conducted at ̂ Manchester, where veterinarian
Lee *Harrell (center, far left and left^) studies
salmon fry to develop vaccines, some of them
"grown" as antisera in rabbits. (Center right
and below left) The object at Manchester is to
learn what is needed in these e^xperimental
aquaculture pens to develop a successful
*aquacultural industry, already beginning in
facilities like this *Dom-Sea farm in *Puget
Sound.
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*NOAA-Seattle is the largest contingen^t o^f^
*^NOAA people outside t̂ he ^Washington, D. *C.
area, and their "city ha/Is, fire depa^rtments,
and employment agencies" come from the
Northwest Administratî ve Services O^ffice, or
NASO. (Above) ̂ From left, retired NASO
director John M. Pa^t^ton, Jr., Sand Point
Coordinator ^Robert Grif̂ f̂ ith, secretary
Elizabeth *Valdeverona, and personnel chief
Gordon *Shadoan tal̂ k things over.
NASO also hosts representatives of the
agency's General Counsel's Office and a
Field Finance Of^fice. (Far left) Clayton Terry is
finance chief. (Le^f^t) Attorney Stephen Po^well
(at right) and assistant John *Dunnigan are
*NOAA counsels.

Union base, says that while Seattle will
continue to be a base for distant operations,
there is an increasing emphasis on new
work in *Puget Sound.

"With large ships coming into the Sound,
we may have to revise our nautical charting
requirements, and expand and refine our
tide and current measurements. Some of the
old surveys around here were run w i t h
handheld leadlines, which give you a p^oint,
not a depth profile like the acoustic soun-
ders do. There may be some holes and
mounds that warrant showing, insignificant
to a shallow-draft vessel, but impor tan t ,
say. to a supertanker maneuvering in these
waters.

"The same is true of circulation measure-
ments. We get fifteen-foot tides in some
parts of the Sound, and these set up strong
currents. In the old days, we just needed
the top few feet of ̂ f^low. Now we need to
look at more exact values for levels down
to fifty feet or better, because these cur-
rents and *countercurrents can be critical to
a *deepdraft vessel trying to maneuver in
restricted waters. And if there are oil spills,
additional current measurements will give
us a better idea about where the oil is
going to go. And out tidal work is also
becoming more refined. We used to put out
only times and heights of high and low
waters. Now we're beginning to publish
hourly heights for selected areas."

The occasional stately progress of an
ocean survey ship from Lake Union to the
Sound and to the sea is a familiar sight in
Seattle, and may seem to be pretty much
what it has always been. What may be less
apparent is how much better these ships
and people are at doing the hydrographie
work.

"The big development has been in the
area of electronic position fixing," *Lippold
says. "In the old days, a very good celes-
tial fix, under the best conditions of visibil-
ity, gave us the ship's position to within
about a mile. Now, using the Navy's satel-
lite navigation system, we can get to within
about a hundred yards, anywhere in the
world ocean. For inshore surveys where we
can work *line-of-sight, we worry about
positions that are not ̂ f^ixed to within about
five meters.

"And the ships are becoming more and
more automated. For example, even the
launches now are equipped with small com-
puters. All the hydrographer has to know is
where his lines are being run. The com-
puters and precision depth profilers have
eliminated thousands of hours of tedious
hand work, and the associated possibility of
error.

"It^'s a whole new ball game."
Another, relatively new *NOAA facility in

*Bellevue has also begun to make its mark
on how and how well researchers take
information from the sea. An outgrowth of
the National Océanographie Inst rumenta-
tion Center in Washington, DC, the North-
west Regional Calibration Center is one of
three such centers in the United States—the
others are in San Diego and on the Gulf
Coast—designed to permit onshore tests of
a wide range of océanographie instruments
in a variety of simulated ocean environ-
ments. This effort, operated for *NOAA by
the Océanographie Institute of Washington,
should improve the quality and consistency
of mea^surements taken at sea, and help
produce a more coherent look into hard-to-
measure oceanic processes.

It will also help with the work of compre-

*hending the rich, hidden life in the sea.
Although Seattle is not the fishing center of
action it used to be—*Bellingham is now
*Puget Sound's leading port in fresh fish
landings—it continues to be a city where
lots off ish are caught, landed, bought, sold,
and consumed, and a major conduit through
which frozen and processed fish products
penetrate the interior of America.

As a center of action for fisheries serv-
ices and research, however, Seattle con-
tinues in the national vanguard. It is home
to the Nor thwes t Regional Office of
*NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Serv-
ice, and two research centers housed in a
large laboratory near *Montlake. Between
them, these three l^ocal elements cover most
of the aspects of northwestern fisheries, and
some global ones as well .

Donald *R. Johnson, regional f isheries
director, is mainly concerned with the har-
vest ing segment of the f ishing i n d u s t r y ,
principally the hunters and harvesters of
sa lmon, s h e l l f i s h , king and tanner and
*Dungeness crabs, shrimp, and some bottom
fish, most of them Alaskan fisheries, acces-
sible to *Puget *Soundbased f ishing boats.
The range of responsibilities is broad in the
extreme. It includes participation on inter-
national fisheries commissions, producing
the familiar marketing "pink sheet" for the
region's fishing indus t ry , and conducting
processing-plant inspections as an aid to
consumers. The Seattle of^f^ice also advises
the i n d u s t r y on what new products are
available, and what products are in large
supply, as, for example, in the development
of a ma^rket for pen-reared salmon.

The problems are as wide-ranging as the
job, including surveillance of fisheries activ-
ities covered by international treaties *(sur-
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*veillance mission^s are made aboard Coast
Guard ships and aircraft), enf^orcement of
treaty standards, and resolution of con^f^licts
w i t h i n regional and local fisheries, which
can be chaotic wi thout being anyone's fault.

"For example," Johnson says, "the larg^e^
Pacific coastal *Dungeness crab fishery is
compli^cated by a biological characteristic of
the animal itself. When crabs moult, as a
part of their growing process, they shed
their old shell and grow a new larger one
which is soft for a time. Now, unlike crabs
on the east coast, *softshelled *Dungeness
crabs have no market value. Unt i l the new
shells harden the meat is watery and not a
good product and the animal is extremely
vulnerable to in jury.

"The shel l-hardening process and the
development of good meat in the crab is a
relat ively rapid process. However, the t ime
of moult ing and shell-hardening varies to
some extent from location to location, espe-
cial ly from north to south, throughout the
range of the crab from northern California
to Alaska. So, if you open the season too
ear ly , you ' re f i s h i n g those * s o f t s h e l l e d
*Dungeness crabs and you have high mortal-
ities and a poor product. If you wait too
long, you miss the holiday market season,
w h i c h i s economical ly important in t h i s
f i shery. Also, the f i sh ing season u s u a l l y
opens earlier in Oregon than in Washington,
so that some a n i m a l s are taken off the
Washington coast before Washington ^fisher-
men ^get a crack at t h e m . It can get
extremely complicated, even in one fish-
ery."

Much of the research that goes toward
sorting out th i s area's fisheries problems is
being done by *NOAA's Northwest Fisher-
ies Center, which reaches as far inland as
Idaho in its salmon activit ies, and into the
remote Pacific for some other species, and
has research f a c i l i t i e s at *Auke B^ay and
*^Kodiak, Alaska; and Pasco, Manchester.
N o r t h *Bonnevi l le . *Mukil teo. and Sand
Point in the State of Washington. Princi-
p a l l y engaged in resource a s s e s s m e n t ,
salmon aquaculture and research, and gath-
ering data on ̂ f^isheries for use in developin^g^
United States positions in internation^al fish-
eries n e g o t i a t i o n s , the center has also
placed some new emphasis on environmen-
tal studies, according to its director. Dr.
Dayton *L. *Alverson.

"We're more involved now than previ-
ously in environmental investigations, and
the impact of pollutants on aquatic life," he
says, "although we've always had a strong
program in t h a t area. W e ' v e formed a
special division here which is specifically
concerned with the effects of environmental
degradation on aquatic l i fe, so that our
e n v i r o n m e n t a l work has a clearer focus
than it once did.

"We have a strong program here at the
center of looking at the fate of hydrocar-
bons as they go into the animal, where they
lodge, how the animal accommodates them,
whether the toxic hydrocarbons are detoxi-
fied and how they are, and how they affect
the physiology, vulnerabi l i ty to disease, and
mortal i ty of the ^fish. The *Mukilteo work is
studying the effects of thermal discharges

^3^8

(Left) ̂ Rear Admiral Herbert *R. *L/ppold, Jr.,
t̂ he *NOAA of^ficer comman^ding the Pacific
Marine Center, notes that the electronic
re^volution aboard ne^w-generation ships and
*shorebased, computer-driven systems, have
greatly changed the quality and quantit^y of
material produced by hydrographers. (Below)
Here, from rî ght, software engineer Larry *W.
*Mordoc^k, *NOAA *Lcdr. *Melvin *Ma^ki, and
computer technician Douglas Doles, chec^k^
operator communications terminal in Pacific
^Marine Center's new compute^r room. In photo
underneath, *^Mordock sets ̂ up new system's
mechanica l̂ cartographer, which plots data
taken by ships lî ke *Fairweather (lower le^f^t).
(Bottom) Scientists and scientist-divers from
the No^r t̂hwest Fisheries Center conduct gear
research aboard *NOAA's John N. *Cobb.

(Above) Ships from the ^National Ocean
Sur^vey's P^acific ^Marine Center often seem
the dominant feature in *NOAA's Seat̂ tle
presence. Here, all o f̂ th^e *NOAA survey and
fisheries ships are shown at their La^ke Union
base. The modern office building across the
lake ho^uses the Nor^thwest Administrative
Services Office and the *NOAA headqua^r t̂ers
representatives it hosts, the No r̂th^west
Regional Fishe r̂ies headquarters, the Weather
Service Forecast Office, and a number of
other Commerce Department ac^tivities.

*^&• *^Г^?"
*,^v, *. ̂ ; *^' *^. *^«-^p^r *.
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A^t ̂ the Nort^hwest Regional Calibration
Center—one of three such centers in the
United States—océanographie instruments
are put thro^ugh their paces by de^vices
capable of simulating a va^riety of oceanic
conditions. (Above left) John *Swieso an^d^
^Richard *Guenther ma^ke a record calibration
measurements on reversing thermometers.
(Top rî ght) ^Richard *Guenther ad ĵusts ^weights
on a "dead weight tester," used to apply
pressure to sensors being tested, while
*Knona *Liddell (above^) measures the salinity of
a water sample. (Left) In the larger tan^k^
system, the Center can test instruments like
the *S-T-D (salinity-temperature-dep t̂h), over
the full range of oceanic temperatures,
salinities, and pressures.

and other environmental alterations on se-
lected species."

The other major change in the Center^'s
activities is a new stress on protection of
man's distant oceanic cousins. The M^arine
Mammal Division located at Sand Point is
primarily concerned with studying n^orthern
fur seals of the *Pribilof Islands and eastern
North Pacific Ocean, wi th an eye to bal-
ancing the annual harvest of these animals
with p^opulation levels.

^In recent months, however, the marine
mammal facility has increased its investiga-
tions of whales to provide information on
which United States participants on the
International Whaling Commission can base
their positions. The facility is also involved
in the United States-Soviet marine mammal
working group, one of a dozen groups set
up under the bilateral environmental agree-

ment of 1972.
Whales, unlike mammals such as seals,

that "haul out," are difficult to find, count,
and study. Much of the Marine Mammal
Division's work is done in the field, and
takes the form of air and sea surveys,
counts made from shore, and the like. The
scientists also receive data on whale sight-
ings and catches from each whaling nation
and attempt to develop from that the global
populations of various species of whales.

"These animals are extremely vulnerable
to commercial *overutilization," reports Dr.
George *Y. Harry, director of the Marine
Mammal Division. "They have reproduc-
tive cycles of two or three years, depending
on the species, and go through peculiar
cycles. For example, they may breed, have
a long gestation period, and then nurse for a
year or more. When they are fished down

below a certain level, it takes them a very
long time to *repopulate.

^"There is a lot of sentiment attached to
whales, and there should be, I t h ink . I
think everyone who works with them has to
admire them, they're such gigantic crea-
tures; they're just unique , there's never
been anything like them. So you have to get
some kind of attachment to them."

The other fisheries research effort here,
the Pacific Fishery Products Technology
Center, is concerned with the fish after it
gets on deck. Its efforts have concen-
trated on developing underutilized species,
particularly bottom-fishes, and on improv-
ing the ways present fisheries products are
used. The problem of making an appetizing
product from some of the less famil iar
species has led to application of machines
to mince fish flesh and remove skin and
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The Seat^tle ^Weather Se^rvice Forecast Office
moves to the rhythms of the region 's wet,
variable weather. Here, (right) James A.
Mitchell cuts a new *NOAA ̂ Radio Weather
tape for the *^VHF^-FM automatic broadcast,
(ne^xt right) *Chauncey *T, Beach traces upper-
air soundings at a light table, and lead
forecaster ̂ Victor *C. *Bundy (below) works out
the myriad details o^f a morning prediction.
The state of the weather is the subject of the
morning briefing, conducted by *Bundy and
attended by *on-duty meteorologists who
include Edgar *C. Johnson (center) and
*Metero^rologist-in-Charge A. *L. Zimmerman (at
center right̂ ).
A cooperative effort with environment-minded
Washington state saved the Seat^tle urban air-
quality balloon sounding program. Here,
Washington state meteorologist Jim Frost
(below) releases a *NOAA low-level sounding
^balloon, which is tracked by theodolite and
plotted in an effort to map the currents which
control the ̂ quality of urban air.

bones. Present work is devising ways to
process the minced flesh to improve its
color, flavor, and keeping quality, and ways
to use this versatile form of fish in fish
spreads, dips, and sausages, and as func-
tional and nutritious replacements for part
of the red meat in such foods as frankfurt-
ers. In fact, taking the fillets from fish and
leaving the rest is not the best use of the
resource, according to John A. *Dassow,
deputy director of the center.

"We've had advisors from Japan here to
give us the benefit of the experience of a
nation which must use its food and fish
resources very ef^f^iciently. When you fillet a
fish, you're wasting perhaps twenty-f ive
percent of the resource. If you mince the
^f^lesh, you cut that loss in half. What we're
looking toward is a wide variety of conven-
ience foods and processed fisheries products.
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(Abo^v^e) Stripping fem^ale salmon of eggs to be
fer t̂ilî zed, ^hatched, and re/eased fro^m^
Donal̂ dson's ̂ hatc^hery at University of
Was^hington. (Top, far left) *PM^EL-^Estuarine
P^rogr^a^m. Oil tan^ker inbound through ^Rosa^rio
Strait to supply refineries to Cher^ry ̂ Poin^t. (Top
left) Drogues identify trajectories of indî vidual
water parcels. Movement of contaminants can
often be inferred from drogue data. (Far left)
*STD (salinity-temperature-depth) recorder is
lo^wered over the side to inv^estigate the layering
and stratification of waters in the study area.
(Left) ̂ Eugene A. Johnson gathers info^rmation
for his now published Directory of Emergency
Ser^vices for fishermen along the Nor̂ th Pacific
Coast (Lower left) Rich Brown was employed in
the spring of ̂ 1972 by Sea Grant marine
advisory program. His wor^k led to the
establishment of a design section with si^x^
students during the autumn quarter in the
School of Architecture.
Here ̂ (from left) ̂ Rober^t *Palmateer, Sea Grant
seafood processing specialist, Rich Brown,
and Universî ty of ^Washington Prof^essor Tom
*Bosworth critique *Veleta *Witcraft's model
proposed for a *Clallam Bay processor.

"The other major aspect of our work
here is to improve the ^way we use existing
fisheries. Trawlers, which harvest bottom
fish from northern California to Alaska,
offer us a chance to do more with what is
brought in. You may trawl for a certain
species of fish but you come up with many
more. When you get down to looking at
your resources, as we in the United States
are doing more and more these days, you
have to think about what you will do with
the leftovers. Research in fisheries is no
longer a case of someone saying, ' ^ I 'm going
to take this species and s tudy it u n t i l I
know everything there is to know.' Now
we're concerned with taking a broader look
at how we're using the species we take
from the sea. That is, given a resource, a
fishery of such and such a species, what are
we going to do ^with it?"

Besides the tec^hnology of using fish flesh
more efficiently, scientists at the center are
working on fish protein isolates—p^rotein
additives that can improve foods for hu-
mans—and in developing better fish-derived
feeds for pen-reared species such as
salmon.

They are also searching for what they call
*"bioactive compounds" in aquatic animals.
Toxic substances used by some creatures
for defense can be powerful drugs, and in
many instances, the drug-secreting animals
can be raised and harvested at less cost
than synthesizing equivalent substances in a
laboratory. At the far end of this spectrum,
*microbiologists search for the reasons some
bacteria are toxic to man , wh i l e o ther
seemingly identical bacteria are not.

And they are studying the way contami-
nants added to the environment by man—
for example, DDT and *polychlorinated *bi-
*phenyl pesticides—and metals contributed
jointly by man and nature move through the
food webs of various species. Here, the
work is concerned not just with measuring
amounts of metal in a given sample, but
also with helping define exactly what the
public health hazard is from such materials.
It is worse in some types of f ish than
others, for example. But why? Workers in
the Seattle laboratory, and at laboratories in
College Park, M D, and Gloucester, ^MA,
are trying to find out.

Even the casual observer of Seattle must
notice that all the water is not in the lakes
or the Sound. It also fills the sky. There is
a lot of weather in this corner of the land,
and Seattle is a weather-conscious city. It is
the water in the weather, taken with com-
munity's geographic location, that makes it
different weather-wise from most ci t ies .
Here aviators worry not so much about rain
as about ceiling. People who use the water
keep an eye out for the freak winds which
rocket around the Olympics and whip up
the waters of the Sound. The winter storms
that visit the area are born over the Gulf of
Alaska, great wet low-pressure systems
which can soak Seattle and blast it wi th
gale winds and st i l l carry a cargo of water
large enough to blanket the American heart-
land. And there are the winter and spring
^f^loods here, when the Cascades give back
too much of their moisture, too rapidly.

At *NOAA's Seattle Weather Service
Forecast Office, meteorologists monitor the
ebb and flow of massive q u a n t i t i e s of
weather data coming in over facsimile and
teletypewriter wires, representing the com-
posite view—the assembled puzzle—and
computer analyses on which local weather-
men base their forecasts of atmospheric
things to come. Their 24-hour watch on
regional weather brings them telemetered
river height and rainfall information from
automated gages along the rivers draining
into *Puget Sound, and reports from other
National Weather Service facilities around
the Sound—a radar un i t at Auburn , an
upper-air station at Forks, airport stations
at Boeing and Sea-Tac International Airport.

Their output is a kind of counterpoint to
the inflowing information, spread over a
thrice-daily cycle of reports and forecasts,
some of them for the general public, some
tailored to aviation, some to mariners, some
to farmers, some to the people who watch
for fires in the dry summer forests. They
also issue watches and warnings for severe
weather and flood conditions, at a rate
which might surprise some area residents.
Last December and January, for example,
300 such special bullet ins went out, half
warning of gale and storm wind conditions,
a fourth of them warning of river basin
flooding, and the rest covering such meteor-
ological hazards as heavy snow, ava-
lanches, freezing rains, and storm tides.

But the quality of the atmosphere above
Seatt le has been as i m p o r t a n t to local
citizens as the waters and lands of the
*Puget Sound estuary, and the same for-
ward-looking imperatives have developed
for the airy half of the environment. Ac-
cording to A. *L. Zimmerman, *meteorolo-
*gist-in-charge of the Seattle forecast office,
the level of interest is unusual ly high, and
concern seems broadly shared.

"We've found," he says, "a commonal-
ity of interest among a number of environ-
mental programs out here that has its effect
on *NOAA, and on the state and local
agencies which share environmental respon-
s ib i l i t i es wi th *NOAA. And there is an
unusually large community of meteorolo-
gists here, working with the Environmental
Protection Agency, the State Departments
of Ecology and Highways, the *Puget Sound
Air Pollution Control Agency, universities,
and private meteorological consu l t an t s ,
which gives us a much broader base for any
type of environmental investigation.

"There has been a much higher degree of
interest in meteorology by the whole com-
munity than I would have expected in the
*Puget Sound basin. We don't have a lot of
air pollution here, although we do have
occasional air stagnation episodes which
require some kind of restricted activity in
the urban area. But ma in ly I t h i n k the
people here want to know how to handle
these episodes when they do occur, and
also develop ways to keep us from having
any more pollution than we presently do.
Our meteorological support program ^antici-
pates."

Anticipates. It seems a key w^ord around
Seattle. D
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*NOAA^'S
AMAZÎ NG THINKING

MACHINES

From about 1760 until his destruction by
fire in 1854, a chess automaton named Turk
amazed the more gul l ible enter ta inment
seekers of two continents by consistently
beating almost everyone who would spend a
few coins to sit down and play with him.
No less a practical strategist than Napoleon
Bonaparte pitted his skill against the formi-
dable machine (he lost), and it was not unti l
the 1930s that "The Turk's" secret was
revealed. A small man, cleverly concealed
among the cogs and gears exposed to the
audience, was the actual chess master. The
Turk was a hoax—a quasi-computer pro-
grammed with perfidy to take advantage of
man ' s awe of the u n k n o w n , especia l ly
where intricate "thinking machines" are
concerned.*

To the average c i t izen , the world of
computers is confusing and sometimes a bit
frightening. He is the recipient of bills and
checks produced by machine. His credit
rating—his good name, as it were—is de-
pendent upon the heartless output of a
computer. Sometimes he is victimized by a
faulty program and the machine's human
masters seem helpless to overcome some
mechanical prejudice.

It's not the machine, of course. Rarely
does a computer make an error (though its
masters may). The wonderful machine takes
meaningful values—fed into it in simple
numeric form—and, handling them at close
to the speed of l ight, performs tasks as
varied as the entire spectrum of human
endeavor.

Nature's poorly-understood but certain
logic makes the environmental sciences par-
ticularly suited for study with the subjective
"mechanical brain."

*NOAA, with its heavy dependence on
computer products, has built on its experi-
ence with 167 computers (14^4 are agency-
owned) to make the best possible use of
these modern machines.

The greatest demands made on *NOAA
by both the pub l ic and businesses are
related to the weather. Therefore, it is only
natural that the National Weather Service,
through its National Meteorological Center
*(NMC) in the Washington, *D.C., suburb of

l ̂ .^.^t^»

^* E^ve^n to^da^y, ̂ c^o^mp^uters can pla^y only *sli^ghtl^\^
*^better-^than-avera^ge c^hess.

Suitland, MD. , has the use of *NOAA's
biggest computer installation. It is *NMC's
task to produce short-range forecasts (two
and five-day) several times a day.

The basis of all forecasts is observa-
tions—you must know what it^'s like to tell
what it's going to be like. A torrent of data
arrives at *NMC from observation posts all
over the world—from radiosondes sus-
pended beneath balloons ten miles up, from
environmental buoys bobbing on the high
seas, from hundreds of manned and un-
manned land weather stations—all taking
basically the same measurements at the
same time. From the National Environmen-
tal Satellite Service's (NESS) polar orbiting
and geostationary satellites come an incred-
ible amount of weather data. A portion of
this data is fed into computers by NESS to
produce satellite pictures of weather phe-
nomena ranging from large-scale storm sys-
tems to local cloud clusters. (You have
probably seen the weather satellite pictures
on the local TV weather news.) Quantita-
tive measurements are also extracted from
the satellite data by NESS to generate an
edited input for the numerical forecast.

Pouring in through a maze of communica-
tion circuits, this vast yet orderly flow of

dat^a is fed into IBM 360/40 computers at
*NMC. Then the stream of information, now
altered into *computer-to-computer language,
moves on to the *NOAA 360/195 computers
at Suitland where a forecast is made using
various dynamical forecasting "models" or
computer-descriptions of what atmospheric
reactions shoul^d take place as a result of
various input data. The computer output ,
then, is a forecast presented to in-house
forecasters and transmitted to field forecast-
ers for interpretation and further develop-
ment.

At the same time, the computer is also
re t r ansmi t t ing the analyses—the i n i t i a l
data—out to the forecasters in the field.
The initial forecast, the initial analysis for
the current time, and various forecasts for
up to 48 hours or more—go back out. The
job is enormous—especially if it were to be
performed by h u m a n agents—but well
within the capability of the big computers,
each of which can handle up to 50 billion
instructions per hour.

In addition to forecast and "raw data"
products, the *NOAA computers produce a
variety of surface and upper-air maps—
drawn with a speed and *sureness which
would put the Turk's purposely stiff chess
piece movements to shame—showing iso-
bars (lines of equal air pressure) and iso-
therms (lines of equal temperature) and con-
tours (lines of equal height). Twice a day
synoptic maps for a number of atmospheric
levels are machine-drawn, from the surface
to 16,000 meters (53,000 feet). These very
high al t i tude maps are used by mi l i ta ry
aircraft, since most commercial airliners are
limited to a maximum of 1^2,000 meters
(40,000 feet).

When the Anglo-French supersonic trans-
port Co^nco^r^d^e visited the U.S. in the
summer of 1973, *NMC was called upon to
prepare a special forecast for its ̂ f^light from
Paris to Dul les I n t e r n a t i o n a l Airport ,
Washington. This was needed because the
flight plan called for an initial cruise altitude
of ^56,000 feet, gradually increasing to 65,-
000 feet. Other special forecasts were gen-
erated for each Apollo mission, beginning
several days before blast-off. These were
needed to minimize the likelihood of a
weather-related mishap during either launch
or splashdown.
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Historically, the synoptic maps at *NMC
had station readings—wind direction and
speed, precipitation^, pressure, temperature,
dew-point, etc.—laboriously plotted by
hand from teletypewriter reports. Today,
the computer does most of this.

Observations worldwide are made at 0000
( m i d n i g h t ) and 1200 (noon) Greenwich
Mean Time (or Zulu, as it is often called).
The analyses and forecasts are available
less than *^Ъ^У^г hours later and are transmitted
to users less t h a n f ive hours after the
observations were made. (The time in be-
tween is used by meteorologists to "mas-
sage" or refine the machine forecast.)

Another, larger, user of computers in
*NOAA are National Weather Service *hy-
*drologists. River forecasts—from one- to
five-day short term through 30-day forecasts
and long range seasonal water supply fore-
casts—are highly dependent on computer
operations. Computer speed and accuracy

are vital to ̂ f^lood forecasting. Augmenting
meteorological guidance received from the
*NOAA computers are computers at
Weather Service river forecast faci l i t ies
around the country programmed to solve
hydrologie problems after being fed ob-
served rainfall and stream data. Weather-
men are working toward greater use of
completely automated land and sea obser-
vation platforms. Such unmanned stations
are queried at regular intervals by a central
computer and their wind^, pressure, rain and
temperature measurements are stored along
with similar data from other observation
posts. So far this developmental effort has
about 20 land stations ^"on line." Eventu-
al ly, there will be about 50, as well as many
more sea platforms, most of them being in
relatively inaccessible spots.

Ocean-going cargo and cruise ships de-
pend upon various kinds of forecasts pre-
pared by the National Weather Service,

Will *Boone (le f̂t̂ ) runs a CDC U-200 remote job
entry terminal connectin^g users in Georgetown
with other̂ s ̂ at *Suitland's CDC 6600. Above (̂left̂ ),
Sam ^Whittle o f̂ C ̂ ED^O A a *t his P DP 11. Directly
abo^ve, Jim *Kersse ea t̂î ng wit^h his IB^M 360/65 in
Georgetown.

Photos: James *Disbrow

some transmitted by radio, others by satel-
lite. Thirty-six hour wind-driven wave and
swell forecasts are sent out routinely to
help merchant vessels plan a fuel saving
route where they will have the calmest seas
possible. Aquanaut Jacques Cousteau bene-
fited from these. His safe passage to port in
the violent Antarctic after storms knocked
out one propeller and crippled the other
was credited to *NOAA's sea height fore-
casts and satellite pictures.

Overall control of *NOAA computer use
rests in the Office of Management and
Computer Systems *(OMCS) in Washington,
*D.C. The main *NOAA-operated computer
systems are at Suitland—two IBM 360/19^5s
and a CDC 6600—and at the Page Build-
ing—one IBM 360/65. W i t h this array of
computers, *OMCS ranks among the largest
of all the U.S. Government's non-defense
computer of^f^ices. It is also the focal point
in *NOAA for all computer procurements
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Disĉ ussing opera t̂ions of the IBM 360/65 at the Page Computer Services Branch o f̂ *NOAA 's Office of
^Manag^ement and Computer Systems are (from le f̂t) Gloria Hall, Dick Holmŝ , and Fred Long.

Geor^ge Murphy (top^). Margaret Miller ̂ (above )̂, and
*Brice *^Winn (right) reflect the gamut of mood^s^
e^xperienced by those wor^king with *^NOAA 's
computers.

At left, two e^xperts from the National ^Weather
Service meet at a pro^gram submî ssion counter in
Suitland. Frank Lewis, chief of the Computer
Sy^stems Branch of the Techniques Development
L^aboratory talks to Harold A. Bedient, chief of
the Data Automation Division, National
Meteorological Center. Above is Beverly
*McCannon .̂Tape Librarian for the IBM 360/65,
w^ho controls over ̂ 15,000 magnetic tapes.



The subject is always the same-computers and how
to make t̂ he^m work bet^ter for *^NOAA-at informal
conferences ̂ such as these. (To^p^) Frank Lewis and
Art Bê dien t are invol̂ ved in the co^ver^si o^n of
progra^ms from the CDC 6600s to the IBM
*360/195s. ̂ (^A^bo^ve^) Bo^b *Salm and Bob *Danson
search a manual for the solution to a systems
proble^m.

and co^mputer related contract^s.
To help those not located at Suitland who

need computer services, *OMCS has estab-
lished a network of over 25 remote entry
terminals around the country—for example,
terminals have been installed at the
Weather Service's River Forecast Center at
*Tulsa and at the Environmental Research
Laboratories in Miami. These terminals
permit rapid movement of information sub-
mitted for computer processin^g.

The biggest task of the National Ocean
Survey is the preparation of nautical charts
for the coasts, bays and estuaries of the
U.S. and its possessions. This requires
detailed and accurate bathymetry (measur-
ing and recording of depths). In the distant
past the traditional method of taking sound-
ings was by a lead weight, with the meas-
urements being entered on the charts by
hand. With the coming of the sonar fathom-
eter, depth readings were greatly speeded,
but hand entering was still necessary. Fi-
nally, tape recorders made possible not only
storing the data, but, through a computer,
actually printing the depths on a chart.

NOS now has (or plans to have) com-
puters on all of its larger ships. The re-
corded tapes are edited and processed on
board, with readings coordinated with pre-
cise navigation systems. Tapes from the
ships are then sent to centers at Norfolk
and Seattle to be machine plotted and all
data verified. Finally, they arrive at NOS
headquarters at *Rockville, *Md. for eventual
inclusion in revised charts. Tide tables are
stored and published by computer and are
regularly updated.

Another use of the computer by NOS is
the complete storing and composition of the
Coast Pilot, a detailed navigation guide for
amateur and professional mariners. Thus
the various regional editions can be updated
and issued more often. One innovation the
computer has made possible is the develop-
ment of different chart scales without labo-
rious hand labor. Another fascinating NOS
project, which is just beginning, is to auto-
mate production of aeronautical charts for
pilots.

The Environmental Data Service sooner
or later is the recipient of the knowledge
gathered by *NOAA activities, from the
edges of space to the bottom of the sea and
into the earth itself. Most of the *climatolog-
*ical (weather) data is stored at *Asheville.
*N.C. while océanographie data held at
E ̂ OS's National Océanographie Data Cen-
ter makes use of the computer pool r^un by
*OMCS. In the main, EDS computer usage
is for data reque^sts from other parts of the
government, from universities, and from
businesses. EDS also stores textual infor-
mation on what is known about the envi-
ronment as well as where the data can be
found*.

The Environmental Research Laborato-
ries, 11 of them, are the most widespread
computer users in *NOAA. With several of
the laboratories, as well as their headquar-
ters, located at Boulder. Colo., it is logical
that two CDC 3800 computers are installed
there. The Boulder machines also service a
branch of the National Bureau of Standards

there. Another major *ERL ^complex at
Miami. Fla., has the use of a *UNIVAC 11^08.

An *ERL facility that relies almost en-
tirely on computers in its daily operations is
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora-
tory in Princeton. N.J.. one of the Environ-
mental Research Laboratories. It has
*NOAA's most extensive mathematical
models of the ocean and atmosphere sys-
tems. For some time *GFDL has rented
computer time to solve complex equations,
but now is awaiting installation of one of
the most powerful computers ^of this day
and age. Thi^s system, being developed by
Texas Instr^uments, will ^be ^20 times ^as
productive as some c^omputers being used
by *NOAA for similar work today.

*GFDL is not a forecast center, but like
the National Meteorological Center it is
developing a series of more and more
complete and complex atmospheric models
which should lead to better short range,
five-day, and even longer range forecasts
and outlooks. The amount of data cranked
through ^just a 24 hour forecast in their
developmental effort would take an ordi-
nary computer days to complete. The new
computer will shorten the task to that close
to one needed by a production program.

Some of the input data for *GFDL is
coming from the Global Atmospheric Re-
search Program *(GARP), a massive effort
to gather information in little researched
areas of the world. A part of *GARP is the
*GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
(GATE^) from which literally billions of
observations are being stored on magnetic
tape for later reduction and analysis. The
initial part of that task will be done by
shipboard minicomputers but the more ex-
tensive processing will be done back in
Washington on one of *OMCS's computers.

Serving commercial and sport fishermen
is the National Marine Fisheries Service.
At present the *OMCS computers produce
statistical summaries and marketing news to
help the fishing industry gauge its efforts.
Still in its infancy is computer use for
prediction of tuna runs. So far, *NMFS has
been transmitting water temperatures to the
fishermen to help them locate the tuna. A
broader based program, with data stored
and analyzed by the U.S. Navy^'s computer
in Monterey, California is under develop-
ment.

Last and not least is fiscal management,
for the *budgeteers and their work determine
to a large extent what data will go to the
President^'s Office of Management and
Budget and eventually to the Congress for
approval of just how much of the taxpayers'
money is to be spent on what programs.
And, of course, on the individual level,
each *NOAAite is figuratively computerized
for personnel and payroll purposes.

So almost every segment of *NOAA—its
personnel and products—is touched and
affected by computer technology. But the
computer is the servant, not the master. As
with the "Turk," the machine does the
man's bidding for man's gain, be it for a
few coins at a game of chess or the opening
of new horizons to understanding the envi-
ronment in which we live.
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Ear^th^'s magne^tic field dis^turbed

THE BIG SHOW
O^N REGIO^N ^433

*NOAA Corp^s L t. C^are^y Fuller̂ , at solar forecaster's console at Space
^En^v îro^nment Ser̂ vice Center in Boulder, Colora^do. Ano t̂her view of the
solar observatory used to monitor sun in hydrogen-alpha light, abo^v^e. At
right. ̂Region 433.

THE SUN OPENED J U L Y with a spectacular display of solar
fireworks in what became the largest outbreak of solar activity
since the great flares of August 1972.

The active region on the sun-designated Region 433 was
detected June 28 by observers in *NOAA's Space Environment
Laboratory in Boulder, Colo., as the bright, *sunspot-flecked ribbon
of activity just south of the solar equator rotated into the earth^'s
field of view. By Ju ly 3, the active region had grown to cover an
area of some 1.1 billion square miles.

Before it turned away from our part of space, Region 433
produced a total of eleven major *X-class ̂ f^lares, the last two coming
at 4:11 a.m. mountain daylight time on July 7 and at 7:49 p.m.
mountain time on July 8.

Increased radiation from these and other flares in this series
caused severe disturbances in the earth's magnetic field; displays of
northern lights visible as far south as Omaha, Neb.; widespread
radio interference; and telephone outages in some *midwestern
circuits.

Region 433 completed what astronomer^s call "limb passage"
at 5:00 a.m. mountain daylight time on July 11 and diminished
further while on the far side of the sun.

'
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Although the present solar activity was not visible until June
28, it was associated wi th the same region of the hot solar
atmosphere which produced the major flares of August 1972. At
least, that is the indication of a two-year study of the sun's
magnetic "weather" made by Patrick *S. *Mclntosh of the *NOAA
laboratory, and is one reason why scientists at the Space Environ-
ment Services Center consider this region a potential source of
major activity.

Because the hot plasma circulat ing in the sun carries an
electrical charge, its movement creates powerful magnetic ^f^ields
which occur in complicated, constantly changing patterns. By
monitoring these patterns the way meteorologists monitor the
prevailing winds on earth, *Mclntosh has produced a series of maps
which show the magnetic equivalent of global weather. As these
structures become more complex, solar activi ty around them
appears to increase.

"The active region under observation," *Mclntosh said of the
J u l y ac t iv i ty , "is located wi th in a sharply defined boundary
between regions of positive and negative magnetic polarity. This
same boundary was also associated with the August 1972 activity,
but has drifted slowly westward along the sun^'s equator to its
present position.

"It is the only active boundary on the sun at present, possibly
because of where we are in this eleven-year solar cycle. In 1972
there were ̂ f^ive active zones, all marked by these 'frontal systems'
in the magnetic field. In 1973 there were three. Now we are down
to one, possibly because solar 'weather' improves as the cycle
moves toward its minimum.

"Although we still can^'t say ̂ w^hy these relationships apply, we
th ink now that there is cont inui ty in the solar atmosphere's
magnetic field patterns, not unlike the continuity we see in our own
atmosphere. We should be able to develop this continuity and day-
to-day observations into a powerful forecasting tool."

Solar scientists, *Mclntosh points out, are just now getting into
the new information provided by the recent Skylab missions and by
other spacecraft-carried sensors, so that theory is changing rapidly.

For example, interplanetary sectors—broad regions radiating
outward from the sun separated by "spokes" of reversed magnetic
polarity—seem to be rooted in the front-like magnetic boundaries
on the solar surface. As these sectors rotate past the earth, they
are followed by alternately disturbed and quiet periods in our
geomagnetic ^f^ield.

From this and other data, solar physicists now believe that the
front-like magnetic patterns on the sun enclose areas in which the
sun^'s magnetic field has coiled inward, bottling up the seething
gases of the solar atmosphere, then releasing them in the form of
^f^lares and the associated bursts of radiation, energetic particles,
and gusts of solar wind.

"It^'s nice^," says *Mclntosh, "to be able to do some real-time
testing of these evolving theories."

The July activity also gave the first Synchronous Meteorologi^-^
cal Satellite—*SMS-I—its first trial by solar fire. The satell i te,
launched last May into an orbit which keeps it always over a point
about 22,000 miles above a point on the earth's equator, carries a
Space Environment Monitor, which senses the flow of energetic
material from the sun, and relays that information to gr^ound
antennas. Launched and still operated by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, *SMS-I will become the first Geostation-
ary Operational Environmental Satellite—*GOES-I—when it is
turned over to *NOAA's National Environmental Satellite Service.

The Space Environment Laboratory receives data from the
new satellite continuously, in real time, at an antenna located north
of Boulder. The data are run through a computer program and
displayed on a television screen at the solar forecasters' console.
Because the earth does not eclipse the satellite in its high,
geostationary orbit, solar data can be obtained cont inuous ly ,
serving the round-the-clock watch on the sun kept by *NOAA
scientists in Boulder. ^0
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Tuia stat^es *^uier^e ̂ enriched

*ШНЕП *FI5HER ÎÎ1EI1 *JOÎ HED FORCES
BY *R. STEPHEN SCHNEIDER^*

-

Great L^akes s^kippe r̂s boar^d a quii/̂ back on the Pacific ̂ wit̂ h Oregon captain Don *Christenson.

THE OLD TIMERS call them fishing machines, those new charter
boats on the Great Lakes. Their hulls are built of Fiberglas, designed
for the chop of the Lakes. They have sonars to locate fish, and even
tell you what ̂ kin^d of fish you have found. They have depth reading
temperature sensors, *downriggers, and carry light rods and line to
emphasize the sporting qualities of fishing for the lake trout, the *coho,
the *chinook, and now the Atlantic salmon.

But the old timers tell about the days, back in the *30's before the
collapse of the old charter boat business, before the development of
all these new gadgets, when you wound 1800 feet of stovepipe wire
(that was before *monel) on a bicycle wheel, attached a big silver
spoon, and had customers take turns chugging the 600 or 700 feet of

wire you let out in the ho^pe of hooking a delicious lake trout. To avoid
tangling lines, you often put only one line over. Each time you lifted
the heavy rod, the lure might jump 25 or 30 feet and snag another line,
and then the stovepipe wire would kink and snap. That was why you
turned on 1800 feet of it, so you could quick^ly re-rig after a broken
kink.

When the customer caught a fish (or lost one) he went to the back
of the line to wait his turn for another try. And the charge for this was
only $5.00 a day, with a fish guaranteed. But that wasn't to last long.

*R. Step^hen Schneider i^s Direc^tor ̂ of ̂ A^d^vi^s^ory Ser^vices, ̂ U^ni^versi^ty ̂ of
^Michigan Sea Grani Program



When the sea lamprey *(Petromyzon *marinus) first slithered
quietly into the upper Great Lakes in the *1920's, tho^se men who made
their living by chartering their boats for Great Lakes fishing were
blissfully unaware of the impact it would have on them and their
livelihood. Within a few short years, certainly by the time of the
Second World War, these men had found employment elsewhere, for
the lake trout had succumbed to the ravenous ap^petite of the marine
invader, to commercial fishing, and to the success of the sports-
men's own effort.

There was simply too much pressure on this delicious fish. The
time came when 14 boats fishing out of Raft's camp at *Northport, on
Lake Michigan, went out for 15 continuous days and boated only
two fish. It was clear then that it was all over. Those few who didn't
quit the business drifted up to Lake Superior ports, where the fish
decline was a few years behind that in Lakes ̂ Michigan and Huron.

But is was only a hedge against time. By the *1940's the fish, the
fishermen, the *charterboats and their captains had practically disap-
peared from the Great Lakes. A way of life and an industry which had
supported some and delighted others had vanished. Years passed,
and it seemed that the *charterboat business in the Great Lakes was
now a part of history, something for our fathers and grandfathers to
tell us tales about.

An un l ike ly hero, a chemical known as *3-trifluoro-
*methyl-4-nitrophenoI (commonly called *TFM), was discovered in
1958 to be effective in lamprey control. The former Bureau of Com-
mercial Fisheries (now *NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service)
worked over nearly seven years before coming up with this
chemical which would pave the way for the restoration of the lake
trout and the *whitefish, and the introduction of the *coho, *chinook,
and Atlantic salmon. Sea lamprey larvae which are exposed to a
concentration of from 1 to 6 parts per million of *TFM for a period
of eight hours are killed.

A program fo^r *TFM treatment of the some 300 lamprey-larvae-
containing streams feeding into the three upper Great Lakes was
begun in 1958 by the Great Lakes Fishery Commission, an interna-
tional agency established by the United States and Canada for the
conservation and development of Great Lakes fishery resources. The
treatment began in Lake Superior where the lake trout population,
although in rapid decline, was still present. By 1961, the major
streams had been treated and by the spring of 1962 the spawning
lamprey had fallen to one fifth the average catch of the preceding ^f^ive
years. The first round of stream treatments was completed on Lake
Michigan in 1966.

The stage was set, and in 1966 *coho salmon, raised from eg^gs
supplied by the Oregon Fish Commission, were released in the Great
Lakes by the Michigan Department of Conservation (now the De-
partment of Natural Resources) and the sport ̂ f^ishing boom was on.
Thousands were lured onto the big lakes for the first time by the
temptation of landing a big fish. In the following years, the Michigan
*DNR planted more *coho, followed by *chinook salmon and, recently,
Atlantic salmon.

Along with this boom in fishing, this *"coho craze^", came the
rebirth of the charter boat business. More fish than ever before were
there for the taking, and people were willing to pay to catch them.
Charter boating was reborn.

There were mistakes at first. Some people in their enthusiasm
bought new boats to charter and then discovered that the business
was too uneven to maintain the payments. Not enough was known
about the fish; where to catch them and when. A number of charter
boat owners dropped out of the business, but some learned the ways
of these new species and developed new ways to catch them. They
had boats specifically designed for the Great Lakes, and installed
sonars to locate and identify fish. They installed depth reading temp-
erature sensors to locate the depth and temperature which various fish
prefer. Gone were the old wire lines, and in their place were *downrig-
*gers, used to hold light monofilament line at a specific depth and allow
it to snap free once the fish bit. Light rods, light lines: the clients
loved it. The charter captains are an innovative lot, constantly *exper-

*imenting with new ways to catch trout and salmon based on a better
understanding of the habits of the fish.

In Oregon, where Michigan's first *coho eggs came from, it has
been a different story. While charter boating there has had its *ups and
downs it has had nothing like the total collapse of the charter business
in Michigan. There has been a continuously rich re^source in Oregon,
and those in the charter boating business have had many years of
experience to build their businesses on. Many services are offered the
customer which are not available in the Great Lakes.

Early in 1973 the idea came to an advisory service worker in the
University of Michigan Sea Grant Program: with similar resources to
be harvested in Oregon and Michigan, and with different traditions in
the methods of harvesting, the time seemed ripe for an exchange of
ideas between the two fishing communities. Counterparts at the
Oregon State University Sea Grant Program agreed. Michigan and
Oregon charter boat captains agreed. And two tackle manufactur-
ers, the Shakespeare Company and the Wr igh t and *McGill
Company, not only l iked the idea but generously supported
financially an exchange of charter boat skippers between the Great
Lakes and the West Coast.

Au^thor S t̂ephen Schneider, obviously enjoying his
research, sho^ws *chinook salmon. Big fî sh like this
have greatly increa^sed Great Lakes sport fishing
and brought back *charterboats.
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^Returning from the Great Lakes, *Capt̂ s. *Gordie
Simpson ̂ (Left) and Ted Boh I man (right̂ !̂
recount trip to Sea Grant Agent Al *Otness of
Ore^gon Sta^t^e Unî ver̂ sity.

In the fall of 1973, three Oregon charter boat captains stepped off
a plane at Traverse City. Michigan to begin a long week of fi^shing,
*cre^wing and skippering on Great Lakes charter boats. Don *Christen-
*son, operator of Sea Gull Charters at Newport, Oregon, was ̂ f^irst off
the plane, followed by Ted *Bohlman, operator of Astoria Thunder-
bird Charters, and one of Ted^'s captains, *Gordie Simpson. Each day
started early, most about 5 in the morning, with a ride to a new boat,
an introduction to another skipper, and a trip out into Lake Michigan
to learn the ins and outs of this particular "fishing machine." The
evenings were spent recapping the day's experience, with perhaps a
discussion with a local equipment manufacturer about his brand of
equipment. And then to bed, because they had to start off early the
next morning.

The Oregon skippers were excited by what they saw and what
they learned. The Michigan skippers had arrived at an innovative
combination of equipment and method to effectively catch trout and
salmon. Depth reading temperature sensors tell how deep the fish are
likely to be. *Downriggers put the lures at the correct depth. Sonar
alerts you to the presence offish, and even tells you what kind. And
light rods and monofilament allow the customer to enjoy playing the
fish once it is hooked.

As a result of this trip, the Oregon skippers vowed to return to
Oregon and rig out their own boats with *downriggers, sonars, and
depth reading temperature sensors. And they promised the Michigan
skippers just as rewarding a time when they traveled to Oregon the
following spring.

The second part of the exchange, with Michigan skippers visiting
Oregon, took place in June of this year. Captain Ben *Seehock, Presi-
dent of the Michigan *Charterboat Captains' Association, was accom-
panied by Norm Newman, President of the Michigan *Steelheaders
and Salmon Fishermen's Association, and Jim "Torpedo Lee"

P^hoto: Ri^vi^era ^Man^ufact^ur^ing

4.

Basic ̂deep tro l̂̂ ling system inĉ ludes (1) deep troller. (2), linê , (3),
^weî ght̂ ), ̂ (̂ 4) lure, (5) line relea^se, and (6 )̂ fishing rod and line.

Two or more deep trollers allo^w fishing at different depths for
different species. Several strikes at one depth indicate concentration
of fish.
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Oregon fish îng boat cap t̂ains ̂ (fro^m left) Ted *Bohlman, Don *Ch r̂istenson and *Gordie Simpson study equipment on ̂ Great Lakes skipper Jim *Bennet's craft.

*Hulet, *a *Shakespeare *field *tester. *Their *^f^irst *taste *of *the *mi^ght *of *the
*Pacific *came *when *they *motored *out *of *Astoria, *Oregon *^with *Captain
*Ted *Bohlman *on *the *Alle^g^ra. *The *Columbia *bar, *that *incredible
*welling *of *rough *water *caused *by *the *meeting *of *Columbia *River
*waters *with *Pacific *ocean *waters, *must *be *crossed *every *day *by *Ted
*before *he *can *get *out *to *the *fishing *grounds. *The *Michigan *skippers
*spent *the *day *working *Ted's *equipment *and *learning *about *the *amaz-
*ingly *rich *fishery *resource *of *those *waters, *and *the *evening *evaluating
*the *events *of *the *day. *The *working *arrangement *that *Ted^'s *charter
*house *has *with *a *local *motel, *restaurant *and *marina *was *of *particular
*interest. *Side *trips *to *a *^f^ish *hatchery *and *a *commercial *canning
*operation, *along *with *a *fisheries *laboratory *and *a *fine *marine *museum
*highlighted *the *next *day.

*The *following *day *they *were *able *to *inspect *an *operation *that
*aroused *considerable *interest *in *all *of *them: *they *visited *a *small
*custom *cannery, *a *service *unavailable *in *the *Great *Lakes. *The *cus-
*tom *cannery *will *freeze, *smoke *or *can *the *sportsman's *catch *so *he
*can *take *it *home *ready *to *eat. *The *cannery *will *also *trade *the
*sportsman's *catch *for *already *canned *salmon, *and *charter *skippers
*keep *a *supply *of *cans *on *hand *to *trade *with *those *fishermen *who *so
*desire. *Only *a *small *canning *fee *is *charged *for *this *service. *The
*Michigan *skippers *determined *to *investigate *the *possibility *of *getting
*such *an *operation *started *in *the *Great *Lakes *upon *their *return.

*Next *on *their *agenda *was *fishing *out *of *Newport, *Oregon *with
*Don *Christenson. *The *bar *is *much *less *violent *in *Newport *than *it *is *in
*Astoria, *and *the *weather *that *day *was *calm. *The *salmon *were *scarce,
*so *experiments *with *various *fishing *methods *began. *Finally, *bottom
*fishing *was *tried. *The *method *seemed *incredible *to *the *Great *Lakes
*skippers. *You *just *lower *a *treble *hook *on *a *sinker *to *the *bottom *and
*jog *it *up *and *do^wn. *No *lure, *no *bait, *just *the *hook. *Life *i^s *so *abundant
*there *that *the^y *were *soon *bringing *in *a *variety *of *bottom *fish, *all *of

which tasted delicious when served up that evening.
On the last day before return, the skippers took a ride on a party

boat for salmon out of *Depoe Bay. The party boat left early, and was
full . There were ten poles being trolled, which were kept from tangl-
ing by a complicated rig involving use of outriggers. The captain kept
the boat in motion at all times, even when a fish was hooked*, to avoid
line tangling. The Michigan captains felt that the Great Lakes was not
yet ready for this kind of operation.

In the analysis of the exchange, it was felt that the two fishery
resources were not as similar as they seemed on the surface. Even
though Oregon had provided the initial cono eggs for Michigan's
planting in 1966, the fish seemed to have different habits in the Gre^at
Lakes than they do in the ocean. They certainly must be affected by
the different food available, along with the other differences in their
environment.

Along with the differences in the fish, the Great Lakes skippers
noted the apparently richer fish resources in the Pacific. The Oregon
Fish Commission maintains a much larger stocking program for
salmon than does Michigan. B^ut even without salmon, the ̂ ocean
teems with *catchable and edible life. The Michigan skippers decided
to put most emphasis on their return to trying to establish some of the
many support services for the business, such as the custom cannery,
which had been established over many years on the coast. The
Oregon skippers seemed most impressed with the effective combina-
tion of equipment and method which had been developed by the
Michigan skippers, and are testing it on the Oregon coast.

The exchange was, of course, just the first step: the determina-
tion of which ideas were valuable to the other area. Sea Grant, with
its charge of providing informal education to the water user, will
continue to refine and disseminate this information for everyone's
benefit. D
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There^'s never a
dull moment

for

BY RAYMOND *WILCOVE

In a typical year, the National Geodetic
Survey ̂ will range over 80,000 square miles
in 15 to 20 states, erecting as many as 400
tall portable to^wers in the process. In
*NOAA, geodesy is a major undert^aking.

All the more remarkable^, then, that a
small team of six men paves the way for
these Survey caravans, their wives and
children, as they go about the business of
measuring the earth we inhabit.

These roving ambassadors are split into
four teams *(G-31, 32, 33 and 34); they
consist of Eugene *Beauchamp and *Verlin
Novak; Jerry *C. *Layton; Charles *J. Lesley;
and Wesley *O. ^Means and Daniel *Fra^zier;
and the entire Nation is their stamping
ground.

Their task is reconnaissance. In the Sur-
vey, the are known as *recon men.

When a decision is taken to survey a
given area, the *recon men advance the ^f^ield
party. They determine where surveys will
be conducted and obtain the permission
needed from property owners.

They are followed by the field foreman.

who locates a trailer court or other accom-
modation where the party^, its trucks and
trailers can set up headquarters, arranges
for a phone, opens a post office box, and
starts negotiating with lumber and hardware
stores where supplies will be purchased.
Sometimes he talks to local school authori-
ties about admitting the nomadic Survey
children to their classes.

But where the field foreman goes, the
*recon man has been, soothing the irascible,
pleading with the stubborn, persistently,
patiently, and occasionally at the risk of life
and limb opening the door for the party.

A *recon team's first job is to study a map
of the area, which could include several
states, listing sites where bronze markers
had previously been placed.

The survey team will probably *remeasure
some of the sites (this is known as *"reoccu-
*pying" the station) so that the new survey
can be properly referenced to the existin^g^
network.

The route will probably also include areas
not previously surveyed and the *recon team

will then determine the sites to be meas-
ured. If the survey involves distance meas-
urements (as distinguished from altitude),
the team will also determine the size of the
steel towers that will be erected to permit
sighting over trees, hills and other obstruc-
tions and to compensate for the curvature
of the earth.

Upon arriving in the area, the team will
probably visit the local courthouse and
scrutinize the land records to determine the
owners. An effort is made in picking the
sites for measurements to utilize public
land, such as national forests, parks and
schools, but in many instances this is not
available and the work must be done on
private property. When this is so, the *recon
men must visit the owners and obtain their
permission for the survey party to work on
their land.

In a majority of cases, this poses no
problem. In the west, with its wide open
spaces, Lesley estimated that 99 percent of
the property owners give their consent. But
in the more populous areas, in the east and
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(F r̂om left to right, top) Dî gging for station ^mar^k^
^at Mound 1883, Old station mark at Mound
1883. Top part ̂ with inscription h^as broken off,
but ̂ underground mark is undamaged. (Center)
^Recovering reference mar^k at station Mound
^1883. Sig^hting ̂ visible objects to determine
^height of tower. Cross taping to locate mark.
(Belo^w) Chec^king station on map. Tower is up!

in urban centers like Chicago, Los Angeles
and Seattle, about five percent refuse and
another 15 to 25 percent "give us a hard
time before we can convince them."

This is when diplomacy, persistence and
tact are required. The *recon men must
convince the property owner that i t^ ' s in his
interest to have a marker on his property
or, if that fails, to ap^peal to his sense of
duty or patriotism. Quite often the latter is
quite effective. "Many people like to th ink
they're doing something for their country,"
said Lesley.

Not all difficult cases are found in popu-
lous areas. There was the time a *recon
team went to see a property owner in a
rural area of Tennessee and found him
sitting on his porch with a ri^f^le in his lap.
Another government agency was trying to
expropriate his property for a reclamation
project and "he wasn't about to let them do
i t ."

"We approached him cautiously," re-
called Lesley, "and told him, ^'We'd like to
talk to you.' *'

"You from those reclamation people?" he
asked belligerently.

"No, sir," we replied. "(You've got to
be polite)."

"What do you want to talk about?"
"We told him and he motioned us for-

ward with his ri^f^le."
"We were about 10 feet from him when

he barked, 'That's far enough.' *'
"He was a hard customer," remarked

Lesley, "but after we ex^plained what we
wanted, he agreed and we all ended up
drinking iced tea together."

Many owners expect to get paid for the
use of their land. Their at t i tude is similar to
that of the man in Ohio who said, "Every-
one else is getting someth ing from the
government, so why shouldn't I?"

When the *recon man explains that the
party is not authori^zed to pay for the u^se of
property, the answer may be a firm 'no.'
That's when the *recon men use their pow-
ers of persuasion. "They ' l l l i s t en for a
while," said Lesley, "b^ut they're really not

in teres ted . They'd r^a ther t e l l you about
their problems than l i s ten to yours, l i k e
their taxes and inf la t ion. We listen and once
they get that off the i r chests, they often
change their minds."

Sometimes, but not often a proper ty
owner will volunteer the use of his land, as
once occurred in Nebraska . The *recon
party had selected a site for a marker on an
adjoining property. As the survey party
began digging a h^e^ile for its survey monu-
ment , he approached and inqui red , "you
digging for gold^9"

When t h e y e x p l a i n e d , he to ld t hem.
"You're wasting your time; they're building
a road through her^e in about a year," and
invi ted them to put their marker on the
front lawn of his home. Later, when an
azimuth mark had to be installed, he invited
his friends over to wat^ch the team make its
star observations and they all ended up in
his house for refreshments

Another property owner invited a party
in for a cold beer on a pa r t i cu la r ly hot
evening. They gratefully accepted. "But he
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Lonely as a cloud, one of the traveling *Su r̂veymen
ga^zes ou^t o^ver ̂ wide open spaces from vantage
point atop his truck.

used a trick glass." recalled *L. Gilbert
*Burdine. "and when I lifted it to my lip^s^
expecting a nice long refreshing drink, all I
got was enough to wet my whistle."

Some property owners, es^pecially farm-
ers, object to survey parties on their land
because of possible damage to farm equip-
ment striking the bronze markers and the
cement posts on which they are fastened.
In such cases, the marker is placed under-
ground, sometimes as much as 14 inches,
with directional finders (reference points)
some distance away near the edge of the
property where they do not interfere with
^the plowing.

Others object to having towers erected on
their property, pointing out they could be
liable for damage suits if someone climbed a
tower and fell off. In these instances, the
party is auth^orized to offer insurance, at no
cost to the property owner, usually ^up to
$100,000, against damages. One farmer
wanted to be insured for $1,000,000. but
^f^inally settled for $30^0,000. The policies are
furnished under a blanket agreement be-
tween the National Geodetic Survey and an
insurance firm. The premiums are low, for
very few accidents of this nature occur.

In contrast to those who object. Lesley
recalled the man who was eager to have a
tower erected on his land. It turned out that

he was a ham radio operator and wanted to
test his antenna atop a tall tower. The
antenna worked just fine and he said he
would like to ^buy the tower, but the party
wasn't selling.

A pr^o^perty owner often objects to having
a party on his land because of possible
damage to his crops and other vegetation
from the heavy t rucks and tractors the
parties use to transport their equipment. To
cope with th is , each party is authorized to
pay for the damage it causes. One farmer,
when he heard what the party was prepared
to pay to drive through his stand of corn,
volunteered to dr ive his ^own horse and
wagon through his ̂ corn crop.

On another occasion, a man in Putnam
County, *N.Y.. made them this proposition:
cut a *20-foot-wide swath up a half -mile
stretch of a mountain so he could drive his
jeep there and they could erect their tower.
They agreed. "There weren't many trees
and wi th a chain saw it d i d n ' t take us
long," explained Lesley. "We have to be
flexible if we^'re to get our work done."

At times, preparations made by a *recon
par ty fa l l apart when the survey par ty
arrives and through no faul t of its own. it
happened in Missouri. Permission had been
received to erect a tower, but after it was
erected, the owner changed his mind and

demanded it be taken down. The tower was
torn down the next day.

There are other sur^prises, the four-legged
kind, like the bear that treed a *recon man in
Alaska. "I didn't know what hi^s intentions
were," explained the *surveyman. "and I
didn't wait to ̂ f^ind out." It wasn't until after
he'd clambered into the tree that he sud-
denly realized that bears also climb trees.
Fortunately, the grizzly lost interest.

And then there are dogs. "When we
arrive at a place in our truck and find it
guarded by a dog. we just honk our horn
and wait for the dog's owner to come out,"
said *Beauchamp. "If he doesn't, we may
call him on the phone, if he has one. or
come by again. But one thing we're not
about to do is tangle with his dog."

There are also the kind that slither along
the ground, like alligators and crocodiles.
One man had his leg crushed years ago in
the Philippines by the jaws of a crocodile.

The *recon men like to deal w i th men
rather than women, but deny it has any-
thing to do with male chauvinism. "We try
not to deal with the wife," explained one,
"because if she gets our message garbled,
her husband may just say 'no' and not even
give us a chance to explain."

Balancing the scale, a wife recently proved
a great help when her husband was recalci-
trant. They found the husband in the field
where his wife had directed them. He said
he'd have to think it over, to come back
tomorrow. But the next day he hadn' t made
up his mind, so they returned still again. He
was still mulling it over when they left,
somewhat discouraged. As they passed his
house, his wife emerged, curious over the
repeated trips to see her husband

"Why," she explained, "he doesn't even
own that piece of land. It's mine. You go
ahead and use it."

*Recon parties have to exercise extra
caution around tax time. Rodney Lee re-
called that in Tracy, California, a *recon
party had gotten permission from a power
company to use the land. But it turned out
that the company only had a right of way
through the property and the owner had not
been consulted.

"When the survey party arrived, he ran
them off his p^roperty," related Lee. "He
was already sore at the government because
of the taxes he had to pay. Since he had a
gun, they didn' t argue wi th him."

The party escaped unscathed. But others
have not been that fortunate. In the 1^67-
year history of the Survey there have been
those who, in the line of du ty , took with
them a load of buckshot as they fled a
wrathful property owner. And there were
two who almost had their heads blown off
when they stumbled accidentally on a still
and were mistaken for revenue agents.

It is not by chance that the survey holds
in high esteem its unusual traveling sales-
men.
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RECONNAISSANCE PARTY *G-31
Old descriptions for station *WESTFIELD 1875, 1891 and 1935 which will ̂ be used again to build a tower; permission having been granted by Mr.
*C.M. Bacon, a descendant of the original owner who ga^ve his assent to establish a station in 18^75.

Book 279

*WEST^FIELD

Page 10

Middlesex County, Conn.,
*R.E.H., 1875., *W.C.H., 1891.

Book 279

*WESTFIELD

Station is on a bare hill commanding a fine view of the country to
the eastward in *NW part of *Middletown Township., 3 miles west of
and adjoining lands owned by *Ebenezer Bacon, whose house stands
at the bottom of the hill, NNW from the station, on the road by which
the station is reached. Hill slopes evenly in all directions. A stub with
nail in top is driven into the ground by the fence at a distance of 14
feet 8 inches from the station. Station was marked by a rock some
what oval in form buried 2 feet below the surface of the ground. The
rock is about 18 inches by 12 inches with gently rounded surface.
Center marked by a drill hole 1 inch deep. The drill hole was sur-
rounded by a triangle. At surface station is marked by stub and
copper tack.

In 1891 some difficulty was experienced in recovering this sta-
tion, all surface marks having disappeared. To aid in its future recov-
ery distances were measured to a number of trees. From station,
which is 13.25 feet W of a *N-S fence, to an old apple tree which is
103.5 feet W from this fence (at point N of station), 381.6 feet, to a
hickory tree S^E of apple tree, 283.7 feet, to hickory tree S of W
153.75 feet, to another hickory tree S of first, 156.0 feet, to another
still farther S 166.75 feet, to an apple tree, *SW 178.4 feet, to another
apple tree NE of preceding one 141.0 feet, to another apple tree just
E of the preceding one, 132.25 feet, to another apple tree just E of
the preceding one, 13.75 feet W of fence, 128.5 feet. This last tree is
33 feet N of a fence running E from a *N-S fence, which is 191 feet N
of a fence running W from the *N-S fence.

Page 10

Middlesex County, Conn.,
*R.E.H., 1875., Recovery by

*G.C.M., 1935.

The station was recovered as described and remarked as fol-
lows: A standard disk was set in the drill hole in the boulder and
lowered 18 inches for a sub-surface mark. A standard mark was set
in a 12 by 12 inch square top concrete post flush with the ground.
Reference mark No 1 is a standard disk set in the top of a 12 by 12 by
30 inch concrete post flush with the ground N 85° W of the station.
Reference mark No 2 is a standard disk set in the top of a 12 by 12 by
30 inch concrete post flush with the ground near the fence N 10 °̂ E of
the station. All marks are on the property of Mr. *C.M. Bacon, who
lives in the old Bacon Homestead. The homestead has been in the
Bacon family for eight generations.

The station is reached from the Main Street in *Middletown, go
westerly on Washington Street Route 14 for 0.4 mile, turn right on
Route 72 (Berlin Road), go 0.75 mile to *Westfield Street, go westerly
on *Westfield Street for 2.0 miles. The station is on the bare hill ̂ V^u mile
to the south of this point.

Object
HOF^FMAN *(Middletown)
CATHOLIC *CH
R M NO 1
R M NO 2
R M NO 1 to R M NO 2

Distance
Meters

20.66
24.54
34.86

Direction
OO^P 00' 00.0^"^
60 10 31

243 48
344 28

41
21

(Left) Mr. *C.M. Bacon and Eugene A. *Beauchamp of the
National Ocean Sur^vey with map showing the location of the
station on Mr. Bacon's land. (Above) Mr. *C.M. Bacon, 67
years old, holding grandson Jamie, seven months old. Jamie
will be the tenth generation living on the old homestead.

^L
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Little known, seldom eaten,
but caught in vast numbers—
lowly menhaden is

The Fish
of a Thousand

Uses BY JACK *GUINAN

^What is the fish that *^I'.S. fishermen ^cat^ch
in ̂ gr^eat^er numbers than any other?

Ans^wer: Th^e menhaden.
The ^what?
That ^might have been ^a ^quiz show re^a^c-

t i ^ o n , though it wasn ' t . Because the men-
ha^den is one of the le^ast kn^o^wn hut most
^abundant f i sh in the ocean, making up
a^bout 40 percent of the vo lume of total
domestic c^atch of fish an^d she l l f i sh in
1^97^3—nearly ^2 bill ion pounds were tak^en by
U.S. fishermen out of a total cat^ch of ^abo^ut
4.7 ^billion po^unds.

The reason fe^w A^m^er icans have even
h^e^ard of it doubtless is be^cause very l i t t l e is
ea ten in i t s o ^ r i g i n a l fo rm. ^Most of the
menhaden catch goes i n t o indus t r ia l prod-
ucts of various sorts. But so important is
the species th^a t the late Rachel Cars^on.
^while an employee of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, once wrote that ^'almost
every person in the United States h^as at
some t ime eaten, used, or worn so^methin^g^
made from menhaden."

^Depending on where one lives along the
A t l a n t i c or Gulf coasts, where the fish are
^mos t a b u n d a n t , t he ^menhaden may be
known, among other names, as *pogy. moss-
b u n k e r , or fa t ha^ck. A prominent ^f^isheries
scientist *(Goode) who studied menhaden
so^on a f t e r th^e C i v i l War es t imated t ha t
there were at least 30 common names by
^which t h i s fish was known. Scientists kno^w^
the A t l a n t i c menhaden as *R^n^-^v^o^o^n'^m *t^v^nin-
*^nii^x. and the Gulf species as *Br^c^v^o^or^titi
*^p^titr^onii^x.

^Dr. *Goode also said on one oc^casion that
"the menhaden's place in nature is not hard
to surmise: swarming our waters in count-
less myriads, swimming in closely packed
u n w i e l d y masses, helpless ^as flocks of
sheep, near to the sur^f^ace, and at the mercy
of every enemy, d e s t i t u t e of means of
defense and offense, their mission is unmis-
takab ly to he eaten."

Menhaden make a valuable contribution
to our ec^onomy. The products for which it
is used inc lude f ish meal . o i l . and solu-
bles—products t ha t are ^used in do^zens of
ways. The fish me^al is high in protein,
minerals, and other essential nutr ients , and
is an ex^cel lent add i t ive in poul t ry rations

and for feeding hogs and other animals. The
oils and solubles are used in manufacturing
paints, resin, lubricants , caulk in^g com-
pounds, soaps, cosmetics and other *phar-
*maceuticals, and even for tanning leather.
Thus menhaden is a source of employment
for thousands of people, not only on the
vessels and in the plants where the fish are
proces^sed, but in v i r t u a l l y h u n d r e d s of
related industries.

History tells us t h a t Amer ican I n d i ^ a n s
taught ^early settl^ers to place ^a fish in each
h i l l of corn. In fact the name m^enhad^en
comes from *"munnawhatteaug", a ^Massa-
^chus^etts tr i^be word meaning "that w h i c h
f e r t i l i ^ z e s . " I t i s no t k n o w n whe the r a l l
settlers followed t h i s practice, but the infor-
m^a t ion did lead to us ing menhaden for soil
enr ichment when crops became poor. The
use of menhaden as a fer t i l izer was the first
stage in the development of the fishery that
was to become the largest in v o l u m e in
North America.

Menhaden is one of the numerous mem-
bers of the herr ing fami ly , as are Maine
sard ines , shad, and *alewives. The men-
haden 's extreme *oiliness and many small
bones prevented the species from reaching
p o p u l a r i t y as u t a b l e f i s h , a l t h o u g h an
attempt was made during World War II to
process and can menhaden as a food fish
^for h u m a n s . This did not develop as hoped,
but the v^alue of the fish meal today is so
impor tant to our poul t ry i n d u s t r y that th i s
fish can be regarded ^as just a^bout one step
removed from the chicken and eggs on our
tables. When you eat poul t ry raised by
using ̂ f^ish meal addit ives you are in a sense
consuming a l i t t le menhaden too.

F i sh ing seasons vary according to the
area. The summer season along the At lan t i c
r ^ u n s ^ f rom ear ly May t h r o u g h October,
w h i l e the A t l an t i c w i n t e r season e^x tends
from November u n t i l ab^out mid-January.
On the G u l f coast , t he menhaden f l e e t
begins operations in April and usually ends
the ̂ s^eason in early October.

^M^enhaden vessels are easy to dist inguish
because of the i r si^ze and d is t inc t ive appear-
ance. They range from about ̂ 85 feet to ^200
feet long and are built of woo^d or steel and
range from ^50 to 700 tons. Previously ^a

towering mast topped by a crow's nest was
used to scan the seas for menh^aden, but in
recent years nearly all sighting is done from
spott^er planes. The location and direction
for set t ing the net are given by radio. The
catch is stored amidships ^with the aft bu i l t
low to ^faci l i ta te l a u n c h i n g and re t r i ev ing
two smaller "purse boats." These are about
30 feet long, diesel powered, an^d carried in
davits (curved uprights which extend over
the side of the larger vessel.)

The c^rew of ^an average menhaden vessel
consists of a captain, mate, p i l o t , ̂ engineer,
cook, and about 10 net handlers.

The vessels usua l ly go out before d a w n ,
g u i d e d to the f i sh by p i l o t s in spot te r
a i rp l anes , w h i c h have been w i d e l y used
throughout the indus t ry since about 194^6.
The menhaden fishery is conducted close to
shore, wi th most of the catch being t a k e n
less than 10 miles from shore.

When the captain feels tha t a school is
large enough, he orders the purse boats
lowered. These boats get their name from
the purse seine that they carry—huge nets
th^at have been used in the menhaden fish-
ery since about 18^50. The net is e q u a l l y
divided between the t^wo smaller vessels
which are lashed together as soon as they
are launched. The purse vessels move to
the school of f ish, separate, and swing into
a big circle, surrounding the f ish. The top
of the net is equipped with ̂ f^loats, while the
bot tom is weighted w i t h lead and brass
rings. When the purse boats meet at the far
side of the school, the ends of the sein^e ^ar^e^
made fast, and the bottom is drawn together
by means of a rope passed t h r o u g h the
brass rings. This purs ing effect traps the
fish in the bowl shaped net .

The expensive nets, some 12^00 feet long
and about 60 feet deep, can encircle an area
the size of two football fields. Nets are
sometimes damaged when sharks are caught
with the menhaden and cut the i r way loose.
Other than the unwanted intruding sharks,
the nets seldom ^bring up a n y t h i n g hut the
surface feeding menhaden, which aren't as
speedy as the game fish t ha t swim away
^before the purse is closed.

Formerly the men sang in r h y t h m as they
pulled in the net to concentrate the fish in
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Top, ̂ a menhaden carrier ̂ ves^sel *pum^os fî sh into
hits hold. Two p^urse-seine cra^ft lie along ŝide. Net
is hauled up t̂ o concentrate fish for pumping. At
left and directly above, purse-seine boats at ^work.
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U.S. ^FISH CATCH

All Fish and Shellfish

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

4.540,622
4,776,766
4,365,894
4.054,557
4,159,702
4,336.803
4,917,220
5,017,999
4,710,400
4.732.100

Menhaden

1,569,965
1,726,089
1.307,710
1,163,708
1,375,100
1,545,529
1,837,493
2.196,029
1,938,767
1,890,347

From ̂ the ̂menhaden ̂ ve^ssel, the catch is transferred
to re^duction p l̂ants such as the one at Beaufort,
*N.C., ̂ (to^p^). Abo^ve, an unloading ho^se from the
plant is attached to a pu r̂̂ se seiner's hold pipe
throu^gh which a slurry of menhaden and *sea^water
^will be pumped as^hore.

the "bunt" or str^onger part of the seine. In
recent years *hydraulically powered block^s,
one in each purse boat, hauled the surplus
net into the boat to concentrate the fish.

Eventual ly the captain gives the signal
which brings the *mothership to the purse
boats. Part of the seine is secured to the
larger vessel with the purse boats moored in
such a way tha t the three craft form a
triangle. The fish are pumped from the net
into the hold of the carrier vessel and the
excess water goes overboard. Prior to 19^50
the fish were *"brailed" from the net to the
hol^d with a huge dip net.

Each complete operation—from the send-
ing out of the purse boats to loading the fish
aboard the larger vessel—is known as a
"set." In an average day a menhaden
vessel makes from three to six sets, de-
pending on the size of the schools of fish
and the success of the fishermen in captur-
ing them. When the vessel is loaded and the
t r i p to the processing plant begins, the nets
are washed w i t h brine to he lp prevent
deterior^ation.

To unload menhaden vessels, the holds
are parti^ally ̂ f^l^ooded with sea water, and the
fish ^and water are pumped into the plant for
processing. After steam cooking, the fish
are pressed to y ie ld a solid cake and
liquids . The solids are dried and ground to
form fish meal, and the liquids are *centri-
*fuged yielding oils. The remaining water
contains soluble proteins and is called stick-
water. The *stickwater is then concentrated
forming solubles that look like molasses,
are rich in protein and are also used in
animal feeds.

The Gulf menhaden is a smaller ̂ f^ish than
the Atlantic species and has a shorter life
span. The average Gulf menhaden usually
weighs less than half a pound, and is fewer
than three years old. The Atlant ic men-
haden may live seven or eight years and
weigh nearly two pounds.

*NOAA research on menhaden is done
primarily at the *NMFS Atlantic *Estuarine
Fisheries Center, Beaufort, North Carolina,
where the species has been studied for
many years in cooperation with the men-
haden industry and others, including uni-
versities, having an interest in the resource.
Information on the life history, migrations,
growth, and mortality has been gathered, as
well as studies conducted as to the causes
of ^f^luctuations in abundance. Techniques
also have been developed for predicting the
density of populations of menhaden.

Schooling is an o u t s t a n d i n g behavior
characteristic of menhaden that seems in-
nate from the very young to old age.
Menhaden school according to their size
and the number of fish in a school varies
greatly. Purse seine fishing depends almost
ent i re ly on sighting of surface schools from
airplanes. The average catch per set differs
from area to area, as does the average size
of the fish in the school. If the mean fish
weight for each area is used to calculate the
numbers of fish in an average sized school,
the numbers range from 50,000 in the North
Atlantic area to nearly 200,000 in the North
Carolina fall fishery.

Since the ̂ f^isheries service began a formal
menhaden research program at Beaufort in
1955. reports of mass mortalities have been
received each year. The apparent causes of
death include: capture in a net that failed to
hold the catch, near freezing temperatures
in es tuar ies and the lower reaches of
tributaries, low dissolved oxygen, and pol-
lut ion by industrial wastes or chemicals.

In ^some ways the menhaden fisherman
could be described as a "farmer of the
sea." His vessel is his tractor, the purse
seine is his combine , and the endless
oceans are his f ields. His catch br ings
mil l ions of people healthier, happier, and
more productive lives.



*InThe
Baking is one of the easiest and most
elegant ways to cook fish, but it is over-
looked by many *homemakers.

A whole baked fish can be highly decora-
tive, presenting the fish in all its glory.
Steaks, fillets, portions, and sticks may be
baked in equally interesting dishes *wth a
myriad of sauces, seasonings, and stuffings.
Canned crab, tuna, salmon, sardines, or
shrimp lend themselves to fix-ahead casser-
oles, salads, and sandwiches.

Follow a few simple rules for tasty baked
fish—keep the fish moist and flavorful with a
sauce or topping; bake in a moderate oven;
and do not overcook.

The flesh of fish is tender and does not
require a long cooking period. Fish is
cooked properly when these signs appear—
the flesh loses its translucent appearance
and becomes opaque; the juices are milky
colored; and the flesh is easily pierced with
a fork and will separate into flakes. Always
place the fork in the thickest part of the
flesh, where it takes the longest to cook.
Overcooking fish will toughen the flesh, dry
it out, and impair the flavor.

The National ^Marine Fisheries Service's
National Consumer Educational Service
suggests that garnishes and vegetables for
seafood menus be selected with an eye to
adding nutrition and variety through con-
trasts in color, flavor, and texture. Some
lively companions for seafood entrees in-
clude:

Canned pineapple slices, drained, topped
with little haystacks of coleslaw.

Celery sticks *stuffied with cheese.

Cucumber slices, fluted and sprinkled with
tarragon vinegar.

Grapefruit sections dusted with paprika.

Lemon, lime, or orange slices sprinkled with
minced *pimiento, parsley, or green pepper.

Thick tomato slices topped with pickle rel-
ish or with thin lemon slices topped with
slice of stuffed olives.

Vegetable

Beans, snap

Carrots

Corn

Peas

Tomatoes

Combine with One or
More

Mushrooms, onions, tomatoes,
celery, bacon, almonds.

Peas, onions, celery, lima
beans, apples.

Tomatoes, eggplant, green
peppers, lima beans, bacon.

Carrots, onions, celery,
potatoes, m^ushrooms.

Bea^ns, onions, corn, eggplant,
green peppers, *okra.

SALMON STEAKS WITH
APPLE SLICES

2 po^unds salmon steaks {V^i to *^%-inch
thick) fresh or frozen

1 teaspoon salt
Уз cup chopped onion
^'/4 cup melted margarine or cooking oil
2 tablespoons flour
1 can (12 ounces) apple j^uice *(1^V^i cups)
1 tablespoon lemon juice
^% teaspoon ginger
V^i teaspoon leaf thyme
1 large red apple
1 teaspoon sugar

Thaw frozen steaks. Sprinkle with salt.
Arrange in shallow *2-quart baking dis^h.

Cook onion in 2 tablespoons margarine or
cooking oil until tender, not brown, in small
saucepan. Stir in flour. Add apple juice, 2
teaspoons lemon juice, V^i teaspoon ginger,
an^d thyme. Cook, stirring constantly, unti^l^
sauce is thickened. Pour over steaks. Bake
in moderate oven, 350^° F., 30 minutes or
until ^fish flakes easily when tested with a
fork. Slice apple into 12 e^ven we^dges. Heat
apple slices in remaining 2 tablespoons
margarine or cooking oil. turning once.
Sprinkle with sugar and remaining 1 tea-
spoon lemon juice and *1/4 teaspoon ginger.
Heat and turn just until apples are tender.
Serve on salmon steaks. ^Makes 6 ser^vings.
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3 to ̂ У/^2 poun^d c^hunk salmon or other fir^m
fish, fresh or frozen

Salt
Pepper
2 tablespoons melted margarine or cooking

oil

Thaw frozen fish. Clean, wash, and dry
fish. Sprinkle inside of fish with salt and
pepper. Place fish on a well^-greased *bake-
*and-serve platter, 18 by 13 inches. Brush
fish with melted margarine or cooking oil.
Bake in a moderate *overn, 350^° F., for 45
to 60 minutes or until fish flakes easily
when tested with a fork. Makes 6 servings.

2 pounds thick fish fillets fresh or frozen
1 cup sliced celery and *1/з c^up chopped onions
6 tablespoons margarine or cooking oil
4 cups so^ft bread cubes *(^V^Hnch)
^'/^2 cup chopped pecans and *1^'/^< *tps salt
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
^'^A cup orange juice
Cranberry-Orange Sauce

Thaw frozen fish. Cut fillets into 6 portions
Cook celery and onions in a 10-inch fry par
in 4 tablespoons margarine or cooking oil
until tender but not ^brown. Stir in bread
cubes, pecans, '^A teaspoon salt, orange
rind, and orange juice. Turn stuffing into
well-greased baking dish, 12 by 8 by 2
inches. Arrange fish in a single layer on
stuffing. Drizzle remaining two tablespoons
melted margarine or cooking oil o^ver fish.

2 pounds Flounder or Dover or English sole
fillets (6 to 8 fillets), fresh or frozen

1 teaspoon salt
V« teaspoon white pepper
2 cups finely shred^ded carrot
^''^4 cup finely chopped onion
*1/4 cup butter or margarine
2 tablespoons chopped parsley (optional)
1 can (10^% ounces) condensed cream of

celery soup
1 can (4 ounces) sliced mushrooms,

drained
2 ta^blespoons lemon juice

BAKED SALMON WITH

PICKLE STUFFING

Nute: A whole, dressed salmon or other
firm fish, fresh or frozen (appro^ximately 3
to ̂ У^/^г pounds) may be substituted, if
desired..

PICKLE STUFFING

1 quart dry bread cubes
'̂ /3 cup butter or margarine, melted
У^« cup sweet pickle relish
^'^A cup chopped onion
2 tablespoons lemon juice
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1 teaspoon salt
Dash pepper
Combine all ingredients. Makes approxi-
mately 1 quart stuffing.

FISH *FILLETSWITH

CRANBERRY-ORA^NGE

SAUCE

Sprinkle with 1 teaspoon salt. Bake in a
moderate oven, 350^° F., 25 to 30 minutes
or until fish flakes easily when tested with a
fork. Serve with Cranberry-Orange Sauce.
^Makes 6 servings.

Cranberry-Orange Sauce
^Уз c^up sugar and 2 teaspoons *cornstarch
*У^г cup orange juice and ^'/2 cup water
1 cup raw cranberries
2 teaspoons grated orange rind
Combine sugar and *cornstarch in a *2-quart
saucepan and mix. Add orange juice and
water; cook, stirring constantly, until mix-
ture comes to a boil. Add cranberries and
cook 5 minutes or until skins on cranberries
pop, stirring occasionally. Fo^ld in orange
rind. Serve with fish. Makes *^V^k cups
sauce.

FLOUNDER ROLLS WITH

CARROT STUFFING

Thaw frozen fish. Sprinkle fillets with salt
and pepper. Saute shredded carrot and
onion in butter or margarine until onion is
tender, but not brown. Stir in parsley (if
desired). Spread an equal amount of carrot
mixture over each fillet. Roll up and secure
with metal skewers or wooden pic^ks. Com-
bine soup, mushrooms, an^d lemon juice;
mix. Pour into a sha^llow ^Г/^г quart baking
dish. Arrange rolls in soup mixture. Bake in
a moderate oven, 350° F., about 30 min-
utes or until fish flakes easily w^hen tested
with a fork. Spoon sauce over rolls several
times during cooking. Makes 6 to 8 serv-
ings.
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BAKED SALMON-RICE
SALAD

1 can (1 pound) salmon
2 cups cooked rice
^1 c^up thinly slice^d celery
*^У^г cup chopped parsley
*1/4 cup sliced pitted ripe olives
*^У^г cup mayonnaise or salad ̂ dressing
2 tablespoons French dressing
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon curry powder
2 ta^blespoons mayonnaise or salad dressi^ng
Paprika

FISH PORTION WITH
SHRIMP SAUCE

12 frozen fried fish portions (3 ounces
each)

6 ripe tomato slices, cut in half
Salt
6 process American cheese slices, cut in

half
1 can *(10^'/2 ounce) condense^d cream of

celery soup
1 can *(41/2 ou^nce) tiny shrimp, drained
^'/4 cup milk
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon chopped parsley

Place frozen frie^d fish portions in single
layer on well-greased baking sheet, 15 by
12 inches. Bake in hot oven, 400° F., for

SCALLOPED OYSTERS

WITH CORN

2 cans (10 ounces each) frozen oysters
1 can (1 pound) cream-style corn
1 egg, beaten
^'/4 cup chopped *pimiento
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
^'/2 teaspoon salt
^V^i teaspoon pepper
^'^A cup sliced green onion
V^i c^up margarine or cooking oil
2 cups coarsely crushed soda crackers
2 tablespoons c^hopped parsley

Drain and break salmon into large pieces.
Combine rice, celery, parsley, olives, and
salmon. Combine mayonnaise, French
dressing, lemon juice, and curry pow^der.
Add mayonnaise mixture to salmon mixt^ure;
toss lightly. Place in 6 well-greased *6-o^imce
casseroles or custard cups. Top each with a
teaspoon of ^mayonnaise. Sprinkle with pap-
rika. Bake in a hot oven, 400^° F., for 15 to
20 minutes or until heated. Ser^ves 6.

15 to 20 min^utes or until ^heated through
and crisp. Place tomato slices on a second
baking sheet; sprinkle lightly with salt. Add
tomatoes to o^ven 5 minutes before fish is
done. Place a half slice of cheese crosswise
on each fish portion; return to oven just
until cheese melts. Top each portion with a
half tomato slice. While fish is heating
combine and mix soup, shrimp, milk, and
lemon juice. Heat and stir in parsley. S^erve
over fish portions. Makes 6 servings.

^Note: If desired, a can of condensed
cream of shrimp soup may be substituted
for the cream of celery soup and the can of
tiny shrimp.

Defrost and drain oysters. Combine and mix
drained oysters, corn, egg, *pimiento. Wor-
cestershire sauce, salt, and pepper. Saute
onion in margarine or cooking oil until
tender. Stir in cracker crum^bs and parsley.
Arrange 3 layers of cracker mixture and 2 of
oyster mixture in buttered *1^'/2 quart casser-
ole, starting and ending with a layer of
*creackers. Bake in moderate oven, 350" F.,
30 minutes or until heated thoroughly and
oyst^ers are cooked. Makes 6 servings.
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WEATHER SERVICE REVAMPS
HEADQUARTERS OPERATION
The National Weather Ser^vice has
reorganized its headquarters opera-
tion.

An Of^fice of Technical Services
has been established by grouping
divisions which have provided serv-
ices to all ^NWS areas. Included are
the Engineering Division and the
Test and Evaluation Laboratory from
the Systems De^velopment Office;
the Communications and Data Ac-
quisition Divisions f^rom the Office of
Meteorological Operations; and the
Data Systems Div^ision from the Of-
fice of Hydrology.

The *OTS will oversee policies and
procedures for the acquisition and
communication of oceanic, meteo-
rological and *hydrological informa-
tion; and the procurement, test and
evaluation, installation and mainten-
ance of meteorological, *hydrologi-
*cal and oceanic equipment. *^Merntt
N. *Techter has been named Acting
Associate Director.

The Office of Meteorological Op-
erations has been renamed the Of-
fice of ^Meteorology and Oceanogra-
phy, and combines the Office of
Oceanography with the responsibility
for marine weather forecasting. Karl
R. Johannessen heads the o^f^fice.

The Systems Development Office,
with Dr. William *H. Klein as Acting
Director, has four divisions; the
Techniques Development Labora-
tory, Systems Design and Experi-
ment Division, Systems Integration
Division, and Equipment Develop-
ment Laboratory. The *SDO has pri-
mary responsibility for development
of the Automation of Field Opera-
tions and Services Program, among
other tasks.

The following Acting Chiefs of
Divisions or Laborator^ies have been
appointed by Dr George P. Cress-
man, NWS Director: Of^fice of Me-
teorology and Oceanography—Me-
teorological Services Division, Dr.
Harry P. *Foltz; Ocean Services Divi-
sion, Max *W. Mull; Space Opera-
tions and Support Division, Kenneth
M *Nagler: and Overseas Operations
Division, John *C. Strait^en.

Office of Technical Services—En-
gineering Division, *J. Michael St.
Clair; Communications Division,
James *R. *Neilon; Data Systems Di-
vision, *Tillman *F. *Gladney; and Test
and Evaluation Division, William *E.
*Eggert.

Systems Development Office—
Techniques Development Labora-
tory, Dr. William *H. Klein; Systems
Design and Experiment Division,
Russell *G. *McGrew; Systems Inte-
gration Division, Robert *E. Johnson;
and Equipment Development Labo-
ratory, James A. Cunningham.

Tomorrow's ̂ Weatherman ̂ will use a l̂l-electronic ̂ syste^m for ^foreca^s^ts.
Computerized data-handling with TV-type ̂ displays will ̂ greatly speed the
job. Dean *Costantinou trie^s out forecaster^'s console in automated facility
at ̂ Weather Service Headquarters.

Fish Plants Given
^Ne^w *NOAA Inspection
*NOAA is offering fish processing
plants a new kind of inspection
service in which the processing
plant itself is the target of inspection,
rather than the food items produced.

The service, rendered by the Na-
tional Marine Fisheries Service, is
expected to benefit both manufac-
turers and consumers of seafoods. It
was established partly in response
to many requests from owners and
operators of processing facilities.
Heretofore, plant inspection was
available only as a part of the more
comprehensive (and more expen-
sive) product inspection service of-
fered by *NMFS.

*NMFS will help fish processing
plants establish and maintain satis-
factory levels of plant sanitation and
hygienic practices that will facilitate
the production of clean, safe, and
wholesome seafoods. The inexpen-
sive service is being made available
on a voluntary, *fee-for-service basis
and entails inspection of plants only,
unless the processor desires inspec-
tion and certification of fishery prod-
ucts as well.

When a request for the "Sanitarily
Inspected Fish Establishment Serv-
ice" is received from a seafood
company, a member of the *NMFS
Fishery Products Inspection and
Safety Program, working with plant
personnel, will conduct sanitation

surveys designed to pinpoint the
strengths and weaknesses of the
facility and processing system under
scrutiny, and present a proposal for
any necessary improvements in hy-
gienic conditions and practices.

Once the weaknesses have been
eliminated, a brief visit will be made
to the plant by an *NMFS inspector
once or twice a week.

When all minimum sanitary re-
quirements have been met, the
*^NMFS awards a plaque to the com-
pany, attesting to the fact that its
plant facilities and operating prac-
tices are capable of producing clean
and safe fishery products. The name
of the processor is then included on
a list of commercial seafood produc-
ers that are sanitarily inspected and
approved by the Federal Govern-
ment. The list is published once
every three months, with updating
and amendments each month, in the
*NMFS "Guide to Federally In-
spected and Approved Fish Estab-
lishments and Products." Such list-
ings are widely distributed and re-
cipients include many potential buy-
ers such as schools, cafeterias, res-
taurants, and food chains.

If a fish processing plant becomes
unable to meet the sanitary inspec-
tion requirements and is unwilling to
correct deficiencies, it must return
the *NMFS certificate of approval.

Environmental
Data Obtained
By Pacific Buoy
An advanced environmental data
buoy for automatically gathering me-
teorological and océanographie data
from the marine environment has
been deployed in the Pacific Ocean
approximately 300 nautical miles
west of Astoria, *Oreg. The 35-ton
buoy was anchored in almost two
miles of water.

The buoy, designated *EB-02, is
the first to be deployed in the deep
ocean off the Northwest and will
provide meteorological data to the
National Weather Service for dis-
semination over U.S. national and
the worldwide environmental data
networks. *EB-02 joins another large
environmental data buoy *(EB-03),
located in the Gulf of Alaska, that
has aided weather forecasting for
Alaska and the west coast of North
America by transmitting meteorologi-
cal information from its ocean sta-
tion 175 miles (280 kilometers)
southeast of *Kodia^k Island since
September 1972.

The buoy program is being con-
ducted under the direction of the
National Ocean Survey at its *NOAA
Data Buoy Office at NASA's Na-
tional Space Technology Laborato-
ries near Bay Saint Louis, Miss. The
Office is headed by James *W. Win-
chester.

The buoy is a 29-foot (8.8 meter),
deep keel, boat-shaped hull de-
signed to withstand winds up to 155
knots (178 miles or 204.8 kilometers
per hour), currents of six knots
(seven miles or 11 kilometers an
hour), and wave heights of 60 feet
(18.3 meters).

Environmental data obtained by
its sensors will be transmitted in
near real-time to the Coast Guard
Radio Station at San Francisco for
relay to the *NOAA Shore Communi-
cation Station at the Coast Guard
Radio Station in Miami. From there
it will be sent to the National
Weather Service and finally to
worldwide recipients over the envi-
ronmental data network.
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OR^EGON В A Y FIRST
*OCZM SANCTUARY

*Pam Marie ̂ Roch f̂ord of ̂ Rupert, ̂ Idaho ,̂ Girls' Nation's choice for
Adminî strator of *NOAA, enjoys the view from the desk of Dr. Rob^ert *M.
Wh îte. Prett^y ̂ 1^7-^year-o l̂̂ d î s a cheer̂ leade r̂, student body secretary—and,
ŷes, radio *̂ weathercas t̂er.

The Nation's first *NOAA-funded *es-
*tuarine sanctuary will be at t^he
South Slough of Oregon's Coos
Bay.

With the aid of matching state
funds, an $823,965 grant by the
Office of Coastal Zone Management
will make possible the acquisition of
land for the sanctuary.

The purpose of the Oregon pro-
gram is to reser^ve an area as a
natural ^field laboratory for long-term
study of natural and human proc-
esses in *estuarine ecosystems. In-
formation gained from this natural
site will be applied to coastal ̂ zone
management decision-making.

The sanctuary area—approxi-
mately 4,120 acres, 700 of which

^NOS Bans
Refuse Junk By
*NOAA Ships

An anti-pollution order restricting
the discarding of floating re^fuse in
coastal wate^rs and the deep sea by
ships of the *NOAA Fleet has been
issued by the National Ocean Sur-
^vey. The order is part of a continu-
ing campaign by *NOAA to improve
procedures aimed at preventing
contaminants from being discarded
into the ocean, lakes and tributaries.

It is designed to help protect the
ocean environment from a common
source of pollutions, and covers ma-
terial which will not decompose
when thrown into the water, such as
*styrofoam cups, bottles, trash can
liners and plastic-covered bags of
trash.

*NOAA's fleet already is equipped
with anti-pollution devices for meeting
standards of the ̂ Environmental Pro-
tection Agency on the disposal of
sewage. The new order supplements
these by extending precautionary
methods to materials widely used in
ships' commissaries which are practi-
cally indestructible.

The order bans entirely the throw-
ing overboard of *non-sinkable mate-
rials within 50 miles of land or in
water less than 200 meters (656
feet) deep. ^Material discarded out-
side these limits must be holed and
weighted to insure their immediate
sinking. The order applies to all of
*NOAA's océanographie, hydro-
graphic, fisheries and Great Lakes

survey ships.

Lieb Named To ^NWS
Preparedness Post
Herbert S. Lieb, Deputy Director of
*NOAA Public Affairs, has been ap-
pointed to the newly created post of
Chief of the Community Prepared-
ness Staff at National Weather
Service central headquarters.

Mr. Lieb will oversee a staff whose
job will be to develop preventive and
protective planning at the community
level to decrease the loss of life and
property due to natural disasters.
The staff will coordinate regional
and field preparedness programs;
promote public education programs
on severe weather; and provide liai-
son with other Federal agencies
promoting community preparedness.

Mr. Lieb entered the Weather Bu-
reau in 1950 at the Analysis Center
in Washington, *D.C. In 1955 he
joined the Public Information Coordi-
nator's staff at Weather Bureau
Headquarters. He was Deputy Di-
rector of the Office of Public Infor-
mation of the Environmental Science
Services Administration, *NOAA's
predecessor.

He served as a Weather Observer
with the U.S. Air Force in India
during World War II, and earned a
bachelor's degree in journalism
from the University of Missouri in
1949.

Survey Projects Are Announced
The National Geodetic Survey has
announced the following projects:

A six-month, 800-mile survey in
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan,
by a *20-man party headed by
James *L. Cook.

A five-month, 320 mile survey in
Olympic Peninsula, Wash., measur-
ing more than 300 elevations. The
*20-man party is directed by Robert
*R. *Gerrish.

A four-month, 500-mile survey in

Utah and Wyoming, by a *14-man
group headed by John *R. Shea.

A three-year statewide survey in
Connecticut of geographic positions
and elevations by a *^20-man party
headed by Harry *Romine.

Astronomic observations of longi-
tude and latitude at approximately
37 sites in eight states extending
from Maine to Maryland by three-
man party headed by Richard
*Maxey.

are wetlands—is dominated by two
key features; a *23-acre forest- and
brush-covered island, and a narrow,
heavily forested finger of land divid-
ing the slough into two arms. The
South Slough watershed includes
about 26 square miles with three
major creeks and several smaller
ones feeding into the main slough.

Near Coos Bay, a broad wetland
area exposes itself ^fully to the sun,
ef^fectively trapping the light and re-
ceiving nutrients from both the land
and sea. The shallow *estuarine
waters are literally an organic soup
of microscopic and macroscopic
plant and animals drifting with the
tides and currents. Many species of
animals spawn in these warm *es-
*tuarine waters. South Slough is an
irreplaceable nursery and food bank
for fish and is used heavily by
migratory birds as well as resident
waterfowl and wading birds.

When the sanctuary is estab-
lished, researchers will seek to de-
velop baseline ecological measure-
ments, monitor changes which have
significant effect on the *estuarine
ecosystems, assess man's influence
on the environment, and determine
the area's carrying capacity.

Undersea Range
Is Named For
The Researcher
An undersea mountain range has
been named Researcher Ridge, in
honor of the *NOAA ship ^Re-
sea^rc^he^r. The United States Board
on Geographic Names formally
adopted the name for a North Atlan-
tic range 248 miles (400 ^kilometers)
long, and 43 miles (70 kilometers)
wide ^located 558 miles (900 kilome-
ters) northeast of Barbados, in the
Central North Atlantic.

The ridge was discovered in 1971
by *NOAA scientists aboard the *^R^e-
*searcher, then commanded by Cap-
tain Steven *L. *Hollis, as part of the
Caribbean-Atlantic Geotraverse in-
vestigations.

The Caribbean-Atlantic Geotrav-
erse, supported by the International
Decade of Ocean Exploration, was a
marine geophysical project carried
out by scientists with the Marine
Geology and Geophysics Laboratory
(one of the Environmental Research
Laboratories' Atlantic Océanographie
and Meteorological Laboratories)
and several other U.S. and foreign
scientific organizations.
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Co^mmander Ralph *J. ^Land is the

new Chie^f of Operations at the At-
lantic Marine Center, Norfolk, ^Va.

Robert *L. Nolan has been se-
lected for the position of Assistant
Chief of the Meteorological Services
Division at the National Weather
Service Eastern Region Head^quar-
ters in Garden City, *N.Y.

Dr. Richard *J. Berry has been
named to the post of Chief, Re-
search Management Division, in the
Office of Resource Research of the
National Marine Fisheries Service in
Washington, *D.C.

Dr. Jo^seph *Smagorinsky*, Director
of the Environmental Research Lab-
oratories Princeton, N.J.-based Geo-
physical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory,
has been selected by the United
Nations' World ^Meteorological Orga-
nization to receive the International
Meteorological Organization (I^MO)
Prize. Twelve hundred dollars, a
gold medal and a certificate is pre-
sented each year to a scientist for
eminence in the field of international
meteorological organizations.

Sylvia Harri^s*, of the Environmen-
tal Data Service's National Climatic
Center in *Asheville, *N.C., has been
appointed to serve as the Center's
Federal Women's Program Coordi-
nator.

Dr. Thomas *E. ^Murray has been
appointed Assistant Program Direc-
tor of the Institutional Support Pro-
gram in the Office of Sea Grant.

Commander Robert A. Ganse has
received a Doctor of Philosophy de-
gree from St. Louis University.

Dougla^s Doles, a computer tech-
nician at *NOAA's Pacific Marine
Center, has received a Community
Brotherhood Award from the ̂ Na-
tional Conference of Christians and
Jews for his work among young
boys and the elderly in Ballare), a
Seattle community.

^Marian *D. Renfrew has been ap-
pointed Meteorologist in Charge at
the Trenton, N.J. Weather Service
Office.

Dr. Bruce *B. Collette*, Assistant
Director of the National Marine Fish-
eries Service *Systematics Labora-
tory in Washington, *D.C., has been
appointed Scientific Editor of the
*NMFS publication series Fishery
Bulletin, Special Scientific Report-
Fisheries, Circular, and Data Re-
ports.

John *W. *Padan has been as-
signed to the Environmental Re-
search Laboratories' Pacific Marine
Environmental Laboratory in Seattle,
Wash., where he will direct *ERL's
Deep Ocean Mining Environmental
Studies.

John *H. Houston *, Chief of
*NOAA's Kansas City Field Finance
O^ffice, was proclaimed "Boss of the

Year," ^at the annual "Boss Night"
dinner o^f the Kansas City New Hori-
zons Chapters of the American
Business Women's Association.

*Lt. John *D. Busman has received
the annual Association of Commis-
sioned Officers "Junior Officer of the
Year" award for calendar year 1973.
He was recognized for his outstand-
ing service while assigned to the
Environmental Research Laborato-
ries' Space Environment Laboratory.

*Cdr. *Leland *L. *Reinke is the new
Executive Officer of the *NOAA Ship
Rainier.

Thomas N. Cunningham is the
new Official in Charge at the Asto-
ria, *Oreg., Weather Service O^ffice.
He previously served as a Weather
Service Specialist at the Reno, *Nev.,
Weather Service Office.

Bob E. Finley, Chief of the Na-
tional Marine Fisheries Service Con-
sumer ^Educational Services O^ffice
in Chicago, III., has received the first
"Man of the Year Award" eve^r^
granted by the 66-year old Shellfish
Institute of North America.

Dr. Kirk Bryan, a research осе an-
*ographer with the Environmental
Research Laboratories' Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory in
Princeton, N.J., was recently voted
president-elect of the Section on
Oceanography of the American
Geophysical Union.

Captain Robert E*. Williams, who
is assigned to the Sea Grant Pro-
gram at the University of Washing-
ton, has authori^zed a 36-page book
"So You Bought A Boat!", which
may be obtained from the Division
of Marine Resources, University of
Washington *(HG-30), Seattle, Wash.
98195.

Lieutenant Wayne *F. *Turnacliff
has been named Mid-Continent Re-
cruiting Officer for the *NOAA Com-
missioned Corps. He will be based
in Boulder, Colo.

Herbert P. *Benner has been
named E^xecutive Officer to the Di-
rector, National Weather Service
Western Region.

James *F. Lander, Deputy Director
of the Environmental Data Service's
National Geophysical and Solar-Ter-
restrial Data Center, in Boulder,
Colo., has been appointed *NOAA
Liaison Representative to the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences Com-
mittee on Seismology.

*Hasker *B. Samuel, Jr., has joined
the *NOAA Personnel Division as
Chief of the National Weather Serv-
ice Section, Personnel Operations
Branch.

Lieutenant Commander *Melvin N.
*Maki is the new Executive Officer of
the *NOAA Ship Davidson.

Donald A. Downey, Advisory Agri-
cultural Meteorologist with the Na-
tional Weather Service at Fayette-
ville, Ark., recently served as Co-
Program Chairman for the Rice
Technical Working Group, an inter-
national group of researchers in rice
production and marketing.

^Maurice *Kleve *, a *predoctoral stu-
dent from the University of Houston
who is doing his research at the
National Marine Fisheries Service
Gulf Coastal Fisheries Center in
*Galveston, Tex., won an award for
the "Outstanding Contribution" in
the graduate student competition at
the annual meeting of the Texas
Society for Electron Microscopy.

Dr. Donald *J. P. Swift of the
Environmental Research Laborato-
ries has been appointed to the Na-
tional Science Foundation's Ocean-
ography Advisory Panel represent-
ing the area of Marine Geology and
Geophysics.

Lieutenant Commander Kenneth
*F. Burke is the new *Officer-in-
*Charge of the *NOAA Officer Train-
ing Center at the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy in Kings Point,
*N.Y. He succeeds Commander Jo-
seph *Dropp, who has been *Of^ficer-
*in-Charge since the training center
was transferred f^r^om Norfolk, Va., in
1970, and ^who now is Commanding
Officer of the *NOAA Ship *^Pe/^/ce.

Lieutenant (junior grade) Michael
*C. Meyer is the Assistant Training
Officer at Kings Point.

Earl *W. Estelle has taken over as
Chief of the Emergency Warnings
Branch of the National Weather
Service's Weather Analysis and Pre-
diction Division in Silver Spring, Mr.

Dr. Harris *B. Ste^wart*, and Dr.
Peter *A.Rona, have been re-elected
and elected respectively to two-year
terms as trustees of the Miami Mu-
seum of Science.

Albert *S. *Kachic is the new Re-
gional Hydrologist at the Headquar-
ters of the National Weather Service
Eastern Region in Garden City, *N.Y.

Frank *D. Taylor has been se-
lected as the Official in Charge of
the Weather Service Of^fice in Olym-
pia, Wash.

Commander Richard *E. Newell is
the new Operations Of^ficer of the
ocean survey ship *Oceanogr^apher,
flagship of the *NOAA Fleet.

Richard *L. *Urbanak Meteorologist
in the National Weather Service
Space Flight Meteorology Group at
Cape Kennedy, Fla., has been
named Meteorologist in Charge of
the Weather Service Office at Key
West, Fla.

Captain Gerard *E. *Haraden is the
new Deputy Director of the Atlantic
Marine Center in Norfolk, Va.

Dr. Charles Reed Schwarz of *Be-
*thesda, Md., has been appointed
scientific advisor to the Project Man-
ager for the North American Datum
program, which is designed to mod-
ernize the geodetic network that
provides the basis for all accurate
horizontal surveying on the North
American continent.

Albert *L. *Comiskey has been
named Chief of the Environmental
Services Branch at the National
Weather Service's Alaska Regional
Headquarters.

Lieutenant (junior grade) Donald
*D. Winter has been chosen to repre-
sent the Lake Survey Center in an
international technical exchange
program between the National
Ocean Survey's Lake Survey Center
and the Canadian Hydrographie
Service.

Edward *J. Maree *, Supervisory
Meteorologist at the Regional
Weather Coordinating Center at
New York, has been appointed
*RWCC *Meteorologist-in-Charge, a
newly established position.

Dr. George *H. Keller*, Director of
the Marine Geology and Geophysics
Laboratory of *AOML, participated in
dives to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge on
the submersible *ALVIN, as part of
Project FAMOUS (French-American
Mid-Ocean Undersea Study).

Gerald Hill has reported for duty
as Public Affairs Officer, National
Marine Fisheries Service.

Helen *H. *Tep^delen, *Wilford *W.
*Buggs^, and Andrew *J. *Shepard are
staff members of the Environmental
Research Laboratories who have
been selected to begin new careers
under the scientific upward mobility
training programs with *NOAA.

A. Jay Hull, former Weather Serv-
ice Specialist at Wichita, Kansas,
has been appointed Meteorologist-in-
Charge of the National Weather
Service Office at Cape ^Natteras,
N.C.

Dr. William *H. Klein. Director of
the Techniques Development Labo-
ratory of NWS since 1964, has been
named Acting Director of the Sys-
tems Development Office in the
newly reorganized National Weather
Service headquarters.

John *R. *McClain is the new *Me-
*teorologist-in-Charge of the Raleigh,
*N.C., Weather Service Forecast Of-
fice. A veteran of 22 years' service
with the National Weather Service,
Mr. *McClain was formerly MIC of the
Charleston, *W. Va., *WSFO.

*Lt. Frank *B. Arbusto, a Lake Sur-
^vey Center *NOAA Corps Officer, has
been appointed Comman^ding Officer
of the Research Vessel *Shenehon.
*Lt. Arbusto previously served as
*Officer-m-Charge of the Lake Survey
ship ^Johnson.
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Aviation Safety A î̂ de^d

RADAR IDE^NTIFIES FLYI^NG BIRDS
*Bluefin Tuna Stock
Under Investigation
Have populations of *bluefin tuna
di^minished to such a low point in the
Atlantic as to threaten the continued
use of the species as an important
fisheries resource? Answers to that
and other questions about the giant
fish are being sought in an ex-
panded scientific in^vestigation of
*bluefin tuna stocks in the Atlantic
under the direction of the National
^Marine Fisheries Service Southeast
Fisheries Center in Miami, Fla.

*NMFS seeks to bring into close
cooperation all States, organiza-
tions, and persons interested in the
conservation of the *bluefin tuna
while assessing its status after years
of heavy fishing by sport and com-
mercial fishermen on both sides of
the Atlantic. *^NMFS scientists are
shaping their ef^fort to culminate in
the rapid establishment of a national
*bluefin management and conserva-
tion policy formulated to offset any
declines in *bluefin populations and
revitalize the s^tocks. Various states
are expected to play a significant
part in the management program.

Contributory research is carried
out at the *NMFS Southwest Fisher-
ies Center, La *Jolla, Calif., and at
the Northeast Fisheries Center in
Woods Hole, Mass., and recrea-
tional and commercial tuna fisher-
men, State organizations, conserva-

*Ayers To *NMFS
As *Gamefish
Coordinator
Robert *J. *Ayers has been named
assistant to the Director of the Na-
tional Marine Fisheries Service, to
coordinate game fish programs.

Mr. *Ayers, who has spent all of
his 16-year professional ̂ ca^reer as a
fisheries, wildlife, and environmental
specialist in the Midwest and on the
Pacific coast, for the past two years
has been chief of the Environmental
Resources Branch, Corps of Engi-
neers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

His new position will involve inte-
gration of the many recreational
fisheries programs and endeavors
conducted at *NMFS field stations
throughout the country into one na-
tional program.

Mr. *Ayers earned his *B.S. degree
in fisheries at Oregon State Uni^ver-
sity.

t ion agencies, and international ad-
visory groups are advising and as-
sisting to varying degrees in the
*stepped-up tuna investigation.

Some fishing tournaments have
been cancelled for the first time this
year, and many sport groups are
proposing tag and release tourna-
ments both for expansion of data
collecting and to try to save the fish.

In 1973, the U.S. commercial
catch of *bluefin in the At lant ic
dropped by one-third; on the other
hand, sport fishermen caught a rec-
ord 659 heavyweight *bluefins from
72 vessels (also a record) at a
popular fishing tournament held in
the fall of 1973 in northwest Atlantic
waters. Some marine biologists
have expressed concern over a pos-
sible shortage of medium-sized
fish—the future breeders—noted in
recent catches. They say that for
some time most of the *bluefin tuna
caught have fallen into either the
immature class (under 50 pounds)
or the giant class (over 300
pounds).

The birds are singing a new type of
song for three researchers with the
Environmental Research Laborato-
ries—not with their throats, but with
a form of body language translated
into sound by *doppler radar.

John *L. Green and Dr. Ben *B.
*Balsley of the *Aeronomy Laboratory
have found that the distinctive
movements of bird species in flight
produce unique echoes on *doppler
radar. These echoes can be plotted
graphically for a visual "signature"
or broadcast through a loudspeaker,
to produce some very strange
sounds.

With the help of Lieutenant Lloyd
Thomas of the *NOAA Commis-
sioned Corps^, the scientists are put-
ting the discovery to work, develop-
ing a *doppler radar technique for
identifying birds in flight. The results
of their research may be used to
solve the mysteries of migration and
help air traffic controllers prevent
dangerous collisions between birds
and aircraft.

Using a portable *doppler radar
system, the three have been filming
birds in flight at a lake near Boulder,
and synchronizing the visual images
with the sound produced in *doppler.

^Each species of bird has a dis-
tinctive flight motion. Ornithologists
have found that there is an inverse

^Recent ̂ vi^sitor^s to office of ̂ Robert *W. *Schoning, *^N^MFS Director, were

So^viet members of *U.S.-U.S.S.^R. Fis^heries Claim^s Board, *A.G. *A^fanasyev

^(lef^t^), and I. A. *Znamenskiy ̂ (right^!. The board considers claims of los^s or

damage to fishing vessels and g^ear.

correlation between a bird's wing
length—and thus its size—and the
frequency of its *wmgbeats. In addi-
tion, large birds tend to flap their
wings from the shoulder, while some
smaller birds f^lex their 'wrists^' in
flight. Some birds wiggle the^ir tails;
others rhythmically move their
necks. These differences in flight
motions between bird species are
often subtle. At present, the *NOAA
researchers can distinguish between
ducks and geese, for example, but
not between different kinds of ducks.

When the returning *doppler signal
is plotted on a graph, all these
motions appear as a distinctive vis-
ual pattern. The bird's body pro-
duces a strong continuous signal,
which plots graphically as a horizon-
tal dark line. The wing beats add
thinner vertical lines and each sway
of the neck or tail wiggle adds a line
or two to the total *doppler finger-
print.

By hooking the radar receiver to a
loudspeaker, the scientists obtain an
audio readout, in which the bird's
body produces a steady whine and
the *wingbeats make a distinctive
warbling sound.

The researchers are now concen-
tra^ting on producing a training film
that air traffic controllers and others
can use to learn to recognize the
sound made by, for example, a flock
of geese. A recently completed pilot
film confirmed that the method is
workable.

U.S. Fishermen
Win Atlantic
Quota Increase
United States fishermen have been
granted a quota increase of 16,600
metric tons for 1975 by the Interna-
tional Commission for the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries. *ICNA^F regulates
certain fisheries in international
waters off the northeast coast of the
U.S. and Canada.

The Commission has elected
David *H. Wallace, *NOAA's Associ-
ate Administrator for Marine Re-
sources and Commissioner for the
United States to *ICNAF, as Vice
Chairman.

The 1975 U.S. share of the total
quota increased from 20 to 25 per-
cent. With the exception of a modest
increase for Canada, quotas of all
other nations were reduced in order
to provide the total required reduc-
tion of approximately 75,000 metric
tons as agreed at an earlier meet-
ing.
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Fo r̂ 1^975: More Of The Same

GREAT LAKES LEVELS
HIGH FOR THIRD YEAR
The Great Lakes are well into a t^hir^d^
season of high water levels, a con-
dition which has occurred only twice
be^fore in this century, and the out-
look for next year is for continued
high levels.

The ^National Ocean Survey's
Lake Survey Center in Detroit said
high water levels such as these
usually persist for only about ̂ two
years, but *LSC forecasters offer li^t^tle
promise that the rate of precipitation
will slacken in the near future.

Similar conditions occurred in
1917-1918 and 1952-1953.

Lakes Erie and St. Clair have
already broken the record high level
of water they set last year in May.
While both are expected to be below
their monthly record highs for the
remainder of the summer, they may
again approach record highs in the
fall. The rest of the Great Lakes are
expected to continue well above
their long-time averages, although
they are not expected to break es-
tablished records.

*NOAA scientists say that when
the weather settles into its usual
pattern and the amount of precipita-
tion returns to normal, the water
levels will go down in the Great
Lakes. The current six-month lake
level forecast, however, calls for
continued high levels through De-
cember, with the lake levels at the
end of the year being within a few
inches of those of last December.

The present high lake levels are
primarily due to precipitation (both
rain and snow) which has been *^1612
inches above normal since 1965.
This condition has been aggravated
by below normal evaporation and
the cumulative effect has been to
raise lake levels in some cases to
all-time highs.

New Geodetic Control
Standards Are Set
*NOAA has announced the publica-
tion of new standards for geodetic
control.

The moderni^zed standards were
prepared by the Federal Geodetic
Control Committee, composed of
representatives of the Departments
of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense,
Housing and Urban Development,
Interior and Transportation, and the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration and Tennessee Valley
Authority. Collaborating with the
committee were the American Con-
gress on Surveying and Mapping,
the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers and the American Geophysi-
cal Union, among others.

Timely ̂warning ̂ during ̂ severe wea^ther ou t̂break on Spring, 1973, won
*NOAA Unit Citation for staff of *WSO IN *Shreveport, La. Presenting
plaque: N^WS Southern ̂ Region Director ̂ Lawrence *R. *Mahar. ̂ Receiving:
Ernest *S. *^Ethrî dge, ̂QIC.

WORLD WEATHER PROGRAM
IS DETAILED FOR A YEAR

The World Weather Program plan
for fiscal 1975 details Federal pro-
grams to extend the time range and
scope of weather predictions, to as-
sess the impact of atmospheric pol-
lution, to study the feasibility and
consequences of weather modifica-
tion, and to encourage international co-
operation in meeting the meteorol-
ogical needs of all nations.

The World Weather Program is an
international effort, coordinated by
the World Meteorological Organiza-
tion. United States' participation in
the program is coordinated by
*NOAA. Other agencies contributing
are the Departments of Defense,
State, and Transportation, the
Atomic Energy Commission, Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, and ^National Science
Foundation.

The' World Weather Program has
two major com^ponents—the World
Weather Watch and the Global At-
mospheric Research Program
*(GARP)—supported by a System
Design and Technological Develop-
ment effort.

Field investigations for the *GARP
Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE)
took place this summer in a 20-

*million-square-mile area of tropical
land and sea extending from the
eastern Pacific Ocean—across Latin
America, the Atlantic Ocean, and
Africa—to the western Indian
Ocean. Instruments on 38 ships,
more than 60 buoys. 13 aircraft, six
types of satellites, and at nearly a
thousand land stations are being
used to observe and record weather
and ocean phenomena from the top
of the atmosphere to about 5,000
feet below the sea surface.

Understanding the tropical atmos-
phere is a key to understanding the
processes which ultimately affect at-
mospheric circulation and weather
all over the earth. GATE field work
is scheduled to continue through
September 23.

Work is also under way in plan-
ning other regional Global Atmos-
pheric Research Program experi-
ments such as the Air Mass Trans-
formation Experiment slated in the
westernmost Pacific Ocean, the
Monsoon Experiment which will
study the properties of air masses
over the Arabian Sea during the
southwest monsoon season, and the
Polar Experiment which is con-
cerned with energy transfer proc-
esses in the polar regions. The

Eight Of *NOAA
Honored For
*EEO Efforts
Eight *NOAA employees are among
16 Commerce Department members
who have received certificates of
recognition from Secretary of Com-
merce Frederick *B. Dent for their
outstanding work in developing
equal employment opportunities for
minorities and women.

They are: Dr. Dayton *L. *Alverson,
Director of the National Marine Fish-
eries Service Northwest Fisheries
Center in Seattle, Wash.; Charles *O.
Baker, Supervisory Meteorological
Technician at the National Weather
Service Office in Nome, Alaska;
Janice *R. Cavaliere, Writer/Editor in
Publication Services at the Environ-
mental Research Laboratories in
Boulder, Colo.; Fred *Hodo, Jr., a
Cartographer in the Visual Chart
Branch of the Aeronautical Chart
Division in the National Ocean Sur-
vey's Office of Aeronautical Charting
and Cartography in Silver Spring,
Md.; Josephine Moss, an *Oceanog-
*rapher in the Environmental Data
Service's National Océanographie
Data Center In Washington, *D.C.;
Doris *J. Robinson, a Seafood Con-
sumer Specialist in the Market Re-
search and Services Division of the
National ^Marine Fisheries Service
Southwest Regional Office in Termi-
nal Island, Calif.; Victor *E. Serena,
Chief of the *Photogrammetric
Branch of the Coastal Mapping Divi-
sion at the National Ocean Survey's
Atlantic Marine Center in Norfolk,
Va.; and Maurice A. Ward, a
Weather Radar Specialist at the Na-
tional Weather Service Office in
*Palmdale, Calif.

target date for a global observation
experiment is 1978.

U.S. activities in the World
Weather Program in the coming
year include the initiation of an oper-
ational geostationary satellite system
^for more effective environmental
warnings. A portion of the system
was realized on May 17 with the
launching of NASA's new Synchron-
ous *Meterorological *Satellite-1. A
second, similar satellite is scheduled
to be launched later this year. Work
will also continue on the expansion
of a baseline monitoring network
and the U.S. will offer continued
assistance to developing nations for
their participation in the World
Weather Watch, a program in which
member nations of the World Me-
teorological Organization make avail-
able the basic meteorological and re-
lated environmental information
needed by each to support its
weather services and research.



Warm Water
Sparks Growth
In Lobsters
What are East Coast lobsters doing
at a West Coast power plant? Grow-
ing almost four times faster in
heated cooling water from a power
co^mpany than they do in their nati^ve
marine waters, say Sea Grant scien-
tists ^from San Diego State Univer-
sity.

For the past three years, project
leaders Dr. Richard *F. Ford and Jon
*C. Van *Olst and their associates
have been delving into the mysteries
of *culturing the aggressive, canni-
balistic and *^finiky northern lobster,
*Homarus *americanus. If their careful
and painstaking studies prove suc-
cessful, the notion of domesticating
active marine creatures may move
closer to reality. Many problems re-
main to be solved and each solution
points the way for *culturing less
glamorous and expensive species of
seafood.

Experiments initiated at the
Massachusetts Lobster Hatchery on
Martha's Vineyard first indicated that
lobsters whose natural environment
is cold reach marketable size more
quickly when their surroundings are
warmed up.

The *SDSU research team began
their lobster-rearing experiments in a
laboratory beneath the pier at the
*Scripps Institution of Oceanography
*(UC-San Diego, La *Jolla) using sea
water that was elec^trically heated.

During the summer and fall of
1973 a laboratory facility was built
on land at the *Encina Environmental
Research Facility and scientists be-
gan to test the effects on lobster
growth of a mixture of intake and
discharge (effluent) cooling waters.
Tests so far indicate lobsters cul-
tured in this manner should reach
marketable size (one pound) in
about 18 months instead of the five
to seven years required in nature,
although they may require more
food for this growth.

Power plant effluent is an inex-
pensive source of large amounts of
filtered heated water which can be
mixed with cooler ocean water to
achieve the most favorable tempera-
ture, between 70 and 75 degrees
Fahrenheit.

The animals are kept in fiber
glass trays and tanks ^fed by the
*seawater-effluent mixture. Sea water
is drawn from the power plant's
lagoon and utilized within the plant
to condense steam which drives
turbine-generators in the production
of electricity. After the coolant water
is heated, it is discharged into a
cooling pond from which it flows
across the beach facing the plant
into the surf.

The resea^rch facility must be aer-
ated to maintain dissolved oxygen
levels near saturation for the experi-

*noaa/update
Invisible Veil
Sp^a^wns Storms
An invisible curtain separating dry
desert wind from moist air in the lee
of the Rocky Mountains appears to
mark a favored location for thunder-
storm development over the south-
ern Great Plains, according to an
Environmental Research Laborato-
ries scientist.

Dr. Joseph *T. *Schaefer of the
National Severe Storms Laboratory
in ^Norman, *Okla., says the invisible
*"dryline" occurs most frequently in
west Texas and Oklahoma during
the spring and early summer. Ap-
proximately paralleling the terrain
contours, the *dryline is sometimes
observed as far north as Nebraska
and the *Dakotas.

By studying the development and
progression of actual *dryline events,
the *NOAA meteorologist developed
a numerical model to determine the
life cycle of the *dryline and the

mental animals. Researchers are also
seeking to determine if there are
any traces of chlorine remaining in
the effluent a^f^ter periodic treatment
of the plant cooling system with the
chemical. The potential effect on the
lobsters would then be studied.

One of the biggest puzzles for
researchers is how best to feed
animals that often eat one another.
Brine shrimp is a tempting and nutri-
tious possibility but it is expensive
and does lack certain elements es-
sential to lobster growth and health.

Artificial foods designed and mod-
ified by *mariculturists throughout the
country are being tested and evalu-
ated.

Diseases that do not commonly
affect lobsters in cold-water environ-
ments seem to plague the animals
kept at higher temperatures. There
are difficulties in keeping animals
under controlled conditions, although
some obstacles are counterbalanced
by the decreased larval mortality. A
minuscule fraction o^f lobsters in na-
ture survive the larval stage. Sur-
vival rate of young lobsters at the
laboratory so far is about 30 percent
past the larval stage.

Plans are underway to design
production facilities which could be
used in aquaculture on a large
scale.

One prototype in use at both
*Scripps and *Encina is a revolving
carousel, dubbed *"care-o-cell" by
designer Van *Olst, where lobsters
are kept in compartments. Ex-
panded several times, the *"care-o-
*cell' would have walkways for re-
searchers and a future model might
be covered by a geodesic dome.

cause of its motion.
Computerized results indicate that

the daytime movement of the invisi-
ble *dryline is determined by surface
heating of the earth, (which causes
vertical mixing of dry and moist air)
rather than by naturally occurring
westerly winds. This revelation is
significant to meteorologists. But the
question of why the *dryline is a
preferred location of thunderstorm
generation remains unanswered.

The importance of the *dryline as a
severe weather predictor has been
recognized for almost a quarter of a
century. A recent four-year study of
radar echo formation showed that
when cells existed within 200 nauti-
cal miles on either side of the dry-
line, 78 percent of the first radar
echoes developed within 10 nautical
miles of the *dryline position.

Commerce
Blocks ^Marine
Mammal Kill
The Commerce Department, for the
second successive year, has denied
all requests for permits to kill marine
mammals for commercial purposes.

In a report submitted to the Con-
gress, Secretary Frederick *B. Dent
described circumstances surround-
ing the handling of some of the
scores of applications received by
the National Marine Fisheries Serv-
ice to acquire some 10,000 marine
mammals, all for scientific or public
display *purpoes.

Most of the 20 applications ap-
proved involved the capture and
release of nearly 9,000 animals for
scientific research. The next largest
number of permits was granted to
persons and organizations wishing
to retain animals for science or for
public display.

Kelp Be^ds See^ded By Sea Grant
Sea Grant scientists at the California
Institute of Technology have devel-
oped advanced techniques for es-
tablishing and re-establishing valua-
ble Pacific kelp beds.

Accordin^g to Dr. Wheeler *J. ̂ North,
who heads the Kelp project at Cal
Tech, work on the program—which
first received Sea Grant funding in
1968—has progressed to the point
where relatively large numbers of
plants can be seeded at a fairly low
cost through the dispersion of kelp
embryos in the sea. The embryos,
carefully raised and stored through
laboratory techniques developed by
Institute scientists, settle, *reattach,

and develop normally. Dispersals at
two sites (Corona Del Mar and Dana
Point) off the California coast have
resulted in a tremendous number of
juvenile plants where before there
were only a few adult kelp plants.

The *gaint kelp, *Macrocystis. has
been used in most of the Institute^'s
studies because the genus is an
important marine resource in Califor-
nia waters. The canopies are har-
vested and processed for extracts
used as food additives and for col-
loidal constituents. The kelp beds
also provide important habitat for
fishes and invertebrates.

Commerce Secretar^/ Frederic^k *B. Dent and Dr. ̂ Robert *M. ̂ Whî te, *NOAA
A^dministrator (right̂ ), are briefed by National Hurricane Center Director
Dr. Neil Frank lieft̂ ) during Secretarial in^spection of Miami Center as
Hurricane Carmen approached Gulf shore^s.
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D^espite Icê , ̂ Pola r̂ Bear̂ s:

Drifting Buoy Tests In Arctic
Are Found To Be
A two-year buoy test program in the
Arctic ice pack, during which three
buoys operated for almost one-and-
a-half to two years ine one of the
earth's harshest en^vironments, has
been completed by *NOAA.

Se^ven 340-pound drifting buoys
placed in the ice pack in 1972 were
designed to operate for up to one
year, but some substantially ex-
ceeded this despite storms, drifting
ice, temperatures of 50 below zero
Fahrenheit, and attacks by maraud-
ing polar bears.

A more sophisticated prototype
Arctic data buoy is now being devel-
oped, and operational buoys of this
type will be placed in the ice early
next year.

The seven buoys, which were
deployed off Alaska's North Slope,
were part of an engineering experi-
ment to demonstrate the feasibility
and reliability of operating un-
manned satellite-communicating,
data-reporting buoys in the polar
seas. One goal is to reach, through
coordinated field experiments and
theoretical analysis, a fundamental

understanding of the dynamic and
*thermodynamic interaction between
Arctic sea ice and its environment.
An understanding of sea ice dynam-
ics will lead to safer navigation of
the hazardous waters which flank
the frozen *northland.

In addition, b^uoys which operate
successfully in the polar regions
could play an important role in
weather forecasting of the future,
since much of the world's weather
develops in the Arctic and Antarctic.
The buoys provide environmental
data on air pressure, temperature
and ice movements. Information
from the buoys was transmitted to
Fairbanks, Alaska, via NASA's po-
lar-orbiting *Nimbus-4 satellite.

Discharged batteries are assumed
to have terminated the operation of
one buoy after 667 days (approxi-
mately 22 months). Another oper-
ated *19^'/2 months, and a third^, which
had operated successfully for 504
days (approximately 17 months) was
still furnishing data when recovered.
A single failure, the los^s of the lower
air temperature sensor, marred an

otherwise perfect performance. Evi-
dence indicated the failure was
probably due to ^damage by an in-
quisitive polar bear, the second
buoy to be so damaged. In each
case, exposed wires were severed.
Two buoys operated for appro^xi-
mately 15 months and the remaining
two for about *2^1/2 months.

The buoys were funded by the
*NOAA Data Buoy Of^fice in Bay St.
Louis, ^Miss., which is responsible for
the development of unmanned envi-
ronmental data buoys. Buoy design
and development were performed by
the University of Washington's Ap-
plied Physics Laboratory in Seattle,
Wash.

Dean *Haugen, Project Leader of
the Data Buoy Program at the labo-
ratory, estimated an array of about
30 buoys deployed from central ice
camps and shore-based facilities
could rather uniformly cover the en-
tire Arctic Ocean. The buoys were
installed in nine-inch-diameter holes
cut into sea ice 9 to 12 feet thick.
Some buoys drifted more than 900
miles

Some^where Else ,̂ ^Ma^ybe

Could Squid Fishery Boom?
American fishermen could make a
tidy profit fishing for squid—but not
for American dinner tables, accord-
ing to an MIT researcher.

A just-published study funded by
the MIT Sea Grant Program shows
that squid would make an excellent
export product to Europe, but that
Americans are too negatively dis-
posed toward the idea of eating
squid for it to be a profitable sea-
food item in this country, at least for
the immediate future.

Paul *Kalikstein, a graduate stu-
dent in MIT's Alfred P. Sloan School
of ^Management, analyzed the avail-
ability and potential market for
squid, reported results of taste tests
of squid products and surveyed con-
sumers' and industrial^ists' attitude
toward squid.

According to *Kalikstein, the poten-
tial for squid f^ishing is enormous.
Only about twenty million pounds
per year are landed off the US—
about eighteen million pounds off
the coast of California and two mil-
lion pounds off the east coast. The
potential catch off the east coast
alone is enormous, says *Kalikstein,
the estimates ranging to one billion
pounds per year.

The catch is that US consumers
at present have little interest in
trying squid products. A telephone
survey revealed what *Kalikstein per-
ceived as a "poor attitude" toward
squid as a food source, and only
about 11 percent of the respondents
in a mail survey said they would try
a squid product.

The report noted, however, that
MIT researchers obtained "very fa-
vorable" results on taste tests. A
panel of 70 tasters rated three squid
products—fried squid rings, squid
chowder and squid cocktail—uni-
formly excellent, *Kalikstein said. All
received between four and five on a
five-point taste scale, with the chow-
der receiving almost all fives. The
squid rings resemble scallops in
flavor, the chowder mimics clam
chowder, and the cocktail resem-
bles oyster cocktail. This means,
that while initial purchase would be
low, repeat purchase of squid would
be high, he said.

Fishing industrialists—*processers,
brokers, fishermen, etc.—inter-
viewed by Mr. *Kalikstein were uni-
formly negative toward squid prod-
ucts.

"I would venture to say that peo-
ple within the seafood industry were
more negative towards the domestic
introduction of squid than the gen-
eral consumer population. Many
longtime seafood businessmen were
quick to state that a successful
introduction of a processed squid
product would be impossible," *Kalik-
*stein said.

According to *Kalikstein, squid
would make an excellent export to
Europe, however.

"It may come as a surprise to
many Americans, but squid is a
highly sought after food form in
many areas of the world. Squid is
particularly popular among the peo-
ples of the Orient and the Mediterra-
nean."

The rising price of squid on the
European market, the increasing for-
eign squid fishing off the US east
coast, and the recent international
money realignments all combine to
make US squid fishing a very attrac-
tive possibility, said *Kalikstein.

Already, *Kalikstein said, US ex-
porters are eager for squid products,
one saying that he could "export all
I could get."

Land^-Based
Geodetic Net
Is Extended
*NOAA has offered its assistance in
extending the land-based national
netwo^rk of measurements to off-
shore oil platforms and other off-
shore structures for which precise
positioning is needed.

There are almost 3000 oil plat-
forms off the coasts of Louisiana,
Texas, and California, and in Cook
Inlet, Alaska. In the Gulf, some
extend as far as 150 miles from
shore.

The National Geodetic Survey,
which maintains the national net-
works of distances and elevations
on which all basic surveys depend,
is prepared to process data obtained
by the new method of *doppler geod-
esy satellite surveying.

The *NGS will process the data
with post-orbital data from the Navy
Navigation Satellite Systems and
determine geodetic positions for the
platforms. The measurements would
then be placed in the national geo-
detic data bank maintained by the
Survey, where it would be available
to all users upon request. The proc-
essing would be done for a nominal
charge.

*Capon/o ^Named
To Heâ d *^ESIC

*\ ̂ л*^.
Dr. Joseph F. *Caponio, former act-
ing director of the National Agricul-
tural Library, has become director of
the Environmental Data Service's
Environmental Science Information
Center, Washington.

From 1953 to 1957 he was asso-
ciated with the Library of Congress;
then for two years he was chief of
the reference and bibliography
branch of the Armed Services Tech-
nical Information Agency. In 1959 he
assumed direction of a similar
branch in the Commerce Depart-
ment's Of^fice of Technical Services.

Dr. *Caponio joined the Defense
Department as Director of Technical
Information, Defense Documentation
Center, in 1961, transferring to the
National Institutes of Health in 1964.
He joined the Department of Agricul-
ture in 1970.

^7^0
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*Fishermens' *Lives
*Seen *Parado^xical

*PROGRESS *MADE *I^N^
*WHALE *CONSERVATION

Since the earliest days of the Ameri-
can colonies fishing has been an
important occupation, first for ̂ food
only, and later for food, industrial
products, and for recreation. It is a
way of life for Americans along our
coasts.

The life of the commercial fisher-
man has always been ^depicted as
harsh. There is no doubt that it is
o^ften hazardous, and sometimes
there is no pay at all, but thousands
of young Americans continue to
seek work as fishermen. Why?

Two long-time commercial fisher-
men, A. *K. *Larssen and *Sig Jaeger,
ha^ve provided some of the answers
in a paper entitled "Some ABC's of
*Fo'c'sle Li^ving." *Larssen, now re-
tired in Seattle, Wash., had exten-
si^ve commercial fishing experience
in his native Norway, and it ex-
tended to Alas^ka and the Indian
Ocean. Jaeger also has extensive
commercial fishing experience and
served as director of the Fisheries
Technology Program, *Kodiak Com-
munity College, Alaska. He is cur-
rently a consultant to the Marine
Advisory Programs at the University
of Alaska and the University of
Washington (Seattle). The article
made up an entire issue of Marine
Fisheries ̂ Re^view, published monthly
by the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration. The Review is
produced by *NOAA's National ̂ Ma-
rine Fisheries Service, and the *Lars-
*sen-Jaeger paper was commis-

Brand The Crab?
Quick! The Laser
A way has been found at last to
brand the slippery crab, whose habit
of shell-shedding has frustrated re-
searchers seeking to track its popu-
lations and migrations.

A laser beam may be the answer,
according to Richard *Stroud, Re-
search Associate in Veterinary Med-
icine at *OSU, whose work is aided
by the *OSU Sea G^rant College
Program.

Says *Stroud: "Laser branding al-
ters some of the *pigmentat^bn cells
under the crab's outer shell. When a
new outer shell is formed, it too will
carr^y the brand."

Preliminary trials on *Dungeness
crab indicate that both *freeze-brand-
*ing and *laster-branding will alter the
crab's pigmentation cells producing
a mark that will last through a
molting cycle.

Mr. *Stroud's research is being
conducted in cooperation with the
Fish Commission of Oregon and the
United States Department of Agri-
culture.

*sioned by *NOAA^'s Sea Grant Pro-
gram.

Most fishermen get neither salary
nor wages, the paper points out.
Their only income is their share of
the catch, and there are many differ-
ent "share systems" or methods of
figuring the crewman's income, ac-
cording to the authors. It is even
possible, although rare, for crewman
to get what is called a "hole bill' if
the expenses of a fishing trip ex-
ceed the value of the catch.

"The fisherman's income is pretty
much like the sea from which it is
drawn; it ebbs and floods like the
tide, but without tidal regularity," say
*Larssen and Jaeger. Some fisher-
men do earn good incomes, while
others, less lucky perhaps, earn
barely enough for a skimpy living,
and must seek to supplement their
income elsewhere.

The authors point out that there
seems to be a personal regard for
fellow crew-members that is not
generally accorded a colleague on a
shore job. They also note the close
teamwork required on board most
fishing vessels and that most tasks
are done almost automatically with-
out the need for issuing orders.

The paper states that perhaps the
most unique aspect of a job in
commercial fishing is the long work
day. A 12-hour day is virtually a
minimum; from 16 to 18 hours is
common.

^Major progress has been attained in
the continuing effort to save the
world's whales, *NOAA Administrator
Robert *M. White has announced.

Dr. White, U.S. Commissioner of
the International Whaling Commis-
sion, summari^zed conservation ad-
vances achieved by the *IWC's 26th
session in London, thus:
^• A selective moratorium will apply
to any stock falling below optimum
population levels,
• Worldwide quotas for species of
most concern have been greatly
reduced,

*Kolf Is Named
To Marine
Liaison Post
Dr. Richard *C. *Kolf has been named
Coastal Zone Coordinator in
*NOAA's Office of Sea Grant.

Dr. *Kolf will act as liaison between
the Of^fice of Sea Grant and Office
of Coastal Zone management.

He is also Sea Grant Associate
Program Director for Project Support
Programs.

Before joining *NOAA he was with
the Division of Environmental Sys-
tems and Resources of the National
Science Foundation, where he was
responsible for coastal zone matters
involving the agency's Environmen-
tal Systems Program.

*B^BB

Among go^vernor^s of more than 20 stat^es receiving prints of *^NOAA film
^"Tornado!" for use in sc^hoo^l s^ystems is Tennessee's *^Winfield D^unn (left^)^,^
from Nashville MIC Cecil Palmer. Hundreds of prints of the public safety
film have been made available for education of children.

^• Stocks will be managed by ocean
areas rather than by oceans as a
whole,
^• In setting optimum stock levels,
factors other than numbers of ani-
mals will be considered—factors en-
compassing the health of the entire
marine ecosystem, leading to more
conservative quota levels.

Adoption of the principle of a
selective moratorium, Dr. White
said, represents a major switch in
the outlook for preservation of the
world's whales. It makes possible a
moratorium for certain species, such
as the fin whale, for longer than a
decade

The world-wide quotas estab-
lished by the Commission provide
significant reductions in the allowed
catch of several species. In the case
of the fin whale, last year's quota
has been reduced by 35 percent,
from 2,000 to 1,300, with an antici-
pated reduction to zero for the 1975-
76 whaling season. The quota for
the sei whale has been reduced 20
percent, from 7,500 to 6,000. The
sperm whale quota was at last
year's level of 23,000.

Only in the case of *minke whales
has the quota increased, from 5,000
to 7,000, on the assurance of scien-
tists that this level will not seriously
affect stocks of this small whale.

Chart Automation
Planned For Gulf
*NOAA hopes to place its automated
nautical chart data bank in operation
for the Gulf of Mexico in 1975.

The Gulf will be the first area in
the nation to have na^utical chart
data computerized. Automation of
data for all of *NOAA's 971 nautical
charts, which cover U.S. coastal
waters and various inland water-
ways and lakes, including the Great
Lakes, is scheduled for 1980.

The creation of a data
bank which involves converting nec-
essary information to magnetic
memory storage in computer lan-
guage—is the first step in the estab-
lishment of a largely automated sys-
tem for producing nautical charts.
Under a 10-year, $25 million pro-
gram, the data for all areas covered
by the National Ocean Survey,
which produces the charts, will be
established in the data bank at the
NOS' *Rockville, Md., headquarters.

When completed, th^e bank will
include nautical data for 90 charts of
the Gulf area, and when fully opera-
tional will make possible a wide
range of responses to special pur-
pose uses, such as requests for a
list of navigational aids in a specific
area.
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Diane *Kidwell makes a face over computer program. See *"NOAA'S Ama^zing Thinking ^Machines," Page 4^4 *.


